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/
A symposium on Vehicle Ride Q_lity, sponsored by NASA, was held at the
!_iii-.i: Langley Research Center, _ampton, Virginia, July 6-7, 1972.The purpose of the qymposiumwas to apprise the Government, transporta-
tion industry, and university community of the current state of the art of
_assenger ride-quality technology and to improve the degree of complementary
effort between investigators. The symposium consisted of a review of technology
covering ride quality ,rodride-quality criteria for passenger-carryingvehicles
including surface vehicles as well as aircraft. Also included were several
panel discussions directed toward how best to structure and implement experi-
ments so that findi_;s relate to real-world situations of public transportation.
The deliberati_._sof these panels are not included in this publication.
Contributionsto this publication were made by representatives from NASA
Langley and Flight Research Centers, Naval Aerospace Medical Institute, _AF
Aerocpace Medical Pesearch Laboratory, The Boeing Company, McDonnell Douglas '
•' Corporation, Unite_lAircraft Corporation, United Aircraft Research Laboratories, 't
Princeton Universi'_y,University of Dayton, and University of Virginia.
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RIDE--QUALITYOVERVIEW
By Ralph W. Stone, Jr.
NASA Langley Research Center
INTRC_UCTION NT'_: 10013
It is not n_ purpose today to Justify the need for research in ride
quality. I presume that those of us here recognize and are concerned for this
need. It is sufficient to say that progress in air travel, as indicated b_ the
recent Civil Aviation Research and Develol_nentPolicy Stu_ (ref. i), is such
that the problems of noise and congestion and the need for short haul trans-
portation will lead to conditions of flight at lower altitudes and requiring
more acute maneuvering than we currently experience. Such conditions will tend
to make ride comfort less acceptable than is offered by our current Jets.
I should like to review very briefly today _
(a) What the problem of ride quality seems to be
(b) What the current state of knowledge is _'
(c)What the deficienciesin thisknowledgeare
(d) What information seems to be required to overcome these deficiencies _
and
(e)Some thoughtson ride qualitycriteria
' I
NJMAN FACT_ ELm4ERT8 IN RIDE QUALITY
1973001285-005
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The physical factors define the dynamics of motions involved as well as
I other environmental factors and the cabin arrangements.i There are also, of course, psychological factors; such as the fear of
/'_ flying, the purpose of flying, and many others. These I will not discuss today,
_ although they are highly significant. ::
In the course of the next two days, programs will be presented that relate
:i, to most of the elements listed for, as you know, considerable effort has been :
\i applied to many of them. The area of greatest•concern, however, as it is being !
i brought into predominance by the trends and needs for airplane transportation
i t ere mentiened_.., earlier,_,is the area of the dynamics of the ride. j
i CURRENT KNOWLEDGE' Let us then, examine very briefly and only partially, because of time
limitations,the current knowledge relative to the dynamics of the flight
environment and how it applies to passenger acceptance.
I- general, because of maneuvering, turbulence, buffet, and aircraft ;
•. ! systems operations; oscillations ranging from fractions of a Hertz to 60 or
• :_ more Hertz can be experienced by most aircraft (fig. 2). At the low range A_
_, vesti_alar-visualdisturbances are expected and motion sickness is possible.
l-
i In a range above i Hertz, resonance of body components and relative motions of
them may occur and cause annoyance and even pain. At frequencies generally i
above I0 Hertz, bo_ vibrations occur and these too can be most annoying. ,
,i A great number of studies have been made over the last se _ral years ,
•_ (these are to a great extent summarized in reference 2 ) and a brief summary will '
'_': be shown in the next three figures.
Figure B is a limited su_w_y of representative information about the i
effects of oscillations along (parallel to) the long body axis. The dotted ! 0
lines show s_e typical experimental results and represent a progressive
_ intolerance to oscillations as their magnitude increases. Also shown are some "
current criteria for U. S. Military aircraft and those proposed by the British
:' ' and Japanese for passenger acceptance primarily for railroad comfort. It is
_:i:_' interestingto note that t_ese criteria are relatively near the experimental
"_:•'_::_'ii1 data reprenatiag uapleu_atnen.
., The lower met of c_rves _ho_a were _uggeeted by Dr. van Gierke and his
_:_', colXw_ues some yea_e ago (ref. 3) and still rel_esent potential criteria. ,
'L"aW ere a_eel blM ower t_ the other erlteria. _
_/::1_i _ ha_ed area _a the _'equoney ra_ _ o.1 to _ Ke_z i8 _ere _
.., motion sleMa u _ occur. The n_alt_A_ee of ,_ti_ required to elicit eic_nen
• ..!:_ ere not defined. Motion _icknus i_ a o_lex _r_chol_miol_ica'l proces_
:t which mn the _m_tt l_A'Omno_tix_ to vcmitlni_ (see f_n- exe_ple ref. _), The
_o ._ u, Eu,'t'tn_l._ o_ oecIXlatlon| required to elicit a £1_st level of ncssacce]_cance
i i ea.eno_ _e_a.
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_;' As noted previously, this information deals with vertical motions.
'_! Figure h is for lateral or transverse oscillations.
_,_7,_ Much less information exists for the transverse situation than for the
vertical. Shown only are some proposed criteria of the British and Japenese
_' which are companion criteria to those shown in figure B. It is apparent that
there is not unanimity as to what the criteria should be. It is also evident
that tolerance for lateral oscillations is lower than for vertical oscillations,
possibly being about one half as great.
" Another point not distinguished in these two previous figures is the
influence of the length of exposure and the frequency of exposure to oscillatory
motion on the acceptability of a ride.
Figure 5 shows the influence of time of exposure on the magnitude ofi
acceptable oscillations. This is rather limited information but shows a rapid-
17 decreasing acceptabilitywith "flight time"(see refs. 2 and 9). These
proposals show some differences of opinion relative to what the real criteria
might be.
In addition to the information shown, it must be pointed out that the
International Standards Organization has for a number of years been endeavoring
to establish a unified standard for the effects of vibrations on man. L_
Recommendationswill be made treating the problems of safe exposure, fatique j,
decreased performance, and reduced comfort (ref. 6). Dr. Ashley of England has
introduced an interesting contribution for the study of vibrations on man in
connection with the InternationalStandards Studies (ref. 7). He suggests 4
using a random vibratic_ spectr_ as a datum for matching with sinusoidal
vibrations to establish contours of constant annoyance. He shows for a standing
man minimum sensitivity near 1.7 Hertz with increasing sensitivity at lower
frequencies where motion sickness has been suggested to be a problem. He shows
also an extension of maximum sensitivity out to about 15 Hertz, which is
different than has been suggested in the past.
I
This has been a very cursory review of the state of current knowledge.
What are the deficiencies in this state of knowledge.
Figure 6 lists same of these deficiencies.
(a) The data generallM available, are prim_ri_v for males of flight crew
typet hard_v representative of the general riding population for which we are
@o_cernecl.
(b) The sensitivity to notien of the subjects umed is generally not
available.
(c) The results to date Are generally for vertical oscillati@ns and for
exposures to die_ete _equencie8, not at all re_eeentative of the random
character of natural flight l_mmm_a.
(_) There is little available informatic_ of acceptable maneuvering limits.
ThLt i8, the _ate8 c_ rolX_t turning and pitching and the ns_nitudes of the
attitudes of roll or pitch.
and final,
19/3001285-007
• / i:: II :
(e) There is onlM a limited amount of data correlating flight data on the J.
dynamics of flight with subjective impressions of the flight. _
,:- STUDY REQUIREMENTSFOR HUMAN FACTORS IN RIDE Q_JALITY S
". What, then,are the requirements for stuc_ relative to the human factors :_
..j: .\ _ aspects of ride quality in view of the defici_mcies Just seen. _.'
• i._ On figure 7 are listed a number of possibl,_study requirements.
:.._ (a) First, it is felt that the subjects used to study the problems of ride _
. .. _o!
•. .... _ quality should be representative of the population who will ride. Also, as they
i.."-,_ will be the instruments whereby ride quality is measured, their characteristics
• _ particularly their sensitivity to motion should be known. _trther, as exposure _
.....:'i of humans to environmental stress tends to bring_ about habituation, this ,
"_._:-i effect should be understood in the subjects used. i
" (b) The only source of the real motions of concern is found in real flight :
and therefore, studies in flight are required. The actual random disturbances
and maneuvers and the corresponding subjective _-esl_nsesare necessary. The
influence of airline route structures, seasons, and weather conditions as them
influence the frequency of disturbance encounters needs also to be understood.
In addition, proper instruments to measure the real envirorment experienced
and the subjective responses to the environmer.t along with the improved
c_nputer programs to reduce and analyze these data are required. Tests on air-
. borne simulators; that is, aircraft on which _ecific disturbances can be
tested and evaluated, are necess_y to validate knowledge gained in laboratory '
. tests and to veri_y criteria establi_hed.
_i . . . (c) Laboratory tests, it is felt, are recessary from the standpoint of
" _ ,::. economics and for the ability to readily vary tests cc_ditlons and to identify
_:.::"_ and isolate the ccml_ente, magnitudes, and frequencies which are important.
i ! ,' .
•,.,, Papers to be presented later today will delineate current pro_wm and
I plans for lab_atory and field tests. I
- i
'" ." .-'. (d) For the design of aircraft bav_a_ acceptable ride quality, what is "
_.j.-o: .
• ° _", A
/-._ required are criteria which can be transAated into specific requirements for
• .. " : air_lane and control systems characterir._ies, seat and cabin destgn_ and air-
,_;>,.i line schedules em_ ronte 8truetwes. B'o_h crlt_ia as in &ll eweea of _e|es_ch ! •
_..,:. mmt be based on sound, nbs_antiml b_po_he_e:, _hlch for the cue in point, !
":_,_,.. must relate to hmmn resp_mes to the e_vtronmental conditions expected. It i '
•*"_'_ is felt that this develolment _zet be pursued and sho_d incus the develop- |
_._ .: sent of models inv@lving the _mamie res_ee of human bodi_v _tem_. Also in
•,.:.,_,_,,_ all ex_erlme_tal l_oceesee _he_e sub_eetlve _ata are obtained it must be
_,%.,.. remmbered that the _mti_Acatlcn o_ mzb_ee%ive &ttltu_es_ the v_in_lXAW t
_: .":,. _ l_S_ in the inte_l_etatlm of whet the _im_taw _mes when
:" "_*, r_ sub_eetive s_tltudes, sa_ the vaa,_l_Ll.tW cZr ee_ _e_sen's &tti_es
.% .,.'.:{ wi_, time is a _eet _MDDA_t aa_ cem_le= art.
• i (e) Fina.l_, s't:u4iee to detee,m_e the l[_'o@euea _V _l_L@hthe
::* l_lic _ee its modes o_ 1_'aas1_._tJ.m sh@_ be hell_h_. X_ th_
-_-
\
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_i As was no_ed earlier_ the criteria that exist are based on limited data,
_" usually on exposures to a single degree of freedom and to discrete frequencies.
i Figure 8 lists some of the requirements for improved criteria. These are:
(a) The influence of transverse motions, _arti_.ularlylateral motions
(b) The second point relates to whether the exLstence of a lateral (or
" fore and aft) motion reduces the level of acceptability of a vertical motion and
vice versa
(c) The influence of a spectrum of frequencies in single and multiple
degrees of freedom needs definition
and
(d) final_ the buildup and decay of annoyance _ a function of the time
course of disturbance encounters must also be deflne_
I should like nov to briefly discuss a few thoughts on the subject of
I
criteria and then to suggest some criteria which may _e points of departure
for future work.
._athematicalmodels using damped-spring mounted Rasse8 have been developed
in the past for studying the responses of body systems to oscillations. All
such models of course show a maximum response (or strew, s) at the damped natural
frequency. This implies that larger disturbances are ,,squired at frequencies
other than the natural frequency to create the same resl_e (or stress) as
occurs at the natural frequency. Curves of equal response (fig. 9) over s
• frequency range are surprisingly similar in form t_ the experimental data and ,
erlteria presented earlier.
Relative to transverse oscillations some interesting information hu been
obtained by Nickerson _ the resl_nse of animal organs to oscillations (ref. 8).
He noted that the natural i_e_uencies of the internal b_ _stem to transverse
_" oscillatiOM (f_t tO back and sideway) were abort twice u large u for t
I vertical oecIllatlon_ alt_ the _ping _ _l,y 81_'htl_ different.|
) These results 8_d_est a consldersb_ modified damped spr_ng model that i8
l "" - multip_ supported in the transverse notions while cu_ singly sup_rted in
/ vertic_ s_icns. 8_ • mc_el my bsve hl_Mer natural _re_sncies and
I,/:_ larger stresses in the transverse no_tcu u compared to tls vartical.
,
Re_atlve to the Influence of nultlple _tst_r_aces sa_ oF a spectrum of
i _" _requm_ies u ie ncrs_ meomtsred in turbulsnee, one can c_ intuAtive3,v
i:i:._ feel that the _.esenee of s seeoad _Lt_t_bance (_ a_e) n_t reduce t_genersl tolerance. Studies using sulttp3.e dis_zrbuces an, l power spectral
densitles of the dlsturbsnees vlth the ecrres_ sub_e,_Ive respomes are
oF course in m'der and subsequent I_per8 will di_uss _ueh pla_.
FineJJ_ ve are ecmerned _Ath _ tr_ of distur_uee eaeoun_ars.
C_]_r _e dis_lN_ee in Im ho_"e _ IS _ 3_JSS O__ than 60
ide_ieeJ, dis_rhmees in the sane t3.tgh_.
1973001285-009
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On figure i0 is suggested a mechanism whereby the frequency of dlstur_nce _....
may be evaluated. It assumes that annoyance of the disturbance has ._rlimmedi,,te
onset and decays exponentiallywith time, much like other psychophy_icloEicai
mechanisms. In the top figure the dotted disturbance is below the annoyance
level and would presumably not influence the opinion of a ride, whereas the
solid disturbance would. In the lower figure, the solid disturbances al_
spaced such that the full decay of one disturbance occurs before the next
disturbance is encountered and the acceptable annoyance le-_alis unchanged. If,
however, as illustrated by the dotted lines, the disturbances superpose on each
other, the acceptable annoyance level may decrease as shown. Possibly the -i
integral of annoying accelerations(above the acceptable level) with time and
decay would be indicative of the influence of the frequency of disturbance
encounters an acceptance.
This is only a s_ggested mechanism which may help in the interpretation
of data. Any other such concepts are much desired.
POSSIBLE CRITERIA FOR
HUMAN FACTOR IN RIDE QUALITY
I would now like to present some possible criteria which, as I noted
before, may be considered as points of departure for real criteria which,
hopefully, will evolve from programs in progress and planned.
Fi_urec II and 12 treat the oscillatory environment. Figure II is for
vertical motions and oscillations and figure 12 is for transverse motions.
The very low frequencies (about 0.I Hz) ere really representative of
maneuvering conditions, except for the longitudinal phugoid, oscillations at
such low frequencies may not be encountered. On figure 11, the upper curve
a represents positive accelerations and the lower represents nesative acce;_er_- '
tions. They are mirror images except for the maneuvering 8itt_tion Just t
mentioned, where I believe tlmt maneuvers causing accelerations of less than
ig are less acceptable than maneuvers causing positive g's. The motion
sickness area which is not st all well defined, as shewn in fi_es 11 trod 12_ 0.
depresses the boundaries in the region below 1 K_. Whether this is a true
representation is .not kno_, but nausea remains as • concern for future
aircraft and it will occur in this frequency range. The rest of the botmdaries
are somewhat representative of criteria su_ested in the past, except '_e7 are m
depressed somewhat became of concern for disturbances in multiple degrees of
freedom and with random inputs.
J
Much of what has been discussed deals with oscillator7 diaturban,ma. As
you recall, it was _oted at the onset that mnetwering coaditic_s, that is_ _
rates of motions and attitudes of the aircraft, are also factors that may
influence the acceptance of a ride.
6
I I I ....
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Figure 13 is a plot of _ii and pitch rates as a function of altitude.
i_ Shown are possible boundpYies above which the rates of motion may become
i objectionable. These boundaries show a variation with altitude, as it is believed
that the closer to the ground the aircraft is the less tolerant of angular motions
people may become. There is little data to Justify e boundaries except
possibly the maximum roll rate. It is felt that pushovers (motions causing less
than lg condition) are less tolerable than pullups, a point mentioned
earlier.
The attitudes of an aircraft, that is, the roll and pitch dttitudes,
particularly near the ground, may be of concern to passengers as well as the
rate of motion. Again, probably as the altitude decreases, this tolerance
may also decrease. No criteria are shown but they probably are needed. No
svecific hypothesis has, as yet, been devised, although rolling such that
the horizon disappears from vlew above or below your window and pitching
forward in descent such that yot_ belt is necessary may be causes for cor_cern.
An explanation for the possible limitation in roll rate Just discussed is
shown on figure 1_. Plotted ia the rate of head motion as a function of
airplane angular velocity. The curves shown are curves of constant cross-
coupled angular accelerations, which occur when the head is moved in a
rotating environment. This factor has occurr.-.d in flights and has caused
confusion and accidents. Such plots as this have been used in considering
problems of artificial gravity (ref. 9). It is clear that rapid head movements
in a rapidly maneuvering aircraft can cause disturbances. The 20 degrees per
second line shows that a rapid head motion may cause a disturbance near
but below the tolerable boundary. Any greater value could cause annoyance
and disorientation.
CONCLUSIONS
D
In conclusion, the status of ride quality, as it relates particularly e
to _he dynamics of the flight environment, has been briefly reviewed. Areas
of research neceasars _or the attainment of proper criteria for acceptable
ride quality have been suggested and finally screw possible criteria also have
been suueated as points of departure for future criteria development.
1973001285-011
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.i .i'i i AN AIRCRAFT ]MANUFACTURER'S APPROACH
• . " 1 TO RIDEABILITY CRITERIA
.,._. By R. C. O'Massey, H. Leve,
and J. G. Gaume
_i! Douglas Aircraft Company
, McDonnell Douglas Corporation
i:; _ ',,! Long Beach, California '
,.;'" .¢._ •
This paper describes an overview of an a.ircraft _nufacturer's approach
• "!/_ to Rideability. The paper is organized as follows:
The Current Ride Environment section describes the external and internal
environment in _erm8 of vibration and acoustic sources and general response.
Rideability Design/Evaluation describes guide lines and criteria reQect-
ing current practice •t Douglas. j
Example Ride•bility Studies are presented representing an Analytical
Study (STOL Buffet), • Design Analysis Study (the rebounding airplane), and
• _ Aeromedical Evaluation.
. .i
' The last section describes the Douglas Aircraft Company ride research
_ :_el plan showing present and future efforts to develop Ride•bility Criteria. i ,
_i _i_ _ A Sun_nary of Needs is presented listing identified needs for data,
h- ':. i' :| criteria, and research in the various ride•bili" 7 areas, i
i il:_,,, . INTRODUCTION..: i
: '_ | Airlines spend miUtcn8 of dollars •nnuLlly _n •dverttsin[_ camp•isne,
!_!!i);!!_.,ii,_.:_ par?onnel tr•lnin,, and in •irport (•¢ilities to create an •tmosphere of travellux_y. Wide-bodied Jets were introduced •s • means of expanding this '
_ _ _,:,i- luxury concept w_ile capitallslng on advanced technologies in other areas.
'_' _'_; '| The aircraft manu_cturer has alw•Fs h_d to maximise comfort in air travel
;_,_::,|_'_i_JJ •s • _ eco|nieed l_rt of building • quality produot and as • requisite to expand-
_i",'_i_?,:_4_ in, l_Irtravel. Wlth the advent of the wide-bodied Jets. •nd the need to offer
'":_"_'_._1 •n improved peycholosic•l Jetting in terms of greater space and more free-
; .*,_,.::_.".,.;.iil doe of movement for the pse_enprs durin8 _lisht, came the requirement for
_!.,__!°:_:_ & commensurate improvement in vehicle ride quality. The need to •thieve
_!_-I for deeip sad ev&luation pelrpoJes wse not and 18 still not clear.
j O__ appro_ch that wu taken to meet the improvement in rid•ability w•=
"_i . ;i to conduct an _lyt/es! review of the systems that dominated ride quality
" (i. •:, ._t_. _lu41nS-p__.= 8y|tel_ as an example) and derive the parameters and
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• parameter values most contributory to ride response. These parameters and
their values were then compared to a contemporary aircraft baseline and
selected parameters were optimized in the design process. At times the
optimization included compromising one parameter value to achieve another.
For these cases design alternatives were developed so that the basic design
would not be "locked-in" during the evaluation phase. The effect of following
this approach was to upgrade the rideability system design over contemporary
jet transport aircraft, but obviously could not account, in a measurable senses
for the effect on the pilot, cabin attendants, and passengers.
p
.... In aft effort to account for the human "factor" during design and flight
:ii_ test evaluation, the approach which had been used for many years was for-
t _n_ized into a set of qualitative guidelines, a ride evaluation baseline, and
_:'!_ _ri_e design_ev_lu_/tl_n _iteria based upon available published human factor
_ dat_. This more forrr_l approach was. supplemented by experience gained
; from previous aircraft developments, and in the flight development phase by
: an executive review consisting of VIP flight evaluations.
The manufacturers have provided an improved ride comfort level, but at
rather high development cost. This is compared to what it could have been
r_ ba d an effective rideabUity criteria been available to guide the many design :
tradeoffs that have to be made during the initial design when the basic system
" design configurations are "frozen."
RIDEABILITY OBJECTIVES
!
%
+, One of the guideline listings that was _ormalized for rideability design
; and evaluation eHorts is listed below. Although the listing is entirely quali-
tative, it did set the stage for a large number of analytical and design studies.
i
, Rideability Objectives
'i I • Smooth transition of rigid body motions during all operationsl ph•ses. , 0
"i Minimization of detracting motion (overshoots, rebounds, etc.).
• i • Minlr_e•tion of rigid body •cceler•tion levels during all oper•tional '
•_ • Miniminatton of sustained snP tr•nsient vibr•tion in priory and second- i
'+'.'-ii'+_'i ary vehicle 8truct_Pe. (h_p_s to floors, seat tracks, etc. )" I '+(+ • ,
'+:+i • Minimisation of "Jolts," vibration, +t©., duo to normal ol_r•tlon of I -+,_._
.._'_ a/rer•ft systems. • • • , ,
:i/+ • Nolle in the c•bln ,hould be low enoullh to pe1"_t convopeatlon in • + j]
":";i normnl _i¢o. _ ' .... ' _ ,
• it An exaunpl• of the ee+po arealdepth of the stud iel Ipp.,.mr&mdby this simple
"._ _.I!+._I_I iS, fl_o_It_+_ _ir_to+ |o • _li+ ll..-_-_+t-_.._IP' _JhN_ml_.-I_'_I "+Sy_'C@_ .nlilo+-illl_l -
•., I tlm+heavy*reUln. +IbiS+I. plu.e .lmm n'e*out.emprr or
.+'| cabin relJ__l.ll 14_dli..__llme and. Lh!_d/eqlllellylt'_. It_ramdee .lull In
lieu 6t +effective Yidbabl_Lty melterS. _* ' ' + ' ...... "
i nk
....... :':" I " I ,Ill .... [ ' '" n " " , , I '' Ill , [l I I I , 197300 z+b"----^^^
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_: i•_
_;* CURRENT RIDE ENVIRONMENT :_
! •'. .'*!External Environment - GeneralTransport aircraft are subjected to a multitude of environments whichindividually and collectively can have significant effects upon the aircraft'srideability. One major class of environments is that which causes vibrations
in the airplane. Table I provides a list of the most important vibration pro-
ducing environrner, tal sources pertinent to rideability. Some featuzes of
these sources are also given.
t
TABLE I
VIBRATION PRODUCING SOURCES
Frequency Most Significant _.
Sourc e Character Range, F requenc ie s,
Hz Hz
?
Landing Impact Pulse - - _ :
Runway Roughness Random 0.5 to 30 0, 5 to 5
Atmospheric Random 0 to 20 0 to 10
Turbulence
Buffeting and Random 1 to 50 1 to 20
Oscillating Shocks
With regards to the sources in Table I, it is to be expected that the
airplane ride will have a certain amount of discomfort if
I. the landing impact is the result of an lirplane sink rate greater than
I. 8 m/sec at ground contact, , ,_
p
2. the taxi of the airplane is done on a runway or taxiway with RMS
(root-mean-square) roughness greater than 3.8 cm,
3. gusts (atmospheric turbulence) are flown through that have velocities '' '
greater than 10.7 m/sec and, .-
J
4. buffet conditions are produced in which lilt s_rface pressures in excess , r "
of 0.138 N/cm are developed. _._
The above s_ted levels ar_ not usual and thus _are not the major concern
when the degree, of rideabUity of an aLirphnm is to be sscertuined. It is the t
z
[
r
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typical environmental levels that must be considered for rideability determi- : .
nations. Thus, for the purpose of evaluating rideability,attentionshould be ,
_ given to !#
•'_ I. landing impacts occurring below 1.2 m/sec,
• " Z. taxi over surfaces with RMS roughness less than 1.5 cm,
3. gust levels less than 6. I m/sec and
4. buffet pressures of 0.069 N/cm 2 or less.
i The random sources listedin Table I can be classifiedas being in the low
_.., frequency range. These sources can cause significantmotions of the airplane
: , but will not produce any acoustical effectswithin the airplane. Some vibra-
: tory sources that are important to rideability for their possible acoustical
"J consequences are given in Table IS.
• TABLE II
ACOUSTICAL PRODUCING SOU RCES
' Frequency Most Significant
. ' Source Character Range, Frequencies,
i Hz Hz
_ i_. Jet Exhaust Random 50 to I0,000 I00 to I000 _ ,
1 Engine fan Traveling shocks n" fs Multiples of fan ,
blades (n=l, Z, 3.. B, 2B..) shaft speed equal
fs=fan shaft speed to and below B, fs
# , • i
a:; i: B=no, of fan blades
.. !
• i Engine rotor Sinusoidal - N I and N z , 0
• _-, speeds (Low sndhigh ,
!i pressure turbine i :
{i i:i speeds, resp.) !'
_._i!_i:_;:ii Boundary-layer Random I00 to I0,000 500 to 5000 i
.:,"._ turbulence I
!
:'_i_ It will be noticed that the sources in Table II produce vibration in a Jig-
i:?j.lil nificantly higher frequency range than the sources in Table I. The specific s
_./;:"_I frequencies associated with the engine rotor and fan blade sources are numer-
_"J,',i sum even for a given engine. These frequencies depend upon the portion of
""'._•:l the mission that the airphme is Qyin i. Of the listed acous_cal sources, the
" L'_"I boundary-l_yer turbulence for subsonic transports is moot impo:ta_ to
I
,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,.,,,, ,, , . ,, .,..,... ...... l._.aoo12os_ ,aO.o
V
• . _ ....
i
in-flight rideability while the others usually have their most prominent effect '
._ on rideabilit 7 during the takeoff and ground-related phases.
The vibrations from the engine rotor source travel along structural paths
from the engine to the fuselage. Besides causing low-amplitude fuselage
vibrations, under some conditions this source may cause noticeable sound
levels to be produced within the fuselage. This may be the case especially
when the engines are supported directly off of the fuselage.
The outer portions of the jet engine's bypass fan blades are moving at
supersonic speeds. This condition sets up shock waves which are propagated
through the air from the engine inlet duct to the fuselage. Due to irregulari-
ties in the blades, the shock wave produced at each blade may differ in
strength. This causes the shock associated with each blade to propagate at
a different speed. Thus the character of the train of shock pulses arriving
at the fuselage wall will be dissimilar from the pulse train leaving the engine.
The sound effect produced within the fuselage from these shock pulses is
termed buzz saw noise.
The random sources listed in Table II contain a wide range of frequencies.
The sound pressure levels (SPL's) produced by these sources vary with fre- !
quency. (The SPL for a particular frequency is the I%MSvalue of the sound
pressure that would be filtered out in a 1 Hz band centered at the frequency. )
The sound pressure level as a function of frequency usually has a single,
relatively flat peak within the frequency range. The overall sound pressure
level (OASPL) produced on the fuselage wall from the jet exhaust depends
upon the jet exhaust velocity, airplane speed and distance, and directional
orientation of the engine exhaust from a location on the fuselage. (OASPL
refers to the RMS value of the unfiltered sound pressure. )
The OASPL produced by the boundary-layer turbulence at the fuselage
wall is relatively uniform along the length of the fuselage. The peak in the
SPL-vs-frequency function will vary for the different locations along the
fuselage due to a changing thickness in the boundary layer. Moving from the
front to the rear portion of the fuselage, the frequency at which the SPL 0
peaks will shift from a lower to a higher frequency.
In conjunction with the listed sources, an important environmental con-
sideration is the amount of time that the aircraft is subjected to each source.
A way to indicate this aspect is shown in Table Ill which gives a breakdown
of an airplane mission. Specified in this table is a duration range for each
phase of the mission and the most significant sources pertinent to the phases.
(Because they are more specialised to particular situations_ the engine rotor
and fan blade sources are not considered in Table I_. The information in
Table III was taken from Reference 1. )
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. TABLE HI ,
":, AIRPLANE MISSION DESCRIPTION AND
. PROMINENT VIBRATION SOURCES
' .-..i Flight Approx.Time Vibration
: Phase Duration Sources
!
i_:_, War sup I to 15 man Jet Exhaust
' " 'i
, _. _ Taxi 5 to 15 man Runway Roughne s s ,
• -. -_._1 Jet Exhaust
_,'_ _ ._
• ', Runup 2 to 20 man Jet Exhaust
: -ill:•
.i-!." Takeoff I to 5 man Runway Roughness
.; Jet Exhaust
Arms s phe ric Turbulence
Buffet
. Climb 3 to _0 man Jet Exhaust
. Atmospheric Turbulence
Boundary-layer Turbulence _Cruise, flight I to 8 hr Jet Exhaust
p _ maneuvers, etc. Atmospheric Turbulence
- Boundary-layer Turbulence
L , Buffet '
• _ Descent 5 to 15 man Atmospheric Turbulence ,, ":_i. " _ _._
, . _,_._ Boundary-layer Turbulence
_'' i Landing Gear down, I to 15 man Flap Buffet, gusts '
.... Flaps down (atmospheric turbulence) e
i _ ":_,:-: Landing 5 8ec to 2 man Landing Impact ,
:i- i:ili Runway Roughness "
Internal Environment - General
. :/!.:_ A source's character within the fuselage will usually be quite different
.++, ._+ than its dim©rapt/on outside the i_selage. The changes to the sources stem I"
_;_ from a number of reasons some of which wiU be broulht out in the subsequent
"__::-:I discussion.
'_,,:._ The lancilng impact appears inside the fuselage as a sequence of short
":':_'i duration vibrations. Thesi vibrations are the result of the flexible airplane
•:' I structure on its 8stars respondin| to the imposed pulses. The first in the
}
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sequence of vibrations is that due to the initial impact, this vibration has a
_. duration of the order of I second and is composed of a number of frequencies,
_• only a few of which are prominent. These frequencies will generally be below
•_ 20 Hz and are usually below I0 Hz.
After the initial impact, a bounce typically occurs causing a second pulse.
_ The vibrations produced by this pulse are similar to those from the initial
_ impact but usually with lower amplitudes. Following this pulse, nose gear
contact occurs causing another pulse to be transmitted to the fuselage. Vibra-
tions of a type similar to those produced by the initial impact can again be
excited by this pulse. After this point in the landing, further vibrations may
be caused by thrust reversing and braking.
The sources other than landing impact listed in Table I will produce
vibrations of a random nature within the fuselage. These internal vibrations
will be typically dominated by two or three frequencies. The magnitudes of
these frequencies will be dependent upon the vibrational properties of the
airplane and the frequency composition of the source. The most significant
frequencies contained in the sources are given in Table I. The airplane
natural frequencies to be considered for each of the sources will usually be
- different. This difference could stem, for instance, from dissimilarities in
the airplane weight configurations involved with the sources. Further, the
airplane supported on gears and tires, in the case of taxi, or the airplane
supported by aerodynamic forces, in the case of atn:ospheric turbulence, will
cause the lowest natural frequencies to be different for these two cases. _m
Above these lowest values, the natural frequencies of interest for the three
p ,_, sources are related to the flexible properties of the airplane. The manner ,
i in wh/nh the source acts on the airplane will tend to emphasize one flexible
airplane frequency as against another.
The effects of the environments shown in Table II on the sound levels .inside the fuselage depend on the character of the source, the vibrational
0 properties of the fuselage structure, and the acoustical treatment used to
ilil attenuate the sound levels. The description of the sources is given in
Table II. The airplane vibrational properties _o be considered for the 0
acoustical-producing sources are completely different than those for the
vibration-producing sources listed in Table I. The vibrational properties of
_. the total airplane are of concern with regard to these latter sources. For ' ,
| the sources in Table II, the concern'is with the vibrational properties of
1 localised portions of the fuselage. The localized fuselage shell etrueture ',
typically will have numerous natural frequencies above 50 Ha. Due to this
vibrational character, the fuselage will tend to admit the external sound
,, pressures with little attenuation.
•. A reduction of the sound pressures entering the fuselage cabin can be ,
accomplished at the source or within the t_selage. Acoustic material lining i i
the walls of the fuselage will &bsorb a significant portion of the sound that _
: is transmitted through the fuselage shell.. Thls acoustic material will be i _P
most effective in attenuating the higher (requency portions of the soung.
Acoustic e'Ludwtch linings can be used to absorb some of the sound energy
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• i : i emitted by jet engines. The. inlet cowl, bypass exit, and primary exhaust
exit are some of the locations at which lining material canbe placed for sound-
, _ reduction purposes. The acoustic sandwich lining material is also most
"i_I effective in attenuating the higher frequency portions of the sound. Thus the
" acoustic-absorbing materials reshape the external acoustical environmentsi such that the lower frequencies have increased prominence in the internal,
environment of the fuselage. It is not to be inferred that the acoustical
:\ . ! effects of higher frequencies can be completely eliminated by acoustical
treatment. Lower sound levels at higher frequencies may be more annoying
:.. to humans than somewhat higher sound levels at lower frequencies. Thus, ,
.... "_ even though attenuated, the higher frequency portions of cabin sound can still
•_ ' _ influence the riding comfort of fuselage occupants.
•., "i !*
The People
_'i The passengers; the cabin attendants; the flight crew; each of these groups
of people are affected by rideability in different ways. These differences
, arise from different flight orientations, seating, and primarily changed
intern&l environments due to varying locations in the aircraft. Table IV
' below presents a composite view o£ people in a ride quality setting.
TABLE IV i_
THE PEOPLE
i li ..... ii i |i . l, , i
i_" /'_ _pe__eop1e - Flight Present Ride Dominant• Orientation Disturbance s Remar ks .
,_' :;: _ Passengers Business Excellent Rise, Sink F-_cellent
P J " r _ '. Pleasure Bumpiness psychological '
] Anxious in gusts and physiological 0
, = " _ Curiou0 Lancling environment,
"_ ' "'_D ", : % r "_ "_ Flex Mode spaciousness and ,
' _i responses comfortable
•eating
...... _ Cabin Gr&ciou Good to Kiss, Sink
_._._"i"; Attond_t host exceUent Bumpiness As above
_'_ ,_;_:_t P_••enger Flex mode J '
_ ,,!i _i / _ •afutF .re• pones•
._' _ _,:
";: ' '*_' FUsht 8_fety Fun_tionsUy Flex mode Maximum corn-
Crew. Pilot adequate responses fort with rune-
i: :_' _i teeha/ul t/oaal constraint•fun_tlons
Pueenler
¢omfort
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From the standpoint of aircraft safety and degraded flight crew perform-
ance resulting from poor rideability, it is necessary to relate the ability to
function effectively to all plausible states of vehicle ride. An example of this
is the ability of the pilot to see the instruments clearly during takeoff on a
rough runway. Other types of ride disturbance may be lees dramatic but very
real in terms of creating unnecessary fatigue and annoyance for the flight
crew.
RIDE_. BILITY DESIGN/EV a LUATION
For the aircraft manufacturer, the need for a usable "ride" criteria
stems from the requirement to design, to analyze, and to evaluate the end
product in a realistic setting. For Douglas' purposes, the design and the
analyses are so highly integrated that one criterion covers both of these func-
tions. Because the final evaluation function is concerned with the end product
and therefore includes the total reality of the ride environment, the evaluation
criteria is quite different from the criteria used for design. This variance in
criteria is a major problem because costly redesign results. The essential
differences between the design and the evaluation criteria are primarily due
to the following:
The effects of interaction of sound, motion-time, and operational phase t
(i. e., taxi, cruise flight, etc. ). !
The difference between design conditions and test conditions (for example, !
the ride is rough but how rough is the runway? ). i
i
The specific nature of rideability problems, most of which require i
exhaustive studies to identify the cause and resolve the problem. I
Current Douglas Practice i
t ,
Until the Ride Criteria Research Program described later in this paper
matures, an interim criteria is currently being used. I
Because of the interaction and other effects noted previo_slyj only the
baseline criteria are presented here. These baseline criteria are modified
in two ways in practice: (I) As a result of specific human factor/flight test
correlation, and (2) by subjective modification where actual data are lacking.
Acoustic guidelines are included in this section because of the noted inter-
action with rideability; however the inclusion of acoustic criteria is con*
sidered beyond the scope of this paper. Because pavement unevenness plays
a prominent role in "on the ground" r/doability, a brief table of l_Vement
unevenness criteria is provided.
%
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• Current Douglas Practice "
_ ' Acoustic Guidelines
Speech interference level should be better than that existing in present
airplanes.
Equipment noise should not be audible in fuselage cabin.
:\ High frequency portions of the sounds produced in the fuselage cabin
should not be annoying.
:_ _:ii Vibration Criteria Baseline (Figure Z)
_ I. Short duration criteria is Parks Human Factor Criteria (Reference 2)
• ! using the mildly annoying curve as an acceptable comfort limit.
2. Long duration criteria is from the Air Force Design Handbook (Ref-
erence 3), and presents comfort boundaries as a function of R/VLS
acceleration, frequency, and time.
3. Multimode vibration interaction is treated as the vector sum of the
applied to the allowable ratio, evaluated for each frequency, the vector
sum being less than unity. Figure 2 shows this as a circular interaction *_m
for a bimodal vibration, }
'!4. For criteria lacking, such as "jerk, " shock, motion, and interaction of
noise and vibration, etc., a subjective alternative is used to minimize
the effect as practical and evaluating the result in flight test.
__I Pavement Unevenness Criteria
_. ._ _ •
• __ characterlatics and NASA Ride Criteria studies as an integral part of his_. Nai C. Yang of the Port of New York Authority employs vehicle response .
system of pavement design and construction specifications (Reference 4). ' t
, Until this example is followed by the rest of the airport community, the
":/, .J pavement unevenness problem will remain as a significant contribution to ride '
•: __,! discomfort.
i ! i ii' "ith t_ _q_'eesed n_ed bY th_ Vepa_ttl_ent °f Tra_P°rt'ti°n t° d°uble ;_:i::__, air transportation by 1980 (Reference 5) follows a r_luirem_t to increase
_;_ airport capaci_ via increased off-runway taxi speeds. Thus a variety of ,
";_,-_',' unsvenneJJ a8 shown in Ftsure 3 must be considered for "on the pavement"
i _:'_'_''_ rideabllity.
, _:;_ Ezecutive Review
_'_-.__,i_ • In/tin1 fll|ht development: Subjective evaluation by select ride
_._ conu_ttoos trod enf0tneering executives.
• • Final evaluations: By top company ezecuttve8.
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• i• EXAMPLE RIDEABILITY STUDIES
This section presents the approach to the rideability problem taken by
:_i three different departments within the Douglas Engineering Division. These
• ." : • approaches are representative of analytical, design/analysis, and aeromedical
departments. The general approach that is taken is similar to that taken for
....." . most subsystem analyses for design efforts and consists briefly of
I. Defining a set of ride baseline conditions
i i .\ ,,
. 7.. Performing design and analytical studies on alternative design approaches
" ':.... 3. Selection of b_,st design
• •
_ ,..! 4. Flight .development test planning
r. , .
!. ...... • 5. Flight development evaluationi
6. Executive evaluation
#
The last item is unique in that, in addition to evaluations by select
engineering committees, an evaluation by top company executives is made
for major programs. This is not only an indicator of the importance of ride
quality but suggests the need to make ride comfort measurement more of an
organ/sed discipline.
The three sample rideability studies are:
e
. I. The STOL buffet study - an analytical approach
:, :, " 2. The Rebounding Alrphmo - a Design/Analysis approach
L'. ""' .... 3. An Aeromedicad Evaluation.
..... " STOL Buffet
", '"_•', Kids comfort or ride&bllity is a major factor in the foasibiUty of STOL
•_,_, -, :, aircraft. There are a number of sources that have a contributing influence :
- ,_*;'_",-__ on STOL rideabiUty. A source which is distinctive to 8TOL operations will
-., ".. ' ._... /i
, ,,:_,...... be the concern of the followtnj discussion.
'_,._, _ 'z •. ,;_o
.._: _,_i'_.'_-'_. One way of obtsinin8 increased lift for $TOL operations is throujh use
.._._..,_,-_ of externaJly blown flaps (see Fignre 4). With a hlsh-power sottinj on the
:- _;._._-r"._=_, enst_e mad the larse (l_pe fully deployed, u is the case d_tn| hmdin 8 i
._} .-- .__:, spprcach, slipniflcant buffetln| of the aizTb can Moult _om the onjlne i
• ':3; exhaust lmpin_tn8 o_ the flaps s_ wing. The produced buffeting has its
_ :-. *,_ source in the no.steady pressures contained hi d_o enst_e.exhsust flow. ,
. :. hdlisht, when the/laps are retracted, buffotini., w/U be caused by the
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nonsteady exhaust pressures acting on the wing. This buffeting will be of
lesser severity than during Landing approach and takeoff but will be of longer
duration.
An analytical study in which the effects of engine exhaust buffeting on
STOL rideability are assessed will now be described. The analyzed vehicle
was a small size STOL airplane using externally blown flaps. Although non-
existent, this airplane was considered representative of its category. The
natural frequencies and natural vibration modes were established for the
airplane. A spanwise buffet vressure distribution over the wiz, g and flaps wasi\
• _ prescribed. The data upon which the buffet pressures were based were
obtained from a wind-tunnel test on a small scale model of the airplane. The
: RMS net buffet pressures (RMS of the difference of the upper and lower surface
pressures) on the wing and flaps were found to have their Largest values at
i _ locations along the engine centerlines. From an analysis using the airplane
vibration and buffet pressure data, RMS accelerations were f_,_nd at a number
of locations along the fuselage. The contributions to one of these RMS accel-
orations from the airplane vibration modes are displayed in Figure 5 by the
• heights of vertical bars erected at the natural frequencies of the modes. The
specific results presented in Figure 5 pertain to a location at the cg of the
fuselage for a landin 8 approach condition using maximum thrust (flaps deployed).
(Not shown in the figure are modal contributions less than 0.00l g. Thus all
• modes are not represented in the figure. ) Also shown in Figure 5 are curves
giving human comfort criteria. These curves were obtained from Reference 3.
The modes contributing the sreat_;st amount to the total RMS acceleration
at the considered cg location are seen in Figure 5 to have frequencies of
approximately 3, ?, and I I Hz. T_king the contributions individually, ' ',
I Figure S indicates that the maximum duration at which no discomfort will ,
* occur is 4 hours for the 3-Ha vibration mode, I. 6 hours for the 9-Hz mode,and 5 hours fo the I l-Ha mode. On the basis of individual contributions,
approximately I. 6 hours would be taken as the time duration for which the
; L Occupants near the cg of the airplane would have no discomfort. (The landing
_' approach will be typically performed with less than maximum thrust, thus '
. si8niflcantly increasin$ the obtained comfort duration. The time actually i e
spent by the airplane in this phase, in accordance with Table Ill, will be
:_ considerably less than the obtained result.)
I'
The influence of the combined of:ects of the various frequencies is unknown
i... since the curves in Fibre S do not account for contributions from more than
_ _ one frequency. Thls aspect makes it difficult to interpret vibration data in
i,r. .
, ::,_:: terms of huundm comfort criteria. Further, the rideabiUty result established ,
.'_ above only accounts for buffet vibrations and does not include the effects of
_r_ ' other simultaneously occurring environments. Atmospheric turbulence and -
: ;""', sounds introduced into the fusehge cabin from external acoustic sources, for ,
, example, can modify the calculated comfort duration. These additional . t
,ii factors make it oven more difficult to assess rideability. _,-
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It is an eventual goal that a proper determination can be made for .
comfort durations. When this is done for a particular airplane, these
durations can be considered in relation to the mission requirements of
the airplane. For the above study, this requires comparison of the obtained
maximum duration of comfort with the amount of time to be spent in the
landing approach phase of the mission. Comparisons must also be made
for portions of the fuselage other than the considered cg location. In
addition, other phases must be studied. A satisfactory STOL airplane ride
requires that all portions of the fuselage have comfort durations in each
mission phase greater than the time duration to be spent in the phase.
The Rebounding Airplane
This section is concerned with those ride qualities that are used to
discriminate b_tween o "harsh" and a "_oft" landing airplane.
The landing phase is over in less than 5 to 7 seconds after touchdown.
The initial landing impact is over in less than I/2 second, with the final
settling out of the aircraft making up the noted total time. It is therefore
surprising that 8o fhort a time of moderate discomfort for a harsh landing
should rank on a par with ride quality areas of considerably longer duration.
The Rebounding Airplane Example
_r_uring the initial shock strut design, a critical decision was made to
favor the taxi ride over the landing. This had the effect of producing a
particularly soft taxi spring which is important for runway unevenness for
taxi, takeoff roll, and rollout after landing, However, in a_hieving s soft
taxi spring, the physics of shock sir,ate required that the load factor at
landing impact would be compromised. With these facts as background the
following will be reviewed: (I} The sequence of events that occurred during
flight testing, and (2) a comparison of time response plots of selected param-
eters obtained during four landings of a "harsh" landing airplane and five
landings of a "soft" landing airplane. The lessons learned from this study e
are then summarized.
Phase I Initial Aircraft Flight Testing
Initial landings conducted during the flight development phase indicated
that the aircraft indeed had a harsh landing characteristic. A plot of vertical- t
acceleration versus time revealed a second bump 2 seconds after impact
due to poor spoiler '_ing lift reduction" phasing (i. e., to settle the aircraft
rapidly after impact the aircraft lift must be destroyed by deployment of
winfg spoilers), t
The spoiler deployment schedule was revised to reduce the second
t spoiler) bump to less than the first (impact) bump. Even with this reduction,
the landings were still rated as harsh and unacceptable.
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Phase II Revlsed Gear Design
The landing gear design was revised to reduce initial impact loads and
flight tests were performed at the target sink speeds of 2/3 to I meter per
second. The low (approximately I Hz) and high frequency {approximately
5 Hz) gas were compared to short duration criteri_ and found to be within the
acceptable region. The evaluation of the landing was noted as considerably
improved with no noticeable degradation in the taxi ride; however, the land-
ings were still typical of contemporary airplanes and improvement wa_
needed.
Phase LLT Revised Gear Design
For this gear design a departure was made from the functional _estric-
tions of a conventional gear design and it was possible Zo maintain a soft
taxi spring while reducing the impact bump substantiilly. The flight test
evaluatorS were particularly enthusiastic in that the airplane landings were i
consistently soft over a much wider band of attitudes and sink speeds. Of
course, the reduction in the first impact bump was a contributor to the
improvement; however, it was found that the whole "quality" of the landing was
changed and contributed greaUy to the landing improvement. The landing
impact load factor (first bump) as a function of aircraft s/nk speed at landing , I
is shown in Figure 6, for the three development phases.
q
; Time Response of Selected Parameters - The Quality of a Landing
! Figure 7 shows the landing gear strut stroke (compression) as a percent ,
: of maximum versus time for firm landings (discomfort expected) for the
i three development phases described above.
t • Figure ? also shows how the airplane lands with the struts fuUy extended .
! -- and compresses them to absorb the shock of landing impact; also that the
I " rebound that occurs after about 0.75 second degrades the landing in terms " ,
of undesirable motion and widely var3fln 8 landing gear loads and shocks trans -
mitted to the flexible airframe. , 0
,!
Figures 8 through l0 are the results of overlaying the individual param- :
• : eter time histories during landing (for four landings) of the Phase IX strut ' ,
design to compare with (five landings of) the Phase XH desigu. The first
,. impression one obtains in looking at the ensemble is the chaotic behavior of :
• the Phase 11 responses in comparison with the Phase HI regu_rity of
respoQso.
• r
-_, Figure 8 shows the Phase IX struts fully rebounding for the low sink "
, landing, and a number of oscillations before nominally settling for the other _ ,
higher sink rate landings. Th/s is in comparison with the ]Phsse 111 struts , !
vbich settle rap/dly with apl_eciably reduced rebound and oscUlatton_
!
i
)6
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_ Figure 9 shows the extreme •variation of strut load for the Phase II versus
": ill the Phase 111 design. Although the strut load is substantially a function of:i: strut position for low sink landings, the nonlinear strut characteristics greatly
magnify the strut stroke variations on a load basis.
• ii Figure I0 shows the elevator position time history comparison. This
J parameter is interpreted as °ne °f the pil°t activity indices during landing"l
/: \:i The pilot is evidently sensing the quality of the landing and automatically
responding in an effort to compensate for the load and motion variations.
From this-brief study of the landlng process and other studies ¢or ride
improvement it is urged that ride quality research programs be given the
1. Ride criteria and evaluations should take more than G's versus frequency
into account when describing vehicle ride quality. What the vehicle is
doing in terms of attitude and motion time response is an important ride
quality factor for flight crew and passengers.
2. What the pilot is required to do to execute smooth transitions in ground
maneuvering, ground to air, in flight, and flight to ground bears heavily
on the achievement of consistent vehicle ride quality and calls for more
complete criteria and improved system design.
I 3, Even mild "surprises" to the passenger should be minimized; for example,_. "jerky" high s eed turns oH runways can be very disco forting primarily
because they come as a surprise.
i *eromedicalEvaluation
i :i_ Figure I I illustrates the portions of the vibrational spectrum where thegeneral state of knowledge is reasonably good, although perhaps far from
adequate (Reference 11). Our best data are shown in the left portion of the t
figure; some preliminary data in the ultrasound range are'shown at the extreme
right (Reference 12). The latter is representative of vibrations produced by .,
ultrasound therapy units used in medicine, for periods of time up to 15-20
minutes. The former is related to vibration imposed primarily on the
seated operator (pilots, etc. ) and the responses of the whole body or of organs
within the body. Again, these data relate for the most part to time periods
of a few minutes to an hour• Man's approximate natural frequency is indicated
by the vertical a_row at the left. Also obvious, is the great section of the
spectrum which is labeled "Area of Insufficient Exploration."
In the lower frequencies (I0 "I - I0 z Hs) the disconcert pain or other s
effects, are produced by relon_ce of body parts -. limbs, organs, etc, -. or of
the whole body. lathe ultrasound ranis at 3-MHs resonance is produced in
flowtn8 h!a_l colun_s wh0n the vibration is applied in the direction of the lea8
azis of the blood vessel. Standin8 waves can be produced in the blood columns,
resultin 8 lm inhibited blood flow and tissue hypozia in the part of the body sup-
plied by the aftectad vessel(s). This situ:tiou rnA3r exist as long as the ultra-
sound vibratioa continues,
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It is thus apparent that resonance vibrations can be set up in any part of '
. . i the body, by some frequency and some amplitude and that resonance of the
_ part is likely to cont'_nue as long as the stimulus is being applied. It is also
i apparent, therefore, that vibrational effects for the frequencies of more than
i 10 Hz, at various amplitudes and times of exposure, have not been adequately
• : explored, and that this must be done to understand the subtle effects of vibra-
-_ tion on parts of the body which constitute less than whole organs or organ
_ systems. Most of the evaluation scales criteria for vibration effects are too
• _ gross to be of value in assessing the mechanisms of damage at the subsystem,
•ii:\_i component, or subcomponent levels in the body (Reference 13).
•
• i i_i ! Effects produced at these levels also appear to be related to long-term ,exposures - in terms of hours, days, weeks, or months. Sensitivity thresh-
i_ _ olds are beginning to be investigated and so far appear to be very low,
_,.... probably less than I cm/sec Z (about 1/1000g (Reference 13)). Long-term
:_ effects may be caused by vibrations below conscious levels. The sensitivity
'j
,_i I thresholds are known to vary for gross body parts, and it should also vary in
_ microscopic parts - probably throughout the "insufficiently explored" region.
Recent investigations of vascular disorders found among industrial workers
, (Reference 14) exposed to long-term vibrations of 20-1OOO Hz have shown that
these frequencies and exposure times need to be more thoroughly investigated, :
initially as basic, generalized research. The problem has been recognized by
occupational physicians for over 50 years (Reference 13). Portions of this
unexplored vibrational spectrum are involved in the problem of aircraft
: rideability.
i °
:,'I AN APPROACH TO RIDEABILITY CRITERIA
.._ :,.:, The three primary elements of present and planned ride research at the ,
,.:..iI DouglasAircraftCompauyare:
1. The use of portable onboard recorders to measure ride quality parameter
values on contemporary aircraft in commercial use. t
_i ":'!i 2. Available recorded data on Douglas Aircraft products.
:_:_,_i 3. Near future use of a full motion simulator for ride research and generation
.....:i::_._1 of !,ideability criteria obtatne,i under realistic conditions.
_i_i_j,*._._ The first two elements are operational and have been used but not fully ,
:._,,_!-,i,._t exploited. Element 2 is particularly comprehensive but lacks the interiors
_:_i._i:._t:_ and people which provide the necessary setting for realistic data. The test J -
,. ,.- aircraft are usually bare of seating and contain much instrumentation, ',
Element Z but has people in a realistic setting. Hopefully Douglas will be
'_/":"__ able to combine Elements of 1 and 2 and create a realistic total environment I
' _,_,:_ in a simulator in which ride criteria cannot only be developed but also solve
_| potential ride problems on future aircraft developments,
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_, The elements of the plan are then to
_ 1. Continue the accumulation of acceleration data to provide an acceleration
_,_ response statistical baseline for contemporary aircraft. These data would
be obtained in a realistic setting.
Z. Compare existing measured responses of Douglas flight test aircraft
to those obtained under Step 1 above to measure improvement, change,
problems, and to fill in the picture with system responses and pilot
activities with data not obtainable under the service conditions of Step 1.
By providing a cabin section with actual interior furnishings, visual cues,
an appropriate acoustic environment, thermal/air-conditioning, etc., con-
troUed tests could be performed using as inputs to a full base motion, record-
ings obtained under Steps I or 2 above. The inputs could be varied by filteri,_g i
or by mode enhancement techniques. j
This procedure would be used to define more precisely the disagreeable _
elements in a given phase. _i
}
Figure 12 shows in block diagram form the major elements that contribute to
the plan. I
Modifying Flight Ride Quality !
Although modifying flight ride quality is not a part of Rideability Criteria
research at Douglas, it is an area of ride research that should be pursued }' '
and accordingly is treated in this section.
The _;round environment, as represented by surface unevenness, can be
affected by airport paving and maintenance criteria such that the ground ride
quality of most airplanes will be acceptable to the airplane's occupants. A 0
• similar consideration will not apply to atmospheric turbulence and other means
must be employed to obtain the maximum in iuflight ride quality. A large , #
amount of data is available on the intensities and spectral content of atmos-
pheric turbulence from near ground to high altitudes. These data, however, ._
will not satisfy the airplane occupant who is flying along a specific route on a
particular day. The collected atmospheric turbulence data will only tell what
might be expected on a probability basis. What will be actually encountered is
the prime concern of the airplane occupant.
Atmospheric turbulence (gust) intensity descriptions over a route are
typically obtained from communications of flight crews whose airplanes have
Just previously flown the route. This communication is generally qualitative
and the discomfort experienced depends to a considerable extent upon the , I
particular airplane being flown and its weight configuration. This type of .'/
report can be expected to vary fo_" different individuals.
_9
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Although not a Douglas approach, an attempt is now being sponsored by
.... . the FAA to replace the qualitative communications on gust intensities with
• : quantitative information. Simple gust measu_-ing devices will be installed on
i/ _ airplanes and the gust intensity measurements will l_e converted to a lO-point
• , rating scale. Only the external environment, however, i8 being rated by this
...." approach. Each airplane must be calibrated so that this measurement cab be
i _ interpreted in terms of vibration responses within the airplane. This calibra-
tion can be established from experience and aided by analysis. With more
:,\ _ reliable information about gusts along a route, airplanes can be flown such as
_ to diminish the possibility of uncomfortable rides.
•_• • •i_'
,j". J
•-' . _ SUMMARYOF NEEDS
: ._i.:,: The summary of needs presented below is based upon needs defined in
" ."._!_i_ this paper, and othe_s which _Ithough no _ discussed, are a part of an air-
.... craft manufacturers _ needs for rideability design and evaluation.
Pavement Unevenness
- Because of its importance to ground rideability, an extension and
" completion of the table shown in Figure 3 is needed to intelligently design
for pavement unevenness. Among the most urgent needs are these listed
below:
Typical and Maximum Grade Chan_e8 (Overcrossing8, Etc. )
q
Typical and Maximum Crowns and Transitions
Typical and Maximum Slab Settling, Faulting, Spalling, Etc.
i:_?j?._ Typical and Maximum Washboarding, Rutting, Etc.
"_I Percent Distributions of Kunway Roughness ._ower Spectra I
..... .._ Airport Operations
' Because crossing velocity i8 one of the primary factors in determining
.... I response to pavement unevenness, and because future trends to increase
•_"::':,•i.! airpo=t capacity will demand increases in off=runway taxi speeds, the present ',
:i_:• i •i!:_i'!•_ and future taxi speed typical and maximum values need be studied to provide
.......;!',_,;:_! improved design criteria,
' '" _I
--,_ ._.,_ Present and Increased Capacity, Off Kunway Taxi and Maneuver _-
_ _,:,_,._ Speeds
The most basic need is for an updating, usinj a representaUve class of
nonmilitary personnel, of data similar to Park8 (Reference 2) and the AFSC
: Data (l_eference 3). This would take care of immediate needs for short and
_. :.| Ions-duration seneral human factor criteris. Na_., or in parallel, an effort
!
" • • )!ii,_
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•. t. would be required to define a ride quality baseline for contemporary aircraft
_.. _'_ "by type of aircraft and for the various flight and ground phases of operation.
'. _ Finally, the generation of human factor criteria must be obtained in the most
" ":"} +i realistic setting practical (real or simulated total environments)that could
be used to study necessary design tradeoffs including interactions of vibration,
• :.:. : sound, motion, etc.
: ++:+.i'_ General Human Factor Criteria - Civilian Basis
.Contemporary Aircraft Ride Quality Baseline
• Human Factor Criteria, Total Environments
• + ,+_'+ The following listing is provided for completeness and to typify the kinds
., • : of other needs not covered in this paper.
i+i"_i'.,. :!i Testing Guidelines
++"; Laboratory
On Ground, Full-Scale Airplane Tests (to simulate response to
pavement unevenness. )
In Air, Full-Scale Airplane Testa
Research
Analytical Methodology
, Seat and Human Dynamic Response
i:, ./i' Improved Interior Sound Prediction Techniques '
_.. __2+y. Development of Ride Quality Indices
.! '.
: , _ : ,.i Physiological
-++"+i._• Explore Critical Frequencies of Vibration Spectrum •
,. ..,-,+
. .... _. • nes_on +
_:"+_"-+',+ :" _' 4
' _":_:' Automated Braking and Ground Maneuvering Guidelines for '
¢:_++!_, Ride Comfort
, .+/'.:..,_.,_'..;_
,,_ + "+.. +'_ .+ •
+ .+_._ Takeo_ and Landing Trajectory Comfort Guideline for STOL,
+.',_:+;_+_.. Etc., Aircraft Developments
.:+. ++.° _+:
; , ,.-. +_ + +
y
, . Jll.'_
,_t,+,, :
,i
<,. + . , •
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Figure 2.- Rideability design/evaluation criteria b(
(current Douglas practice).
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bBy Ronald G. Schlegel, Allen M. Stave, and Alfred A. "do!f
4
Sikorsky Aircraft Division
United Aircraft Corporation
Stratford, Connecticut
N73-1001 ,1,
This paper presents a review of _or ride-quality criteria used by
Sikorsk4 Aircraft in the desip of eeme_relal helicopters, some of the liaita-
tions of these criteria, research p_ conducted to better define these
criteria, and 8cos reecmmnded resee_eh prOU_R. Priaary emphuis is given to
the question of noise and vibration criteria for passenger acceptance and t
comfort.
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,. ' ' Hiatorical_, ma_ commercial helAcopter_ _ave been the offspring of
_i: _ vehicles developed for the militar_. Becaueet for the most part, these vehicles
were designed for peak performance in moving troop8 or equil_nent from point A to
'"i.. point B, noise and vibration levels were not _tters of primary concern. Speech
, interference levels of 85 to 95 dB in the passenger compartments of these air-
craft were not uncommon. Vertical vlbration levels at blade passage frequencies
:.-i ,:, as high as +0.25g existed. As the result, the environment of the commercial
i_ i offsprings was largely that vhich could be economically achieved by converting
the military vehicle at a minimum weight and peTformance penalty.
.,_ _` ._nt vorl_-w_, d_ _anphasis on man's environment has served to make the
• :4 helico_t_A _ t_twtr7 ._re _scious of providing vehicles with improved environ- ,
:,_:_:_'_'i ments for ccmaercial passengers. This consciousness on the part of Government
:':i:i ";:.. !_t and industry has stimulated a fair amount of research activity in recent yearstoward improving ride quality of cnm ercial helicopters. The question which
" faces the designer today is what criteria (or combinations thereof) to _pp2_
::.":i_,, to provide passenger comfort in an e.'onomically viable manner.
_, ,._._
NOISE CRITERIA
" In the area of noise level there is a great deal of question not only as '
to the allowable level but also the criteria to select to best define
passenger comfort. Figure 2 shows some of the criteria which can be used to I
. define internal noise levels. A typical Sikorsk_ S-_I com--ercial cabin noise j_
8ignature is shown on the right side of this figure along with the respective
". overall sound preuure level, "A" weighte_ sound pressure level, speech inter-
- i i :: .i ference level _old octaves }, _peeeh intex_ferenee level (preferred octaves),
_, _ _, perceived noise level, en_ noise criteria curve nt_ber.
._ In tex_a of _7 of the h_man facto_ cztterta for the evaluation of speech ,
":i'_!::. ..'__ interference, loudness or annoyance, the ove_ sound pressure level has very
i ii.:_ii'_i little meaning and is, therefore, not recc_ended ew a criteria to be used for
....... ride ccufort.
.:.,.,...i.,..... The "A" weighted sound pressure level, like the overall sound pressure
•',"_."G.,,. level, gives an indication of the total ener_ s_t£on of the acoustic
"A"octaves. The difference between the two being that the veighted octaves
.:..i, are weighted (is,-shaped) to simtlate the response characteristics of the human
, ear, The dBA level has been 8horn to give s reasonable _pp_tion for
ann_ance and, in eart_In @onditlcm_, to wpeeeh interference, but does not seem
to have cained popular acceptance u a criteria mmber.
Speech Inter_ranee level seas to have historieall_ gaAned aost popular
acceptance usa _ntamal no2se epeelf_ea_1_n eri_la. Speech inte_feranee
lave1 (_L) ie 4el_._ed u _e a_£_Jmetie _ of the _00-_200, /200-2_00
and 2_00_800 Dkn_s set,ms, These oe_ves have center _,lueneles of 8:0,
1TO0, and _00 He_s, l_qpeetlvo_7. _ tn_a_nee level 18 _se4 U a
b_n_ 6_/4e %0 the /n__ e_ o_ _he nofse on speech. _eesue of its
h£storioa_ ao_p_noe _ in4mr_e_V ea_ emrMmea_, 'M_8 is the eritoriou _hieh
hu heed 1awed,_ _ _ _,,teFJaal _olge o_eei_o_%Ioao, The I__I_ of
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"preferre_" octaves to replace the "old" octa._ea, however, ha8 created a new _
speech Juterference level, PSIL, based on the arithmetic average of the 500,
1,300 _nd 2,000 Hertz center frequency octaves. This is the criterion currently
used by Sikorsky A_rcra_t in its internal nnise specifications.
Using SIL or PSIL by itself as the criteria has some definite limitations.
First, or_ must be careful vhethcr SIL or PSIL is being specified because, as
shown in the case of the S-_l in figure 2, the two levels c_n be significantly
different due to the increased importance given the lower frequencies in the
_ PSIL rating scheme. In addition, there are limited data available to evaluate
the speech interference effects of spectrum which contain discrete frequency
tones, multiple discrete frequency tones, a_plitude modulated noise, or beat
frequencies between adjacent tones. Data are also not generally available to
,_ evaluate the speech interference of spectra whose octaves in the speech inter-
ference frequency range _ vary from each other _ as much as 20 dB. Finally,
speech interference level _oe8 not appear adequate, by itself, to evaluate the
annoyance of a signal.
Noise criteria (NC) curies are an improvement to the speech interference
criteria, as they give e_piricall_ derived octave band levels to accompany the
speech interference levels for equal loudness levels. The speech interference
level is the level of the noise cr_terla curve. The NCA (Noise Criteria Alter-
sate] n_bor allows higher low frequency levels than the NC curves and are used
where a "ccmprc_se due to econcaic factors" is necessary in the low frequency
octaves. The NCA curve 18 designed such that substantial objections will not
occur if the speech interference level is low enough for satisfactory speech
co_nunAcations.
!
An i_rove_nt over all of the _ mentioned criteria is the PNdB, whose _ ,
level for the S_l helicopter t8 almost _dentical with the dBA. This rating /
scheme weights each of the octaves for its annoyance contribution and then
adds the annoyances to result in a single n_ber. Its limitations are like "
those mentioned earlier for the SIL and PSXL in that its adequacy has not been i ,
determined fo_ the factors such as _pulstv_ty or nultiple tone c_abinations
peculiar to classes of V/STOL airereft. Two studies by Sikorek_ Aircraft i
e_phasising the liuitati_ of the 1_ rating syste_ were conducted on United l _'' #
Aircraft's Turbotr_ @ _n its ear_V @eve_l_ent a8 well as in the laboratory, i
: In the former stu_, a "elickety-elack" noise res,_lting fr_ a CCml_nent '_ , ,'
resonance at the _ra_k Joint frequency- _ _lii_ed to • "clwlkety-_lunk" noise .
through a car redesIKn. Altho_ a slgnifle_nt reduction in the Perceived Noise
, Level resulted, no 8tKnificant i_pact on passenger acceptance wu realised. In
a .wre c_trolled _boratox7 experiment, which will be better explained later in
the peter, a stu_ of noin wi_h and without an iupulsive n_h_lation was con- ' ,
ducked to determine the adeq,_ of PJldB far sub_ective mmoyanoe in the presence
of _lsSve 8t_. Rasul_l_ showed u mash as _,_ 1_ error in the 8ub_eetive
evalue;ti_ of ,mnc_ranee.
1_a nest readJ_ available,in _ 1A_e_ture far iateznal noise euula_Jon pr
_ _ee levels. IPlguz,e:3 _mm ]pa'e_ rFeeoh in_i_e_'euee ""'
level (IH_T:Z,)-I;0 _ _ h_8_n, lee:L _eee_ ot '_FLoal 81Xo_X:r _mm,'elu_
lu_lJ.e_l_;em,with.:Um ,h_tomal ].ew_ ot __md ,let eAz'erat_. 5_he e_mez,,..
e_e_ 8_8 an4 8.._ _t_m_, _t_, _m_ 6N,t4_n_ed_;t.nthe _950's usa 3_9_0,a,,have
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• I
. speech interference levels of 85 PSIL. Although published literature rela-
tive to speech interference levels would not indicate such, these levc!s allow
raised voice con,nunicationfor distances up to 6 feet. The 1970 aircraft, the
•' S-58T and the S-65-40 for which c_mmercial interiors were designed, have been
:_ designed for 75 dB PSIL internal levels. The S-200, which is intended for use
in the 1980's, has been designed for an internal level of 68 _B PSIL.
• +
i"i Some recent measurements in turboprop and Jet s/rcraft are shown for com-
_ parison. Measurements in typical turboprop a__rcraftshow a spread of levels
:\ :_ fr_n 6h.5 to 8_.5 dB PSIL. In like ma_er, measurements in typical Jet aircraft
• show a spread of levels from 66 to 80 dB PSIL. Th_ goal for Sikorsky's 1980
....._ S-200 aircraft of 68 dB PSIL is, therefore, not inconsistent with today's CTOL .
'_;_ aircraft Source noise reduction research is current'_y in progress which holds
promise of reducing these levels (and particularly discrete frequency noise)
i.'.'_ even further. We feel that our goal of 65-70 dB PSIL is one which is practically
!: achievable and which should evoke universal passen6er acceptance.
,' 4
•_ VIBRATION
In the area of vibration criteria, there is an abundance of data from
which to choose• Shown on figure 4 are vertical vibration criteria for accelera-
tion in + g's, versus __equency, in Hertz, for a frequency range of about 0.5
to 50 Hertz. The data selected for ;his chart are the ISO proposed reccamenda-
tion, as shown in reference 1, a recommended co_fort lx_$t for high speed
ground transports from reference 2, another ground transport reccm, nende_ level
from reference 3, and a reco_ncnded 2-3 hour exposure level curve from the
• :! reference 4 stud_. The intent of showing these curves, which have over a 2
to 1 spread in rec_nded levels, is not to select one which is better than
| the others hut to indicate the sprea_ in data of some of the more recent studies.
Had the volume of data available on recommended criteria been plotted, the
"":::i spread of data would have been significantly greater.
• 1
_, In looking st the studies, sc_e of the _pparent r_asons for the spread in .
i +i data are differences in test equipment and techniques, guidelines and remarks,
_ bod_ types, age, sex, seat types, exposure times, restraint mechanisms, Db_sical •
.-i conditions (fat, weak kidney, etc.), anticipation of excitation, degree of con-
trol of test environment, type of performing task (if any), type and response of
.i:i_.!'."_iI seat (including modal coupling factors), position of subject and points of con- "
tact with seat, visual effect coupling, noise level, and many more.
Also shown in the figure, for @ou_ris_n, are measured vertical vibration
levels of the Sikorsk_ 5-61 _k_rk IX cc_ercial he,copter at the spine of the
passenger. At floor level, the vertical vibration level thro_out the cabin
at its prima7 vertical ex@itaticn frequenc_ of 18 Hefts at the blade passage
frequency ranges from *0.0_g to a _ over a Ball portion of the cabin
of up to 20.1_g. Most of the cabin is below 20.01g. The vertical tr_ns-
ELision ratio of seat vibration (as used herein, defined as the ratio of I.
passenger rump to floor v_br_tion) st this frequency has been measured at 0._,
resulting in the v_bmtion levels to wh_eh the p_ssen_er's _ is being s_-
_ec_d from _0.0_ to 0.06. These levels _peat to be within auA below the
ran/so st_lgeste(L b_ most studies as reecsmeuded aeueptohle levels for verttesl
' i .... . ..._ vibration and are corroborated by a lack of passenger and customer complaintsof vertical vibration.
Figure 5 shows the effect of seat transmission ratio on vertical vibration
acceptability criteria. The data shown are from a recent study which utilizec
recommendations from reference 5 to establish the threshold of unpleasantness.
With measured seat transmission ratio used to establish maximum floor vibration
..... levels, the upper curves result. The "×'s" and "o's" shown are from helicopters
which had received favorable pilot reaction and seem to corroborate the approxi-
_: \ mate accuracy of the criteria. A major point to be made from this figure is
that the establishment of aircraft criteria must take into account the trans-
•;ii,i_./ misaibility characteristics of the passenger seat.
• ...., ... There appears to be less data available on human comfort to lateral vibra-
.... tion than there is on vertical vibration. Presented in fisure 6 are the results
_ of two of the recommended criteria from studies l_revtously mentioned, references
'i _ ; 2 and 3. Lateral vibrations in Slkorsk_r helicopters occur at two primary fre- *
_. quencies, the blade passage frequene_r (shown here at 18 Hertz for the Sikorsky
S-61 Mark II helicopter) and the rotor rotational frequency (shown here at 3.6
Hertz for the S-61 Mark II). The levels shown for the S-61 are +0.015 to -+0.075
g's at blade passage frequency. Here, a conservative estimate for passenger
seat lateral transmission ratio of 0.75 was assumed to arrive at the levels shown
from those measured on the floor of +O.02g to ±0.1g. There are data available
which show lateral transmission ratios for pilot type seats at thi_ frequency !
of 0.15. Since most passenger seats are attached to the side wall, this ratio,
however, would appear to be too low for use here. It is believed by the authors i J
that this ratio is something greater than 0.15 but less than 0.75.
}..... In the case of the lateral once per revolution vibration of the Mark II,
_. a transmission ratio of 0.75 was assumed, although pilot seats exhibit a tran_-
i " mission ratio of approxi=ate]_ 0.5. Even without this mall a=ouut of assumedi:" _" seat attenuation, measured floor vibration levels of ±0.005g (n t sh wn on
' the curve) to -+0.015g At this frequency appear to be well below the accept-
;_ able limits. Sore recent studies have created a concern for potential vertigo
at this frequency. Recent operator experience has shown that careful rigging of
:_ the main rotor brings cabin floor lateral vibration levels at this 3.6 Hz fre-
_ i,_iI:,"i i quency down to a level of -+O.O05g or lower. Even were there to be pilot or
-_<; : I pusenger discomfort at the u_;._ end of this data spread, the level of ±O.O0_g
=:/ I appear= _rc= this experience to be quite satisfactory, even for extended
:.Ii/
,;_ i'__:;__i_'! ."_i periods of tns_rtment f_t_ht.
O_g_ CONPOI_ _
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_ eliminated as nmch as practical3_ possible. In the case of the arm and floor,
padding for the arm and foot rests is an effective solution. In the event that
" head rests are used, It is important to select a seat which does not exhibit
: fore and aft back coupling to the vertical floor vibration.
When sir-conditioning systems are available, helicopters are designed to
maintain cabin temperatures of 72 to 75°F. Maxiu_ values of relative humidity
of 35 to 50_ are desirable for passenger c_ort. Sikorsk 7 commercial heli-
_i:_ _ copters of the S-65-_0 and S-200 size require around 18-20 cubic feet per minute
(CFM) of f_esh sir to remove odors and maintain relatively unifom cabin tem-
_i peratures. Air velocities of _0-60 feet per _inute appear to be maximum values
i :i_ _ for passenger ccufort.
i i Human factors studies have shown that reccumended limits for rate of
" " I ' p_ 88_ change for passengers is 0.1 psi per minute. This _ be practical for
,; pressurized aircraft; however, unpressurised aircraft can experience sclewhat
_:_i higher pressdre changes. Unpressurized ccmnercial helicopters can experience
: _ up to 0.8 psi per minute pressure change. This has not appeared to be a factor
affecting passenger acceptance of co_ercial helicopter servi_. Rates of 1.0
psi per minute are also common in high speed elevators. It seas that the 0.1
criteria is extremely conservative in light of this experience and there is
.P
therefore a wide band of uneertaint7 as to what the acceptable criteria is.
q
The floor attitude has been shown to be one vhich produces an_ety in the
passengers. Angles of bank for 3mr attitude turns of ove_ 5 ° are not recommend- )'
ed and a sustaAned floor attitude of over _5 ° should be avoidea for climb and
_ _ descent. Recent experience with STOL aircraft Operation8 has emphasized the
• :_ significance of this reccumendation. For 6 to 8Q slide slopes D floor attitudes
, _ of 15 to 20° were experienced, with reported panenger dis_ort Fde_mthisi •
i experience f_or attitude sppea_s to be a factor in detel_tnAng overa3_ ride
i comfort. Si_orsk_'s large helicopter can naAntain spproach and tske-ofT path '
_i. : _ _ angles of 10 _ while naAnta_ing an almost level floor.
.. _ Experience has shown that _tndov sise should be as large and as lov as
_i convenient and practical. The S_korak_ B-200 vehlele uses l_ x _0 inch windon
•., _,:ii with a sill height of 27 inches.
" ':"' Among the facto_ not listed in this _ are visu_ effects and co_l_g "
/" ':"_ of all the ranters. More needs to be known about beth of these tvo factors, '
-.,_,:.... a,l.thou_b thqqp, hm been shown _o be oecasion_ stl_n_f_ut in influencing
....._:/:_,i passenger acceptance. Visual effects in a helicopter can l:_elude empennage and
_': __! window vibration as yell am a phen_i_a knova u rotor blade fli_ke_, the
_,_ ./,' '
_-_!,+_ periodic ehan_e in lisht level _eate4 b_ the _otor blade pusege. Ai_raft .
' ._:i,,!_/_/_ h_ve beau mule sub_actlvoly _oother b_ reducing the vibmtion of i_ such -
,,,...,_._ u w_toness, /nstru_t penols, sn4Lvin41_s. Oo_lng of all the fantorm _Lst_',,. _ 0
.._",-,'_, od,co _ i an47 Is an area _hteh n_k m_ at_mt/ou to better un&_stan4 ,, "
be.,4o- =.,,,to
, _!'_ !,_
• ' • _i
i
i
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&_ SY_ORSKY'S RIDE COMFORT RESEARCH PROGRAM
• The Ride Comfort Program at Sikorsky is guided by the following theoretical
conception of passenger comfort:
.... C_fort is the resultant of several forces acting on the individual through
several dimensions. It is not knovn exactly how man_ factors enter into the
situation but the items d_scuased pre_ously provide at least a pa_tlal list.
\ A feel for the complexity of a scientii_c investigation into comfort can be
obtaAned by considering the interactions between temperature, hmmldity, and air
flow _ich must be taken into account vhen designing an air-cond_tioning system.
_;_ Our assessment of the total situation indicates that probably all of the comfort
parameters interact with each other in an extremely complex manner. Yor example,
" ::" a hiKher level of noise is probably allowable if the passenger is on a short
i/,, _ pleasure trip. On a business trip of the seine duration but which wall be re-
" /_ peated on a periodic basis the passenger wall desire a lover noise level.
: One approach to the evaluation of comfort is to break down the various
variables into classes and stud_ each class individually as though the others
do not vary. To this end four basic types of parameter have been extracted
f--z_m the mass of variables: pbysiologicaSLl_ based variables, motivation
variable8, duration variables, and ride cost.
l_siologlcaA_ Based Variables j_
_ P_ysiolo_cally based variables general_ involve variables, such as tern-
• perature humidity, vibrations, and noise, that have a comfort zone around s_e
' " central value vith either extreme being considered unpleasant. Much research
is needed to determine the linits of each parameter's ccRfort zone and to
::_i_ detexsaine hov the paremeter8 interact with each other.
• . ' __.-_:
Motivation
_ . The passenser does not come to the situation in an unbiased stat_ He has
'._,."_._,. some reason for traveling and brinks wAth him attitudes tovard the ve_icle in
": ";_ " vhieh Me is riding as wlA as hl_ attitude towa_ his destination an_ tovard '!
"_" _ r_T'd" 4 k _ ' " : ' situation,lifei 8sacral,For All of thesetrmlerattitudes bias his _ud_ment of the travelii_._. _..._ example, • _dso is on his v_v to an interesting vacation
..---._ _, and has prcmiud his fsml_ t, sight-seeing trip on • helicopter vail tend to i :
:'_.i"._.._ Isno_e an_r _ aspects of the enviroa_ant on_ foe_ on positive aspects. _
......"_- On the other hand • passenger vho it on an tmpleasant business trip end has _uet t
._.....,+,>._ hul en w_teasent a_gunent viii tend to focus on asF ann_ing aspact of the ;.
,'a..,,5 :, 't
exponre ende_poeure_u_ prior to _ the vektele. Yor ezmple, e_slder
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°a traveler who uses a particular mode of transportation on a daily basis to and
from work. His reaction to vibration will depend on the length of the trip. A
trip of 5 minutes may not cause discomfort whereas a trip of over an hour would.
Another example concer_s a man who has completed a 20 hour business trip and must
: make a connecting helicopter flight to get to his home His reactions differ
•' from a man who is Just starting a trip of 20 hours.
i :.
Cost
i:_ On a qualitative basis we can s_v that passengers will tolerate environments
' for an inexpensive mode of transportation that they will not for a more expensive
i mode.
... Research Techniques
i Literature review.- Once the need for new criteria is established, one is
_ faced with the task of finding waws to develop information that can be used to
generate the needed criteria. Perhaps the easiest wa_ of obtainlng data for new
criteria is through existing literature or cust_ner's records of passenger
' complaints.
' i
i, Surveys .- If existing infor_Ltion is inadequate new data must be obtained.
This can be doue through surveys of passenger and/or crew opinion. Asking crew
members to pro¢ide data on passenger complaints is a more efficient way of get-
ting data since a few crew members come in contact with a large number of
passengers and can quickly provide a 8t_n_'7 of passenger complaints. Survey I
• _ forms have a low rate of return and there is no way of determining the serious°
ness with which they are filled out. Also people with the _st complaints have ,
'i_ probably stopped using the service. Obtaining data through interv_ews provides
! more control on the type and content of the responses but is a very time- _
_i_ consuming, expensive way of obtaining _ata.
i ! Current helicopter transportation is very short in duration (5-15 minutes). ._: It is, therefore, difficult to find a time when passengers are willing to devote
. .I time to the interviewer. Current method is to talk to them in the waiting _ ' t
• i_i:l room before they leave on a fliKht. Another problem with interview8 and surveysii_. is the difficulty of getti g opinions on various aspects without suggesting
_ answere to passengers. For example, sinpi_ asking if flicker bothers passengers ' '
i,. ', _r cause them to look for flicker and then cc_ent on it when, in fact, with-
_'_i_ out pointing it out the_ might not have noticed it.
"rl"._'__ Simulation.- Another method of obtaining information of the limits of c_mfort
_.:__ i8 th_u_h laboratory-t_'pe experiments. There 8re a f_,eat many va_'s of looking
__ at individual paremeter8 such as temperature tolerance, vibration _oleranee_ and
"._ noise annoFance. These methods, however, give no info_u_tion ou the interaction ,
_ of then parometers. _'or example, one night expend a great deal 6_ ener_ _n I
:_ l_een4_rs then _p_ed_ about the vibr_ti_ bing in_ole_'_ble, It night be
pomsible to rednee the noime bx on_ a euall emount while e£8o reduelng the
] vibz_tion a 81_lar 8nall emount. The reeult night be an acceptable environment
': iI for passen4er8. The namer point to be nsde hem is that we know l_raetieall_
i
_ _,
.............. ,, , ,,,,,,, , ,,,, , ,,,, , , ........ _'_:_'_'_ _
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nothing about parameter _uteraction.
One w_ of efficiently stud_ pare_neter interaction is to have some type
of controllable simulator (an environmentally controlled roc_ or a flight
vehicle with modifiable environments). With a device such as a roc_ or an air-
capri, the environment could be degraded or improved along various d_ensionq
to determine subject reactions. The problem in such research would be, however,
to obtain subjects that yield d_ta si_lar to that from passengers.
w
Variability in Results
Motivation.- Subjects in an experiment probably do not react in the same wa_
passengers do. Consider the differences in motivatlon. The subject is taking
part in an interesting scientific stu_ which has a definite start and end point.
He aa_ be getting paid for his effort as well. Passengers on the other hand are
pe_rlng for the privilege of riding and could very well be forced to take the
trip by the compan_ for which they work. !
Environmental expo.aure. , In addition to _otivational differences p exposure
to the environment must also be considered. Yet instance p how does one i "
simulate dai_y exposure to a helicopter environment for a year's period? It isn't
known if passengers grow tired of an en_ro_ent _radua_ or if it annoys them _
i_ediate_y. The data collected to date seem to indicate that the list of _"
annoyances increases in length with flight experience.
Another exposure aspect which is difficult to s_ula_e with subjects in-
volves people who travel for 20 or so hours prior to board_ your a_rcraft.
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Seat trensmisstbilit_.- Another stu_ involved resolving the apparent dis-
crepency between iabor_'_ory studies of the tolerance to vertical vibration
levels and the levels in cockpits of existing aircraft. Aircraft _vlth much
higher levels than laboratory experiments would indicate are Judged satisfactory.
A rewlev of.t_he._Lterature quickly sh_oved that aircraft vibration is generally
measured at the floor of the vehicles vhereas lsbor_to_ studies geners_
• measure vibration levels at the spine of the subject. A seat shake stu@
, : i measuring the difference between floor level end spine level yes carried out
_ \ i end trensmisstbi_Lty data obtained. When a series of operational vehicle floor
levels vere attenuated to determine the vibration level at the pilot's spine,
..... ; the resultant points fell remarkab_7 close to the threshold of unpleasantness
i i curve as reported in reference 5. These data were pre_ous_y shown in figure 5.
_._. • The 1Llndlnp of this stu_ explain the discrepancy end permit effective use of
_ the large numbers of laboratory studies on vibration tolerance for design of
_ _ passenger seating.',j
Passenger survey.- At the present tim Sikorsky is actiwe_r designing nev
passenger aircraft. Because of Stkorsk_ A/r_raft'| interest in designing vehicles
vtth good ride c_fort characteristics end because of _'s interest in de_elop-
/_ ride co_1_ort criteria, Sikorsk_ and _ASA have recently completed a survey
program to dete_ntne passenger reaction to the envtz_ament of present_ used
c_mercisl helicopters. A typical passenger survey form is sho_n .in figure 10.
To da_e three i_or complaints have emerged: noise, seat _mfort (too crevded)
and, to a lesser extent, _lbrstton. The results of surveys such as these serve
to emphasise the areas which need attention in future vehicle desiKns. The
question that reaain_, hereof, inw_lve8 pusen_er reactions to the enwlronment
of the ne_ w_tele. Wt_I some other paraaeter then e_er_e which has pre_tousl_
been masked by nov re4twed factors such as noise and vibration? Another fa_tor
to be considered18 the increase in fl/_ht t/as. Jew vehicles rill be cruising
for periods of _ minutes to 1.5 hours vhereas existing helicopter transports
,_i,!'_ have current flA_ht times of _ to 30 minutes.
_ __ The IL4_ALangley Research Cen_ar should be ecmended for its fca_ard looking
......,,._ vtev tovard the development of pssse_er ride e_art criteria as ve_--as-its ,
'" J:_ interest in dofl_L_ the ride cc_fe_t fac4_s in emmet .w_tele8. We in the
ar"_P " P"''_ _e_ lnduat_ are pleased to see 1_ u_tea_ake a eye_e_e approach to ride '
._"-_ eomfos_. We at 31kor_ are eon_ed that, wAth earofttl attention to each of
....!_;_:i the potentialride eomfor_ erlte_ion,the belles.e= san give a top quality ride "
"_ _ in _ of its _IAIP_ eosdltioa_. We are addressing ore. attentions to eos_tnoting
the reeee_eh _hleh vLU'enable us to obtain this seal over t_e next 8eve=al _ears.
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:, IMPULSE NOISE VS. WHITE NOISE
"_ I M PULSE
i; NO ISE ,MEAN DISCREPANCY
. | / 5.5 PNdB
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Figure9.- Annoyancestudyresults.
I. HOW OFTEN HAVE YOUFLOWN ABOARD A 4.b. WHYDO YOU LIKETHISSEAT LOCATION?
HELICOPTER? Jl)FIRST FLIGHT..,_.; LESS THANFIVE
._ TIMES ' LESSTHANTEN TIMES ; t
• ', MORE THAN TEN TIMES
/
;: _.;; TRIPS ___. PLEASURETRIPS , YOUMOST?
•:;.._ 3. PLEASERANKTHE FOLLOWINGTIiREE
• =
• :•,:|+. FACTORS l=t,2rid, and3rdINORDER OF I
:._;-_ THEIR IMI_)RT/U_ TO YOU. 6. IF YOUWERE DESIGNINGTHE NEWHE[.[COI_'ER,
"?:"J:.+ GOODVIEW ; SMOOTHRIDE ; WHAT FEATIJRES- IF ANY - WOULDYOUADD? '
,+ _ ._ _ p •
' .." ,,+ QUIET RIDE.
•i+_:>;_,;I
4,=.,DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE PLACE INWHICH
,++'+:_" 'tO SIT? YES NO ' '
.,_:+_ WHERE? PI.BA_EMARKSEAT OR CIRCLE
.::..+,.-_ AREAON DIAGRAM.
":: DATE: , I
.!] +'°++Fi&ure lO.- Passenger mwve¥.
.+ , . •
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EXPLORATORY FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF RIDE ,_
t,'.
QUALITY IN SIMULATED STOL ENVIRONMENT _
By Edward Seckel and George E. Miller '_
Princeton University
.- N7 3 - I 0 0 16 i .
A flight test experiment is described, in which various aspects of ride
qualities were explored. Situations included ._imula+ed cruise and terminal
area maneuvers, as might be typical of STOL transport operations. Various
motion components were studied in isolation and in many combinations.
The experiment included runs with and without turbulence, variations in
airplane stability and handling qualities, and differences of pilot technique.
The experimental facility was the Princeton Variable Stability Navion.
i
The ride quality was ,. :rongly affected by roll, yaw, and heave motions; |_
but very little by pitching. It was strongly affected by airplane stability and
I
handling qualities - and, in some cases, by piloting technique.
/
I
Recommendations are made for further exploration of the subject.
INT RODUC TION
I
A program to define quantitatively the factors that influence ride qualities
and passenger acceptance of the motion associated with maneuvering and with
turbulence must ultimately involve a large experiment. The whole system is
large and complicated, the number of factors and influences must be consid-
erable, and eventually, for statistical significance, various kinds of subjects
must be tested in significant numbers. The experiment reported here was
meant to explore widely and qualitatively various factors of possible import-
ance, in order to identify and focus on them more effectively in a larger pro-
gram. ' • •
An actual airplane in real flight was used to produce the motion to be
evaluated. It was the Princeton Variable Stability Navion, with automatic con-
trols being used in four axea to produce the desired motions. Within its limits
of authority, arbitrary motions in pitch, roll, yaw, and heave could be pro-
duced. The rides that were evaluated simulated three kinds of $TOL transport
67
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•i ride situations:
I) Cruise. Basically, a five-minute run of essentially straight-and-
:__ level flight in turbulence. Disturbances si._.ulating turbulence were applied
• through the automatic controls of the airplane so as to produce motion in one
: _ axis at a time and then in all various combinations. It was expected that in
.... ' this way the various components of motion could be ranked for significance,
_i!\ and various associated effects could be studied.
_ IT_de,automa_i_ _o rols of the Navion were adjusted so that the airplane
" _ _'_ handling qualities and response simulated a range of STOL-type characteristics.
_: i _,_ The turbulence disturbances _ere random in character, of natural spectral
pF
The details of these aspects of the experiment will not be given here, since
_ they are, in a way, peripheral. The actual motions of the airplane were
I sensed and recorded, and they are the variables determining the ride quality.
:_ Details of the simulation and the turbulence signals will be included in the later
_ full report.
At any rate, in the "cruise" runs, the pilot maintained only "loose" con-
trol so that the actual motions were essentially those of the airplane in re- ar
spouse to the disturbances. The pilot, in pilot-vehicle-system lingo, main-
i tained only very loose, low gain altitude and heading control.
_ ' i Runs were five minutes in duration, separated by short intervals of rat-
-i ing and commentary by both pilot and passenger. As many as eight runs per ,
: :'_ hour were made, and flights went up to two hours in length. Ordering and
_: _!_ conditioning effects were sometimes present, and were often checked by repe-, _ tition of runs in opposite order, back*to-back comparisons, and plain subjec-
i : tire comments. Sometimes, when the subjects tired quickly or felt ill, flights e
:_:,:/iii_ were terminated and substantial rest periods were allowed (usually only one
.: ._._ flight per day).
2) 'is" turn maneuvers. These maneuvers were intended to relate to
_,,_ constant bank angle and turning rate for twenty seconds; first right, then left,
• _ ¢_ etc., for five-minute runs. The bank reversal was done without pausing at a _
!L;_!}_ wings-level attitude, using roll rate that might be encountered in a terminal-area-control si ation. Runs we e done with and with t turbulence, and with
:_ several variations of STOL-type handling qualities. Some runs were done
i_,__ with variations of pilot technique. _
!
The five-minute runs were done as many as eight per hour for as long as
two hours. A_ain, pilot and passeT_er ratings and commentary were obtained
between runs and recorded. Difficulties with o_erinl_ and conditioning effects
were dealt with as before.
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• • _ 3) ILS approaches. Simulated ILS approaches were made, including a _
missed-approach wave-off and climbing turn at the end. Typical ILS pilot
technique was applied in runs with and without turbulence, and with variations
of handling qualities. These runs, in a race-track-like pattern, took about
two minutes on the approach. They went at the rate of about eight to ten per
hour , with ratings and commentary on the downwind leg. The details of all
these runs, including maneuver patterns, turbulence simulation, etc., will be
i :\i_ given in the later full report.
The Subjects
The subjects for the experiment were selected for expediency in percep-
tion, analysis, and reporting of their feelings and symptoms. They are both
expert pilots, widely experienced in the use of rating scales - and above all,
experienced in evaluating their own performance, feelings, and difficulties.
They alternated between pilot and passenger in the experiment, and lent a pro-
fessional level of perception and sophistication that allowed the whole affair to
go at a reasonable pace with a minimum of repeats and hesitations. 11
Both subjects were considered to be about average in proneness to mo-
tion sickness. In the cour_ of the experiment, they both reported sickness
symptoms in relatively equivalent situations. It is assumed that whereas the
two subjects might be either more or less prone to motion sickness than the
general population, they are probably not "far out"; and the same motion fea-
tures that affect them, probably also are significant in general.
The Rating Scale and Passenger Activity
v
A rating scale was devised for a _umerical measure of ride quality. 0
Shown in Figure I, it was deliberately designed to emulate the Cooper-Harper
scale for handling qualities. The long and constant success of the latter sets .'
an excellent precedent, for one thing; and for another, the intimate familiarity
and experie,lce with it by the subjects would surely transfer to the new context.
The scale seems to have been used carefully, thoughtfully, and repeat-
ably by the subjects. They report "seroiug in" on ratings easily and consis-
tently; and the repeatability and scatter of rating data suggests qualities that
are roughly similar to those of the Cooper-Harper parent. !
The emphasis in this paper is on the passenger subject, who duri,lg each _"
run divided his time between attempting to read with concentration from a
journal, writing a few intelligible sentences, and trying to sort out t_,e causes
of his discomfort. His forward view was blocked by the pilot seated ahead of
him, and although side windows were &vailable_ the evaluation w_ conducted
with head down, concentrating on the materials in his lap. This activit F was
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'* :i considered to be typical for a businessman passenger who would be trying to
':i use his travel time in a profitable way.
" : SYMBOLS
• ' _0 bank angle, deg
, ! p roll rate, deg/see
/> :_i:! r yaw rate, deg/see
.:'_ !
, q pitch rate, deg/see
_ I n normal acceleration, g'sz
1--) root-mean-square value: p__ r", etc
f- 'i
'" _ toInidentifyFigures2 and 3, the symbols _', _', _, _'_, prqn" ,z etc. are used
components of turbulence disturbances represented.
0
M, H In the figures, the abbreviations for "moderate" and "heavy"
• levels of turbulence disturbances ,
R numerical rating of ride quality - see Figure I
•:. _,._
_._ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 0
• .... The various parts of the experiments are presented below. Data are ' 0
_,_-. analyzed, discussed, and conclusions drawn.
"" The "Cruise" Experiment
The "cruise" situation consisted of approximately straight-and-level
flight with disturbance accelerations about various axes. The latter, simu-
.... lating the effects of turbulence, were random appearing, with spectral charac- -
teristics like those of natural turbulence. The two levels were considered by ,
the pilots to be representative of "moderate" and "heavy" turbulence, and they , i
are labeled such in the figures. "Rvns" were about five minutes long, fol- ._
' '_ lowed by periods of smooth flight where evaluation ratings and commentary i
were recorded, i
The passengers' evaluation l'ttings are presented in Figure 3, a and b,
for the various kinds and combinations of disturbances. A number of
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interesting details can be noted:
a) Although one subject was somewhat more critical than the other, gene-
rally giving somewhat higher ratings, they usually agreed about rela
tire effects and differences between situations and parameters. Their
comments and ratings were quite consistent and repeatable, in spite of
awkward ordering and conditioning effects which must have been present
to some extent. Comments on these aspects were occasionally made by
the subjects, who clearly estimated the effects and attempted to allow
for them.
b) The range of ride quality was from roughly on___eeto seven on the rating
scale. The passenger ranges from almost perfect comfort to complete
misery, being quite close to vomiting in the extreme case.
c) Figure 3, a and b, seem to indicate that the disturbances in p._tch, q, i
are quite innocuous. By themselves, even at a heavy level which was
unrealistically large, they present no problem to the subjects, who re-
port that they experience "not unpleasant, rocking-chair motions. " _"
When added to heave (nz) disturbances they produce hardly any addi-
tional degradation; and when they are removed from the combination of
all disturbances, there is no improvement.
d) The remaining components, in roll (p), yaw (r), and heave (nz), all ap-
pear to be significant contributors to th_ passengers t discomfort. Iso-
lated, and in all the various combinations, they lead to high ratings as
levels and number of components are increased.
In heave (nz), the subjects report uneasy, annoying feelings, and a need
to tense diaphragm and neck muscles because of the bobbing (vertical) e
accelerations. By itself, at heavy level, it leads to ratings of about
4_, where the discomfort is plain, and the head=down position for read- "
lug or writing causes stress and eventual queasiness.
The roll and yaw components are clearly, in commentary as well as
ratings, responsible for considerable discomfort. The subjects speak
of the ill feeling and disorientation due to head wagging and the side ac-
celeration. Individually, the yaw and heave disturbances are somewhat
worse than roll, but roll produces the largest improvement when re-
moved from the combination of all.
With all four components of disturbances present at heavy level, the
ride is very objectionable and alarming. The subjects become queasy
very quickly and can probably not maintain equilibrium. The rating
reaches the six to seven category, with the passenger feeling very
poorly, indeed.
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Analytical Fit of the Rating Function
There are various reasons against literal or quantitative interpretation
of the ratings of Figure 3. Perhaps first is the obvious unevenness, or non-
linearity, of the subjective rating scale. An increment of one unit of rating
has a greatly different meaning at different positions along the scale, particu-
larly at the poor rating end. Second is the fact that all the various combina-
• 'i tions of disturbances shown in the Figure 3 exhibit some of all the components
:"_ of motion. A pure yaw disturbance (r), for example, produces mostly yawing
:_i motion, but smaller residual ones for the other components as well. The '
.. -.' actual motions of the aircraft, however, were cor_tinuously measured in the
;:', evaluatic,,i runs, and they ha_'e been analyzed and reduced to root =mean=square
values. Various ways hay,- been tried to construct an analytical fit to the nu-
merical rating as a funcLion of the rms values of the four motion components:
p, r, q, nz. The most successful of these is
R -I = 018F z + 0024_'a+ 8.0E! I0 -R " " z
The left-hand side has the feature of correct asymptotic behavior; that q
is, for zero motion, R = I; and for infinite motion, R - 10. The right-hand
side, entirely empirical, simply fits the data very well. The correlation be-
tween the formula and the actual ratings is shown in Figure 4b. The formula
.. corresponds to the map of Figure 4a for the rating function of the motion. ,
! /"
., First of all, pitch motion (q-) is conspicuous by its absence, This con- .
, firms the unimportance of _noted in the previous section. This has been con-
sistent in all our attempts to fit the data to a formula, some even producing
negative coefficients of _. Taking R = 3.5 as a boundary of acceptability, the
:_ following conditions are necessary (but not sufficient) for passenger satisfac- , e
tion:
,, .,
''" roll, _ < 13 degl sec
.;.._
- gl.-,'.., yaw, r < 5 de sec
::.j
"_, heave, n < . 05 "g"
I
The bounds cited are for individual, isolated components. In combinations, _
':/I..] the allowable values would be smaller, as the figure indicates. _-
!
"L
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_•'... The "Turns" Maneuver and Handling Qualities
. i A second part of the experiment involved sets of "s" turns, in which a
.... turn of Z0 degrees bank was maintained for 20 seconds, then reversed to the
i opposite Z0 ° bank and maintained for 20 seconds, and so on. This maneuver
• was supposed to represent a possible terminal area vectoring or delaying ac-
tion. Most of the runs of this kind were done without turbulence, in order to
• :\, : see the separate effects of the maneuver.
....... _ The turns maneuver was performed without rudder-aileron coordina-
:i. _:i : tion, at a rate that might be considered to be near the upper limit of corn-
" ...... mercial practice, with a maximum roll rate of about Z0 deg/sec from one
" _, : bank angle to the other. The heading changes in the turn were about 90 ° .
,ii'' _ They were done with a wide range of airplane stability and handling-qualities
._.=_ parameters• They range from a basic STOL type with a poor Dutch-roll
mode and low roll-damping to a near-optimum, artifically stabilized charac-
teristic.
. The effects of the changes in stability parameters on the passenger ride
rating are shown in Figure 5a, b, c. It is quickly seen that Dutch roll fre-
quency (Wd), damping (_d), and roll-mode time constant (Trm) are important. L, ,
For the good airplane, the p_ssenger rating is only slightly above two, where-
as for the bad airplane it is almost a five. For the former, the roll--_are _ .
• ' smooth with little sideslip; whereas fo'_he latter, they are rough and sloppy,
i, • } with sideslipping, overshooting bank angle, overcontrolling. These anomaiies
:_: ':iI in the motion were apparently quite noticeable to the passenger subjects.
_i •_ ' Their comments and ratings agreed that in the poor cases the motions were
' _,.'. more noticeable, disconcerting, and disorienting on account of the poorer
controlling
• .itS'. "_ ''
'_."_::", i_ A few of the turn maneuvers were done with moderate simulated turbu-
_"_"'_: • lence for both good and intermediate handling-quality characteristics. The '
:':i ':!i superposition of turbulence on the turns maneuvers produced a large degrada-
'*':'_:"_..... "_I tion in ride quality and a corresponding large increase in subject rating, As
_:'_'_" | shown in the summary Figure 2, for the good airplane the rating went from
_._.,,, .... ., slightly over two to between four and five with the addition of turbulence; and
_":-_i_ for the intermediate airplane it went from about three to almost six. The
:., ,,:_#_:_ subjects speak of the annoyance and jostling due to turbulence, and the sudden
.& :_'_'_ii_. disorientation with • sweeping, catalyslng effect of the rapid roll in the man- s
: ..... _ .: ,uv_r. It all adds up to • very disagreeable situation - one which the sub-
:_: •'"_;' jects were not anxious to repeat.
.. i_ ' The summary Figure 2 also shows that the airplane stability character-
_' istics were • factor in the "cruise" situation. This had I/ttle to do with hand-
ling qualities, since th@re the pilot was exercising, at most, "loose" control,
i
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•,_ with the airplane responding "open-loop" to the turbulence. The less stable
•_ airplane, however, responds more to the disturbances and upsets the pas-
• '_
senger more, as would be expected from the "cruise" results previouslyd scribed.
The "Rolls" Maneuver
i'|
I
: \ I_ Because of the seeming significanceof the ;'turns"of the previous sec-
• _ tion, and prompted by some commentary of the subjects, it was decided to
/] vary the abruptness in the maneuver of the roll from bank to o_posite bank.
i'..'_i At the same time the bank angle was increased from 20° to 30-, The roll
_.. ] time hi_tory was thus changed from the one at the top of Figure 6a to the
: "_.4 others of the figure. These variations were done with the "good" airplane,
"!. with results shown in Figure 6b.
All the data points of Figure 6b represent turns at the same bank angle
(30°) and the same yaw (turning)rate. Clearly, neither bank angle nor yaw
rate, per se, had much to do with the ride qualityof the maneuver. The
turns involving the lower rollrates were quite innocuous to the subjects, who
rated them about two, and reported that they were detectable, but not much
above "threshold.'=;T-Theturn reversals became increasingly upsetting as the
abruptness was increased by increasing ro11rate, untila passenger rating of
_, i nearly five was reached for rollrates about 35 deg/sec. Some of the corn- .
_ mentary suggests that the rating might level off or even decrease for yet '
' _' ' 1 higher roll rates because of decreasing duration of exposure (keeping constant
: change of bank angle), The data seem to confirm the idea and to show that '
:i.:: _.! there may be a "worst" way to do the "s" turn maneuver:
' A few of these bank reversals were done in which the steady, 20 sec 0
_,_. period of turning was eliminated between reversals of bank angle. The solid
"" _: .._ points labeled "continuous rolls" in the figure, show no significant change of :
..... ..'_:'.' rating. With the other data, this suggests that the excursion of the roll rate
" ' ". history is the feature of significance. This is still further confirmed by the
--,.":_'_i, tagged points, showing that turbulence disturbances in yaw (only) had no
_-.i:__ • ffe ct.
•' ',_-..,,:.:'., Of course this experiment, and the figure, do not identify clearly what -
...._i:_:-_:_ features of the roll motion are res,_onsible, for the rating variations. The s
;_/:_.| possible significance of roll-rate magnitude, roll acceleration, duration of
":,_ • ,-_ exposure, lateral acceleration, station in the aircraR - remain to be explored /
:"::_'_'_ with special expe rimeuts.
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! The ILS and Missed Approach
A number of ILS approaches were simulated, with a missed approach
wave-off and climbing turn at the end. The purpose was to see whether the
maneuvers involved in acquiring the glide slope and Iocalizer, keeping on the
beams, and finally in the wave-off and turn, would be uncomfortable or dis-
orienting for the passenger. •
The general result was negative, as shown in the summary Figure 2.
Without turbulence, both good and intermediate airplanes were rated between i
on_.eand tw_.._oby the passengers. The motions were barely noticeable, and
even the wave-off and turn were in no way troublesome. With moderate tur-
bulence, ratings degraded to the thre_....._elevel, but this was due to the turbu-
lence disturbances, not the maneuvers. The subjects felt that the situation
was equivalent to the "cruise" experiment, where the ride and the rating
were functions of the kind and size of turbulence-induced motions. !
The II_ (with moderate turbulence) runs were rated somewhat better
than the "cruise" (with moderate turbulence) runs. The turbulence distur- i
bauces were the same in both case,. Commentary of the subjects reveals i qtwo factors for the difference. First, the duration of exposure was quite J
different, with five-minute runs for "cruise" and less than two minutes for |
an ILS run. Second, the piloting technique was different, which resulted in I
' smaller airplane motion for the same t1:_rbulence, for the ILS situation. The
. differences of rating can be seen in the summary figure, with similar results 1
for both airplane types, i .
_ Effects of Piloting Techni_Je
#
, _ It is amply evident that piloting technique is an important factor for the
,, ride quality in any given situation. In this experiment, no attempt was made
to define pilot technique quantitatively, but some variations of it were made
_:., and the subjects (who were pilots) frequently commented about the effects.
m .
::_;:; In the t'cruise" experiment, pilot technique was "looseO' wlth hardly any '
"_:"J control being applied. The motion resulting from turbulence was almost the
P__,_ _r_ _re airplane response. But in some special runs, the pilot was asked to do
_ '_ his utmost to suppress the airplane response to turbulence. Surprisinsly, s
_:_ this produced a consistent delradatiou of one-half to _ae rating unit. In back-
:_ to-back comparisons, it was clear and conclusive to the subjects that very
,/_.._ " tight control technique produced a worse ride. Comments suggested that the
[ tisht control produced unpleasant acc,eleratious which over-t_de, in effect,
the reduction of displacements.!
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In the "turns" and "rolls" experiment, the variations of roll rate
represented differences of pilot technique in the maneuver. The effects, as
explained previously, were profound, with some indication of a maximum, or
"worst," technique for performing the bank reversals.
In the ILS experiment, it was noted that the airplane motions were less
disconcerting, for the same turbulence, than for the "cruise" situation. The
\ difference was clearly one of pilot technique, v,hich both pilots and passengers
thought was intermediate between the "loose" and "tight" cases for "cruise. "
There is clearly an optimum technique, neither too loose nor too tight. Not
• that this is surprising - a little reflection about the pilot-vehicle-passenger
system would suggest that it must be sol But the experiment confirms it, and
suggests that the matter should be explored more fully and more quantita-
tively.
Ratings by the Pilots
Throughout the experiments described above, ratings were given by the , _I
• pilots as well as the passengers. The two subjects, in fact, served alter-
nately as pilots and passengers by simply exchanging places and duties• In
this short presentation, we have not attempted to give both sets of results.
The findings are similar, with some interesting differences, but no great
surprises. The complete results will be presented in a full project report in '
, the near future.
/
i _ The Need for Furthest Exploratory Experiments
i The experiments and results presented in this paper are distinctly ex- '
ploratory in nature. A number of important factors have been only loosely , 0
• controlled, and only two rather specialised subjects have been tested. Some
,_P_r ' important effects have been identified, and some new questions have been , :
raised. The most interesting and i_uportant of th_se art the following:
......' a) In the "rolls" maneuver, what are the features of the roll rate history '
y! that define the rids quality7 The sisuiflcance of tbe variables _p, p, p - "
i i._ii:i their excursions, durations, spectra, ease - are essentially unexplored.
_-/, Special ezperiments need t9 be devised to clarify the matter, which may "
__ be f_nlPorl_nt in choosing the best kinds of maneuvers for certain ter- i '_
.:_I sinai area procedures and for optimising pilot technique. ,
ii b) The parts played in ride quLUty by pitchin I motion and by lateral ac* _'_ ooler_ima need to be explored in soma dntafl. The small effect of
pitch rate, q, may relate in some speclld way to correlaticMm with nor-
' _ acceleration, us. and passenser position in the airplane. There
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is even some reason to suggest that pitch rate, q, may relieve some o_ _:
the effect of acceleration, nz, if they are properly correlated; and
• hence, there may be a preferred set of stability derivatives and a best
position in the airplane.
Similarly, the part played by lateral acceleration may be very signifi-
cant and yet is largely unexplored. Subject commentary suggests that
lateral head motions are a problem, and therefore passenger position
i must be important, and should be explored in this context as well.
.., ,
: _., It therefore seems probable tl_t both fore-and-aft as well as vertical
displacement from the CG may be important. A number of particular
stability derivatives of the airplane will also prominently affect the re-
"i_, lations between these motion variables in turbulence, and they should
...... be accounted for. Special experiments need to be devised to explore
this matter on a broad basis.
c) The pilot-vehicle-passenger system needs to be looked at in a rational
and broad way. The separate parts played by the features of turbulence, :
. the airplane's response, pilot technique, and passenger sensitivity all
need to be explored further to clarify their interactions. A theoretical ,
approach is necessary for orientation in the problem and for unification
of results, but the results themselves must ultimately come from ex- i
• periments. The large experiment with statistical validity has yet to be i
• , designed, and further exploration is needed to define crucial areas and
. parameters. The results of this paper suggest, in particular, that
_:=_ more consideration must be given to the effects of pilot technique and ,
the detailed sensitivities of human subjects.
t.'
• . f
- CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
_ _ Results of exploratory flight tests, to identify factors affecting ride
_:_ quality, can be summarised as follows.
• ,:_!_ I) In the simulated cruise situation, turbulence-induced discomfort
,_,i _i ranted - in the experiment- from practically nothing, up to Just short
_!_ of nausea, depondiu 8 on the ,ise and type of airphmo motions. P_tch |rate was found to be .;unocuous; but roll rate, yaw rate, and normal
:_,. acceleration were Imp_rtamt contributors to passenger discom4ort.
_' _' 2) Passengers were disoriented and u_.comfortable in "8"-turu maneuvers
• dop_udin 8 on the pilot technique (roll rate history), handlin 8 quol/tlee.
_ and dyssaidnn_ redJpOaO@ cJmJ_riaJt/Cs of the allah. _bl_pt roll
?7
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freversal and large roll rate were unfavorable piloting technique. _n
the turns, yaw rate did not appear to be a factor• Ride quality was de-
• i graded for low Dutch-roll damping and frequency, and for low roll-
i damping.
• i 3) The motions involved in typical ILS approaches, including the wave-offand climbing turn following a missed ,_pproach, were relatively innocu-
•/' I ous. In turbulence, the typical II_ control technique led to better ride
! quality than either the very loose or the very tight technique explored
: _j in connection with the "cruise" situation.
• I 4) Further exploratory study and experiments, suggested by the results,
•, are
:1
i a) to identify the features of roll motion of significance to ride quality;
i b) to explore certain stability derivatives and passenger position in the
I airplane, with respect to the effects of pitch rate and lateral ac-|
i celeration ou ride quality; and
i
; c) to explore on a broad basis the pilot-vehicle-passenger system, em-
phasizin 8 especially matters of pilot technique and the p_rticular
• i sensit'vities of human subjects.i
' .,!
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TESTS AND ANALYSES APPLICABLE TO PASSENGER RIDE QUALITY
il OF LARGE TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
_/ Richard B. Holloway and Stanley H. Brt_aghlm
_ The Boeing Company, Wichita Division
N 7 3 " 1 0 0 17
A test program was undertaken to determine airline passenger reaction to m
vibration environments that might be encountered in a supersonic transport or
other large co_nerc_al Jet aircraft. The principal problem addressed was to Idetermine accelerations of vertical and lateral vibration that people find
objectionable. Further questions experimentallyposed were: What J_ the rela- _
tionship between human reactions to vertical and lateral vibration_ " single- I
and combined-frequencyvibration_ and to single- and combined-axis _;_,ration?
Interest was confined to reactions to vibration in the frequency range of 0.20
to 7.0 Hz, a range typical of the vibration environment of a large airplane.
Results indicated an increasing sensitivity to vertic_l vibration as fre-
quency was increased from 1.0 to 7.0 Hz. Subjects were found most sensitive to
lateral vibration in the 1.0 to 3.0 Hz range. There was a nearly linear
decrease in se'-_itivityas frequency of lateral vibration was inc,eased from J
3.0 to 7.0 Hz.
t
In eddition, testing was conducted to determine perceptible accelerations
for l_.fJ_quency cyclic oscillations representative of those associated with
a "dead ,_ne" in an airplane control system. It was concluded that cyclic
incremental accelerations should not exceed 0.01_ (zero to peak) in the verti-
cal axis and 0.010g (zero to peak) in the lateral axis.
INTRODUCTION 0
Human v_bration research, as related to both comfort of aircraft passengers
and the ability of aircrew members to perform their duties, has been a subject
of interest and concern almost since the beginning of flight. At Boei_-
Wichita alcne, man_ independent laboratory studies were conducted in the period
1_7-67, including several under U.S. Air Force or Office of Naval Research
spouorehip (fi_. 1). Results of these studies are s_Barized in reference 1.
T_s p_per describes _rief_y the results of pusenger ride-qua.ity studies '
conducted by Boein_ ira 1968-1969. Fifteen studies were conducted to test human j/
reactions to 8tn_e-uis_ narrow baud f_ltered white noise vibrations with cen-
ter fNq_enciee rez_ frca 0.10 to 7.0 Hz; to sin_le-_is, combined-frequency
vtbration_; to c_mbined-a_Is, toshibA-frequency vibrations; and to ste_lated
ccnmePoiL1. _lZl_l.m_ rides. This Pe4_ _ be limited to discussion of human
reslxmle to vibration, and will not dwll o_ the ride qualities of specific
aircraft.
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TEST "2!N AND FACIL:_TIES
.: Two major considerations guided development and conduct of the test pro-
gram. To take advantage of previous Boeing-Wichita hmnan vibr_tion testing
. (reported in ref. 1), passenger ride-quality tests were scheduled so that new
information obtained in any test could be added logically to existing data•
This_sQqaence l_d _o _$ncreasingly ccnplex picture of passenger reactions to
vibration. Tes_s:_eA_e _signed to answer several related questions. What _s
the relationship between h_nan reactions to vertical and lateral vibration, to
single- and c_bined-frequency vibration_ and to single- and combined-axis
• - 4
, vibratior_ Within the tim _ constraints of the program, these relationships
_ could _ most effectively studied b_ using a s_, and constant, subject
sample.
• Three test facilities were used during the program. The two Wichita h_nan
• vibration facilities (vertical axis, fig. 2, and laterai axis, fig. 3) are each
actuated by electroh_draulic rams. A standard airline passenger seat was
located in the approximate cen_er of each facility test roon_ resulting in
movement of the vibration platforms relative to the roam walls. The hole source
of lighting in each facility was a standard overhead passenger reading lamp
Which was secured to the vibration platform. Room interiors were a dark matte
green which, in addition to the lightAng arrangement, helped to prevent subjects
frcR obtaining visual cues frcB _tationary rocu details. Test c_npar_nt tem-
perature and humidity were controlled to provide a comfortable environment.
The _xperimenter and medical monitor vined the subject through one-we_
. vision _ndo_8 and used an intercon for t_o-_ voice cce_unication with the
subject au_ facility operator. A passenger seat back with pttlldovn tre_ was
mounted o_ _A_e vibration platform of the vertical-vibration facility. The seat
beak provided a supp_ for pe_senger a_tivity tests•
The Northrop Norair large-a_itude 8inulator, f_4m'e _ also electro-
hydraulically actuated, _a8 used for tests involving frequencies below 1 Hz and
•., _ ": for tests requiri_ combined-axis vibration. A passenger seat was installed in
•, a pusenger cc_ent at the end of the sinulato_'s 20-foot beam (Fi_. _) ,
Overhead lighting va_ provided by a standard pusenger reading lamp nonnted on
the ec_ ceiling. The experimenter had teo-_ volee ecmmmle&tlon with
the nb_ec_ and the medical nonttor listened to subJe_ e_men_s over a one- :
•. _._ Sub,le_s were M,1.ec_l_r e_fl.oyees, _ 2& to _9 yeea'sof abe. Bashof
•':_'-I the _ v__rs had ecmmreia_, eA_plane flight expe_ien_e, and _ had ailit_ -
._._._ flisht experience as either pilot _ navigator. F4_h subject parted an ext4m-
• .: .: slwe medical mmntn_.,_tio_ be_oa.e beJ.nl_ sd_ttted to t_ vibration prolpt'am. Brief
'-_ radical tests were eondue_lz_ £e_ eeah eub_ee_ prior &rid _eeq_oat %o eaeh _e_
_"_. session. F_ vlbration eeseton _ n_at_e_L by a nedleal doeter cr a m_le
so.
5_e _ests teper_ here had severe_ aspects in e_. Sub_ee_e_
seated in m eArJAu_l_ssen_ se_ (incAudln8 ats_j_s) and res_sAned _7 a
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seat belt which each adJuste_,for personal c_nforL. The sgat back was maintainedin the forward position. No sitting posture wa_ prescribed except that both feet
_' were to be placed on the floor. Subjects ....re street clothing during the tests
i! except that ties and Jackets were removed.During tests, vibration on each trial was sta_ed at 0.015 RMSg accelera-
; tion and increased every 30 seconds in steps of 0.01_ RMSg until the subject
rated "annoying"and "objectionable"levels of vibration. The two levels were
• ' i_ defined as :
Annoying - the point at which the vibration first begins to disturb you.
Objectionable - a level of vibration that would adversely affect you a_
an airline passenger, but not to the extent you vould never fly on the
airplane aga_. On future flights you would try to avoid flying on
,: this airplane, however.
In this paper, only the "cbJectionable"levels of acceleration are shown.
Emphasis was placed on the need to assume the role of an airline passenger
vhile making ratings. Instructionswere read to e_h subject izmediately before
each test session.
Folloving a subject's "ob_ect_nnable"rating, vibration vas stopped and the
next test condition vas selected acco_aing to prearranged schedules. Appropriate
counterbalancingrandomization procedures were folloved to preclude bias from
• potential extraneous influences and sequence effects. Vibration exposure on
i each trial averaged _ to _ _nutesj vibratio_ sessions lasted from 30 minutes
to 1 hour per subject.
' ,"" _ Tests involved single-f_equencypsln_le-axis vibration (vertical _ _'
b* .... lateral); ccmbi._ed-frequency,sing_e-oxisvibration (vertical or lateral); and +i
combined-frequency+ccmblned-axlsvibration (verticaland lateral). Testing
was restricted to the vertical and lateral axes end to frequencies of vibration ! 0
from 0.20 to T.O 1_. |
'"" , Vibration inlets were _enerated by _ecording narrow band filtered rhine '
• noise on m_nettc tapes. Output accelerations w_re recca_d at the sub_ect'_
•...;.:,:. j_umsenger seat sad power spae_-_A 4ez_it_ am_rses were con4_te4 to confirm
• : "_'._ input vibration eondittocm.
i_ ' _
_T I_UI_ AI_ DD_IO|
, Stn_-FJroquene7 Vertiea_-Vibmtion _eatm
_ Ob_eetlonable aeeelez_ti_ ¢_ ve_leal _Ibrs_Ion c.M:at.em_ in _ tests an
c_ in f_ _. Vlb_atlon f_e_uenelem _ to the tests rare I._, 5,
end 7 Ha. Subjects _u_ re,ileal v2bra_2on at 5 and 7 ]Isto _eaeh ob_ectaon-
able levels at e_ll_ aeeeAea_i_l_h 8ub_l_ aeee_ l_te2_
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; 50 percent more acceleration at i._ Hz than at 4 or 7 Hz before calling it "
objectionable.
Subject comments indicated that the primary cause for ob.lection to verti-
" i
ca: vibration wab the resulting vibration in abdominal, stomach, chest, and
,. spinal areas. Reports of potential motion sickness, although infrequent, were
i most frequent during vertical vibration at 0._ Hz.
!
Single-Frequency Lateral-Vibration Tests
_ _ Objectionable accelerations of lateral vibration obtained in the tests are
......i shown in figure ?. Subjects were most sensitive to lateral vibration from 1
•I to 3 Hz. There was a nearly linear decrease in sensitivity as ._requency of
:,. i lateral vibration was increased from 3 to 7 Hz. On the averegep subjects
_'. _ti accepted about twice _s much acceleration at 7 Hz before calling it objection-
• _t able as they did for vibration from 1 to 3 Hz.
ri
' A number _f subjects were unable to reach objectionable accelerations at
0.20 Hz because of limited lateral t_avel of the simuZator. These missing data
points prevented definition of _ear. objectionable acceleration at 0.20 Hz.
!
Subjects reported the primary cause of objection to lateral vibration was
body swaM; that is, the head, shoulder, hips, knees_ and feet of seated persons
move out of phase with one &nother. More effort must be exerted to maintain a |J
normal seated posture.
:! Comparison of Vertical- and Lateral-Vibration Test _esults
..... I Met,_nobjectionable accelerations obtained for the vertical axis and the .
• _-,_ lateral axis are cc_red in figttre 8. 8ub_ects were ap_oxi_te_ t_.,,e as
_" ' " r' _'I sensitive to la:er_l as to vertical vibration at frequencies of 0.20 to 2 Hz.
_ In _eneral, sen_Ativity to vertical vibration increased _ud sensitivity to lat-
eral vibration d_creased as frequency was increased f_m 2 to 7 _z. Ob_eetion-
• w;
%.., J !_ able acceleration threshold_ for vertical and lateral vibration were near_identical at _ and _ Hs. O_ectAonabls thresholds for vertical vibration were
, slightl_ lower than those for lateral vibration at 6 and 7 Ks.
_; i"_"_-__ Subjects fell into three nea_l_ eq_l _ on the buis of ae_lerati_
::%_..,_'_i' _ coMtdered a_A_ or objectionable. _ese individ_ml dii_rerenees were
. _.",_ %_, consistent tnd psrststed mp,vd.les8 of axis of vibration. Subjects _o ,1_
';.".... _ vibration to beeoee annoyi_ or ob_eotlonable at ralativel_ low aeeeleratt_
:..,,_,_ were not influenced, in general, bY fre_cy of vibration. 8ub0eots lho rated
" r" _ _--"_. vibration aan_rt:4 or ob_eetlc_ble at aoderate or relattvel_r hJ4h seeelerattonl
-,: ':,,_; _mm &i_e_mtAal3,¥ a/_eete_ b_r _mncy of vil_tton. _e infl_uee of rib=a-
-: ...... :, tton fl.equucy on subjective reaotlon to vibration wm more evident as the level
#_ F""" Of aecelerstt_ increased.
i
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i_! Combined-Frequency,Single-Axis Vibration Test '
Combined-frequency,vertical- and lateral-vibrationtests were conducted to
determinewhether reactions to multlfrequency vibration can be predicted from
knowledge of reactiQns to the component frequencies presented separately.
Identical test designs and procedures were followed for the vertical and lateral
tests.
Test conditions included both single-frequencyand combined-frequencyvibra-
tions. Subjective reactions to single-frequencyconditions were used as a basis
for prediction of reactions to combined-frequencyconditions. All conditions
contained one or more narrow band filtered white noise inputs with center fre-
quencies at 1._ 4, and 7 Hz. Spectral shape was constant for each vibration
condition and remained fixed for all t_ials involving that condition. Subjects
rated annoying and objectionable accelerations of _ach vibration condition from
the point of view of airline passengers.
Tables 1 and 2 present results of the vertical- and lateral-_is tests,
respectively. The lO test conditions are also indicated in these tables. Table
entries showing the spectral composition of each condition indicate the percent
of power contributedby vibration at each center frequency.
Combined-Frequency,Two-Axis Vibration Test
This test provided the first opportunity in the ride-_uality program for
study of persons' reactions to simultaneousvertical anc lateral _-Lbration.
Two combined-frequencyvibration spectra were selected for testing: 0.4_, i._,
7 Hz and 0.45p 1.5_ 4j 7 Hz. Relative power in each frequency band was equal
for frequencies in each spectrum. For each test condition, the sa_e spectrum
defined both vertical and lateral vibration inputs.
Eight vibration conditions were presented for each frequency s_ctrum.
Vibration in one axis was held at a fixed acceleration while vibration in the
other axis was started at 0.O15 RMSg and increased in steps of 0.015 P_Sg every e
30 seconds until the subject rated the combined-axisvibration. The eight
vibration conditionswere defined by two axes (vertical and lateral) × four
levels of fixed acceleration (0, 0.O15, O.03Op and O.0_5 RMSg) for each axis.
_ Sub_ects were instructed to rate the total vibration environment and were
cautioned that initial acceleration on a trial could already he beyond a level
which they would define as annoying or even objectionable. If this _ere the
cue, they were to sa_ so and net feel constrained to make both "annoying" and
"objectionable"ratings. For some subjects the probability was high that this
situati_ would occur on the initial vibration exposure in trial_ with fixed
&ocelerati_s of 0.04_ m4Sg.
Results obtained when vertical acceleration was varied at fixed lateral
background ac6eleraticus are presented in figure 9. In general, subjects
required increuing_ lower vertical accelerations to make the combined-axis
vibration objectionable as lateral background acceleration increased.
9_
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Results obtained when lateral acceleration was varied at fixed vertical
background accelerationsto reach objectionable levels are shown in figure iO.
There is no consistent trend evident, for either frequency spectrum, that
increasing vertical accelerationshad an effect on lateral acceleration required
to make the combined-axis _Ibration objectionable.
P_SENGER RIDE COMFORT CRITERION
•..j:\
Based on analysis of the testing described above, a passenger ride comfort
criterion was derived. Figure ii shows the criterion compared with the results
.:_i.,.. of the multiple-frequency,two-axis tests. The test data shown in figure ii
' have been adjusted to reflect a structural frequency of 1.0 Hz and have been
• ", . '
normalized to 2.0 Hz by application of frequency weightin_ factors.
LOW-FREQUENCY CYCLIC-OSCILLATIONTESTING
Early in 1969 a limited test was conducted on the Northrop Noralr moving
base simulator to determine preliminary criteria for passenger acceptance of
low-frequency cyclic accelerations. Such accelerationsmay occur _ontinuously
during flight as a result of tolerances (creating a dead zone) in the stabilizer
position feedback mechanism.
• The test was conducted in two phases. During Phase I subjects rated .per- ' ,
ceptible accelerations. During Phase II extended rides were conducted at a
• frequency of 0.20 Hz for several acceleration levels.
'_'" Phase I - Determination of Perceptible Accelerations
_'.. Perceptibleratings were made for vertical and lateral sinusoidal oscilla-
• tions of 0.I, 0.2, 0.4, s_d 0.7 Hz. Perceptible accelerationswere defined as e
"the ]oi_t at which you first feel yourself beginning to oscillate."
. . The accelerationwas slow_v increased in each trial until the subject rated.
_iiii the oscillation perceptible. Acceleration was obtained from a strip chartthat
,_,_.i._:_ recorded output of a three-sxis acceler_neter,mounted on rigid structure in
' _ i the pusenger count. ,.,
, :.. ,. Four subjects rated vertical and lateral perceptible accelerations three _
_ii!_i_ times for frequencies of 0.1, 0.2, and 0._ Hz. One subject rated perceptible ,
, -_,1 vertical a_A latereA oscillations twice at 0.7 Hz. The li_ted testtn_ at _
,i _:_iJ/'i1 O.ratings.7Hz was believed to be sufficient because of the low variability of previous _ _/
=i : | shown in figure 12. Median perceptlbXe sec_er ,_ons oe_ween . _s
_ ,,], O.O_Os (zero to peak) ms the fmquen_ r_ test_.
"1j/3UUlZOO
!
b 4
__ Phase II - Effects of Extended-Duration Accelerations
: _ Extendsd-duration rides of up to 40 minutes were conducted at a fixed fre-
• i quency of 0.20 Hz for various vertical- and lateral-acceleration levels. A
/ _ smooth flight (no turbulence) was simulated, since this is the most critical
..! condition. Exposure times for each acceleration level are shown in table 3.
_ Durations and peak accelerationsvaried among subjects, since the procedure fol-
J lowed was to determine, for each subject, the acceleration that would make the| ride uncomfortable.
• | Based on subjects' comments, cyclic incremental accelerations should not
_•:| exceed O.O15g (zero to peak) in the vertical axis and O.OlOg (zero to peak) in
_:_i_| the lateral axis. The majority of passengers will find these accelerations per-
:i:_ ceptible but not uncomfortable.
, r Because of the limited scope of this test, :,hesecriteria must be considered
_ as prelimi_qry upper bounds. Firm criteria can only be based on testing with s
• '. larger number of subJects_ during several hours of exposure, with realistic air-
: plane vibrations superimposed on the low-frequency oscillations.
'_ Potential motion sickness was cited as the chief passenger ride problem
arising from vertical 0.2 Hz vibration. There was considerable variability
*. _ among subjects in vertica_ accelerations rated uncomfortable because of dif-
• ferences in susceptibilityto motion sickness.
Subjects indicated that body sway was the primary disturbing factor during
" lateral oscillations. Selection of O.OlOg (zero to peak) for the lateral limit , 4
"r _ based on the statement of three of the four subjects that O.OlOg was accept-
':' able and 0.0158 was unacceptable.
L:.
•./, '_
CONCLUDING REMARKS
. ... ,
: Emphasis on stu_ of relationships _onK human reactions to different , 0
X.: vibration enviro_Mnts limits the generality of these test results. In l_rtic-
;_ : ular, use of a _ subject sample throughout the program affects the confi-
*_ dence with which absolute acceleration data _V be said to reflect reactions of '
i:."i....> 'the airline l_uenger population. Further testing with a larger and more
I_ representative lub_ect se_le, including women and different age groups, is
i:i, required to esta_li_ _ firal_ the percentagel of pMsengere objecting as a
_._ i_un_ion of inoreasiz_ aceeleratlon. C_mbine_ _ee of the_e percentile curvel '
_ and infestation reg_ the l_o_ected t_bulence environment could then serve
!_i al a bali, fo_ &l|i_1 _eci|io_| collee_aingride qualit_ of future com_zcial
ai1_ene|.
....... 8tate_nts ragaa_M_ relative sensitivity of h_mns to different vibration
freq_encle8 i_ 0.20 to 7 _ can be made wi_h nora ce_ain_y. Teat results
ladieat_ relative 8ensltivlt_ of MtlMu to vertical _ud lateral vlt_ation
, a_ee_ to be consie_en_ end re,eatable.
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The need for further combined-frequencyand combined-axistesting is
•i apparent, however. Test results to date afford a first look at problems met in
predicting reaction to these more complex vibration environments.
"'i
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ANALYTICALAND EXP_IMENTAL EVAUJATION _i!
.: OF PROPOSEDRIDE COMFORTCRITERIA _i_
I
E. Wayne Vi_e .i
: i .\ . UnitedAircraftResearchLaboratorie
.... East Hartford,Connecticut ! ,
Ane loratory stu wasconductedto the effectiveness orindices proposed by different investigators to relate vehicle vibrations to
passengercomfort. The indicesconsideredincludedcriteriafor sinusoidal
vibrations,unveightedand weightedamplitudeexceedancecounts,the integral
of the unveightedand weightedpower spectraldensityand absorbedpower.
These functionswere initiallyexaminedanalyticallyto determinethe manner
• in which they eachweightvibrationamplitudeand frequency. Similarities
among themare noted. Indexvalueswere then computedfrommeasuredvibrL- _"
tions and comparedwith the associatedcomfortratings. The data for these
• comparisonswere obtainedfromride comfortevaluationsof passengertrains.
' Resultsindicatetha_ at a givenpassengerlocationa deteriorationin
.... . comfortratinggenerallycorrelateswith increasedvaluesof the indices
_: _ confutedfor lateralvibration. However,for equal comfortratings,large
; " i_:_/_i differencesexistin the magnitudeof the lateralvibrationindicescomputed
for differentpassengerlocations. Thisresult castsdoubt on the effec- s
tivenessof these indicesas absoluteindicatorsof ride quality. The
...:.' _ . previous discussion also applies to index values computed from vertical
" _'".: vibration except that the correlation with ratings is less pronounced at a
given location.
_.,_ j,,_, One of the momt m_4_n_cant f_ntorm _hieh affe@t_ pasmenger cohort is
:""i_ the relativelM low tTequeney (0 to 30 Hs) vtbrtticn envtromm_t. Criteria
:"': ....._ whAch define 1/mite for t_l.| viba_tton eavtro_unt mast prope_l_ weight those
/ eharscte:isticeof the aoti@nvhleh have an /_or_Ant effe_,on c(_tort,
8_e_ e_tt_tt ._st a._o be _tete_cA_r well-foun_eaand pre_tee so u t,o
• :_ avoid ov_speetfieation whe_ the e:ite=ta e_e e_loyed in vehinle development.
' _ Stipulating• vlbra_ion_ vhLch lm _e beaJ4nthaa Is neeuHzy for
_, .US
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comfort can lead to increased vehicle complexity, weight and cost. The need
• for realistic, precise criteria has increased with the development of light-
': weight, high-speed passenger vehicles. The tradeoffs between the passenger
vibration environment and vehicle performance, weight, etc., are appreciable.
A n_nher of methods for quantitatively relating comfort to vibration
_\ environment have been proposed. Among these techniques or indices are
(i) boundaries of acceptable vibration level versus frequency developed from
.:. subjective responses to siuusoidal vibration, (2) the amplitude level exceed- ,
ii! ance couqt _ffproachp (3) the unweighted and weighted power spectral density
,_:; This study consisted of an ana_ical and experimental evaluation of the
_ aforementioned methods for relating vibration to cohort. These different
techniques were applied to vibrations measured during an experimental evalua-
tion of passenger train ride quality. The results of these analMses were
correlatedwith subjective ratiap of the ride obtained during the test. The
objective of this stud_ was to determine whether any of the methods provided
• an acceptable means for specifying the vehicle vibration environment necessary
for comfort.
• !
SYMBOLS

' weighting function. If it is usu_ed that the human responds subjectively to
_ vibrations in a linear fashion, the normalized inverse of the sinusoidal com-
"_ fort curves can be used to weight more general vibrations. The assumption of
' linearity implies that changes in amplitude, Jerk content, the time variation
{ in acceleration, etc., do not affect the _anner in which hun_0s subjectively
•_ weight the frequency of vibration. The 3inearity assumption is obviously
• _ not entirely accurate (see, for exa_le, reference 3). However, it sly be
\ i useful as an &pproxi_te method for accentuating the effect of those fre-
t quencies which are most important in affecting comfort. Frequency weighting: c rves b_sed on the contours from figur 1 are shown in figur 2 (th y have
.ij,. _ :_ been modified slightly frc_ those in referenco 6).
.... Amplitude Level Exceedance Count
I The amplitude level exceedance count approach (reference 7) is bued on ,
cc_uting the percent of the totaA number of samples which exceed a preselected ,
• vibration a_plitude or, equivalently, the percent time that level is exceeded.
+ An increase in this perc_e is presumed to correlate with an associated
increase in pMsenger discomfort. Thus, the percentage would be an index of
! c_fort. The vi_tion used in the exceedance count method _¥ be weighted
i with the inverse of the slnusoldal cohort contours (vertlcal or lateral)
i prior to its comparison with varies aaplitude levels. Sketch A indicates how
I this approach _ be i_plmented. , '
Percent Samples
:'."i:..I Aecelea_tio_ _o_-to- • Ing
_ I_A_laina-| _,evels
,
presumed to be important. Finally, summing the resulting unweighted or
weighted vibration contribution from all frequencies provides a numerical
index which my be related to comfort (reference 8). The spectral content
of the vibration is generall M determined by computing a power spectral density
plot (PSD). Weighting the power distribution with the sinusoidal vibration
weighting function (vertical or lateral, figure 2) then gives a graphic illus-
:_ tration of those frequencies which the sim,,sotdal vibratio_ results would
indicate are in_a_t in affecting discomfort (sketch B). The weighted PSD
g2/l._
Unweighted
!ighte_
I ol O
• , I* • _ S_
Frequency, f- Hz
SketchB. PowerSpectralDensityPlot for
Uneeightedand Wei_atedVibration
• . can then be used as a designtool sinceit indicatesvhlen frequenciesshould e
i be mupl_essedo The usociated index is obtaAned by inteuating the power
distribution over all frequencies.
A _e di_eet _ me_hod for @celmtiag the lug index is shown in
• _ ¢. _ote t_t the _tgh_od PSDin_ weJ4_s a=_J.ta4e as _ u
• +•i. '
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frequency. This is because the square of the vibration azplitude is used in
the cca_utation. This index then implies that increases in amplitude are
nonlinearly related to comfort. As indicated previously, such a nonlinear
weighting of amplitude _y be Justified by previous experimental data
(reference 3). Also note that the power spectral density index and the ampli-
tude level exceedance count index are _the_ttcal_ related if the vibrations
considered have a Ga_sian uplitude distribution. In this case, the percent
. of samp3.es which will exceed & given amplitude are related to the square root
._ of the PSD index through the C_ussian prol_bility density function (reference 9).
•'!ii Absorbed Power Index
The &bsorbed power method is one of the more interesting &pproaches
taken in an &tten_ to @c_ralate vibration environment with comfort (refer-
ence 10). _is index is related to the rate at vhich the bod_vdAszipates
vlbr_tio_ eM_gy. _t is an &ttmpt to c_'rclate vibration wlth a subJee-
• tire (c_ p_j_ho-pb_tologiea£) umes_ of @ce_c_ through the hu_n body's
physiology. _e index is defined in the time dc_in by
• lira / (1) .
j. T
. AP = T-- ¢0 7 Fin(t) • via (t) dt ,
U
....4 _ere
, i _ - &l_aa'bed power index, watt
. ,. Fin = tepee, aee_ e
..,._ Via= velo_i_, :_./._:
• , T = mu_e InteawaA, nee
t
AP=_o K(_)" ot (_) d_ (_) '!
],,_
_m_m4_, a,_/,ee _
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"i Note that the absorbed power index ill st_._tr to the weighted PSD index in that
' ! both are based on the tnte_al of the square of acceleration. In order for
the absorbed pover index to be computed, the averaged p_rsiological transfer
i_netlo_
output acceleration
Ya(J_) " input accaleration
(3)
' Yr(a®)"
• outjmt accaleration
mmrt first be _teawined f_m a laa_e =amber of test _bJects. These transfer
funetlonsare deteawined by taki_ muuawm_ts at appropriate loaattons on
the humanbo_ while the subject is being vibrated. Both stnusotdal and random
aeeelem_tlouhave beea und in the ne_suremeatof the traMt_ functionsand
they are not the sa_ for both _pes of vil_atiou. A_er Y&(Jm) and YF(_)
. h_ve been derma, the abso_be_ _ index can be ec_l_tedu sh_n in
sketch D. _he aeeele_ti_ _ is muured and mlt_p_ted by YF(_m)

• i
• •i" I
'_•": '::':_ used in ride quality evaluations by the Japanese National Railways (refer-
i.;i_.:':_:: ence 2). The sound level was rated to enable an analysis of the correlation
',_._ ;:;,/:-: The test subjects also gave their opinions on questions related to their
:.. :_ :::; ,:if: ability to perform tasks c_mon to passengers or passenger attendants in the
.!:i:_.::i:,: _ presence of the train motion. These questions are also listed in table i.
• : Periodic ratings of the ride were made over track intervals of the subject's
_ :'i::: choice. The subjects were also asked to rate the ride for any track interval
nver which they felt the character of the ride had changed from their assess-
-...._:;:-..- ment of its previous quality. Six subjects ev_u_ted ride quality during
the test of train A and nine subjects rated train B.
! _ _ ":"_" EVALUATION OF THE RIDE G_JALZTYINDICES
/
.. The approach used to evaluate the ride quality indices initially involved
". '"/ separating the comfort rating results from each train into categories according
• '., to rating number, i.e., I, 2, 3, etc. Only data obtained for track consisting
' cf 11.9 meter lengths were considered. Average sensation and sound ratings
i
i associatedwith each comfort rating category were then computed. The percent
A
affirmative a,'_._rsto each of the questions associated with the given comfort
_ , : .. rating category was also computed. Correlation between comfort rating and
it the sensation, sound and question response was examined. Milepost in_e_aAs
.._iii_.::...;.:_:.i_".::!_.were then compiled accord_ to comfort rati_, location within the Lrain, _'
_ii:.:__::i'_.':.:i :_!:i__::i:_;iii:_:i:an_ the train considered. ¥or each group of milepost intervals associated i
, .... , -. with a given rating leval, a_plitude level exceedance counts m_d PSD integrals
:. were computed u ing unconditioned and condAtioned values of the appropriate
vertical and lateral vibrations. The vibrations bad been converted from t
analog (continuous) to digital form prior te these analyses which were con- _
dueted u_ing digital computer program. Th,_ exceedance count and PSD index
resultswere thee. averaged over all the milepost in_er,val8 in eee_ ccmi'(_(:
ra_, location and train eategca_. Longitudins£ vibrations were not con-
sidered beetle the_ wer) very _.
The unoondi_ioaed vibr_tton _ld_ rin t_LJJ _aiJJ _ _t _ed
d_ring the _eaU with no __y ftl_er_g _e _igh_ing, Two t_pe_ of
con_A_toned vibra_ion were und in the exeeedu.e and PSD index _pu_atiou.
_ _,,x'_ ee_ o_ ,_md.i'_fc_t4 vi_io_ :_m, _ oceDmmd of th, unfi1'b,_,,,d
lt_eraA vit_atiou and the ve_teal, vi_loa _a_a wMteh Msd _eea modtft¢_
uain8 a ,seeou_,,l_, lo_-pum FA.l.ter. 5h:tm _.l.'_er z,epa.ese_et the '_sa_er
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a poorerride. The averagesensatl_nand soundratingsare similarfor _he
betterratings(i and 2) but increasesharplyfor the 3 rating (uncomfortable
ride). The responsesto the questionsare sensitivetc the ride ratingsand
againthere is an abruptdecreasein affirmativeresponsesfor comfortratings
of 3.
The distributionof comfortratingsfrom the centerof car in train B 1
(figure6) would indicatethat its ride qualitywas betweenthat of the two
locationsin trainA. As for the rear of the car in trainA, the averse i
sensationand soundratingsfor the car in train B changelittlewith corn- !
fortratingfor the betterratingsand increaseabruptlyfor the uncomfortable I
rating. The percentof positiveresponsesto the questions(answersindica-
tive of a good ride)also changelittlewith comfortratinguntil the rating _
reaches3.
i
In summary,the subjectivedatagenerallyindicatethat averagesensa-
tion _nd soundratingschangelessbetweencomfortratingsindicativeof a
goodride (i and 2) thanwhen the ride deterioratesfrom c_nfcrtable(2)
to unc_afortable(3). The responseto the questionsalso indicateless
sensitivityto changesin comfortrating_or a _ood ridethan for the change
from comfortableto uncomfortable.Finally,the comfortand sensationratings
may indicatethat the frequencycontentof the vibrationshad a lessereffect
on rating than the amplitude of the motion. _at is, when the character of ' . 4
the ride changed significantly (change in comfort rating from 2 to 3), the
sensation ratings always increased significantly, probably re_lecting larger
amplitude train motion.
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• • Filtering the vertical vibration with the seat filter increases the verti-
cal exceedance percentages for the train A locations and decreases them for
: train B. Apparently, there is more low-frequency vertical vibration in train A
and this is amplified by the seat filter resonance peak (at about 3 Hz). The
"_. disparity in vertical exceedance percentages between trains A and B, which is
•' ; evident after the seat filter is applied, correlates with subjects' comments
.::\ _' on the character of the ride on the two trains. Subjects rarely mentioned the
vertical motion when ccmnenting on the train B r_de. However, at times them
._ / thought the vertical inputs in train A were noticeable although not nearly as ,
_: perceptible as the lateral motion. Filtering the vertical vibrations with
: _ ' the seat model reduces the variation in vertical exceedance percentages with
: : c_nfort rating. 0nly slight changes are evident in these percentages at a
::7",:': given location and them do not necessarily increase with rating.
_ Weighting the lateral vibration and the filtered vertical vibrations with
representationsfor the inverse of the sinusoidal comfort boundaries (figure 2)
results in generally smAler exceedance percentages. _e lateral percentages
• ' _ generall_ increase with increased comfort ratings but this is not necessarily •
true for the vertical results. Also, the vertical percentage levels from
train A are math larger than the corresponding lateral results; and for
train B, the vertical percentages are w,ch smaller than those for the lateral
axis. The vertical _xceedance percentage data, then, substantiate the sub-
_ Ject's ccmnents that the vertical vibrations were of less importance than
lateral vibrations in a_Tecti_ comfort.
"_:/:":: i As discussed, the lateral exceedance percentages generally increase with '
:. +_:: +_ cohort rating for both the unconditioned and conditioned vibration data.i , ++P\.
a ' :' This efTect can _e seen more eui_ in figure 7, _here lateral and vertical '
ex_eedan@e percentages for a single level are listed versus cohort rating
., .,!i "i at each location. Again, howev_, it is important to note that, for the same
.' ' f,l.,.';_
,_ .:_.: : car (train A), equal ratings at the two locations correspond to widely :
.i I :"i r. i dii_ere_l; _teral exceedanoe pe_e_t_ges (e.g., the weAghted lateral vibration
-._::._ _.i p_cen_ge for a rating of 1 at the rear of the oar is three times that for •
..... .:_,_,, i fatal at the @enter). There is, hoeev_ • _c_what better @orral_tion
.,_,_...,.._ between lateral pea_e_tage _p_itude and rating if one @_res the weighted
. '.' .,_,__ vibration data between '_e ee_ers of *,,he 'In.ain A and _ B car#. '
•: _tlmeA vi_,a_t,_ a_e e(l_ed li_d_ e(Wr_,l_mtial _ _ 8. A e(_l_l,
,: i:_.I verticalcad_-te_ lade:e_oeed _ _hevea_leal_e: _ WAoe _he
.J
,,,,,;,,,; ,, , ::,,, ....,,,,,,,,.,,:.::,........
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the lateral value was used because the human seems to be about 1.4 times more
sensitive to lateral vibration than vertical (see figure i in which the verti-
::., cal minimum is 1.4 times the lateral). Since the PSD index operates on the
square of vibration amplitudes, the weighting factor of 2.0 results.
In general, the data in figure 8 show effects similar to those discussed
\ for the u_eighted and weighted exceedance data in table 2 and figure 7.
, This would _rob_bly be expected to some extent; however, the power spectral
_i density index does weight the larger amplitude vibration more heavily than '
.....:-" the amplitude level exceedance count approach. Both the unweighted and
_.-...... weighted lateral PSD indices generally increase with comfort ratings (fig-
':, ' ure 8), but, a_Ln, there are large differences in the magnitudes of the
.... :. index for equal ratings at different locations (train A). This comment also
;_: applies to the I_D index values for vertical vibration. As for the a_li-
rude level exceedance approach, then, it does not appear that the magnitude
of the power spectral density index correlates particularly well with comfort i
rating. " r
. -- : :: ::iI
L
.. " example, if a subject experienced a vibration that threw him out of his seat
.... ) once every other male, he would probably not rate the ride comfortable.
..... :,.; However, the nature of the indices considered i_ such that vehicle motion of
this type is averaged over a long period and, therefore, is not heavily
"....:: weighted. On the contrazy, the indices entrained tend to weight sustained
:,i lover level vibrations much more heavily and indications are that the human
\ passenger nm¥ not. Also, the efTects of Jerk may be very significant in
"...." forming humml opinion of comfort. Jerk effects (higher _requency harmonics)
are attenuated by the slnusoidal comfort contour weighting functions.
:::: _: i
.. : , _ Resumch is being continued at the Umlted Aircra_ Research Laboratories
: . to investigate the effects described here and others in an attempt to develop
-_,
r " : IL' ' , better objective indices for ride comfort.
o.= • _.,,_
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RIDE COMFORT _ASUR]_ERTS
MADE ON TRAINS A ARD B
. ObJective Measurements
,i
i/:\ - Three-axisvibrationmeasurewnts made siwAltaneously
;_ at two locations. These locations were changed at inter-
__.., vals during the run
.,_-'__
- Sound decibel levels measured at different points in
train cars
- Ride quality analyzer measurements
, Subjective Meuurements
•. - Sensation and co_ort rated at locations of accelero-
meter packages using the following scales
% t _ ,
None Sli Distinct Strong
Sensation
i
Relaxing Co_ortable Uncomfortable Intolerable
I I , , I , o
Z _ 3
•,,_.... C_Ifca_ " ,
,.>,i>
__: - _ levelerated at loeatiou of aeeelereaeter
.:..;;_ pae_a_e, .
'i_eY;'
,i,,,: _ .4noeFULble L_lee tlble ,,
r
°
r
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COMFORT RATINGS (37 TOTAL.) WER| ALl. l-ESS THAN 3 AT
THIS I-OCATIOH, S|E, TAll-| | FOR DESCRIPTIONS OF
•_ RATING SCAI-RS AND QUESTIONS
COMFORT RATINGS (54 TOTAL) WERE ALL LESS THAN 4
AT THIS LOCATION. SEE TABLE 1 FOR DESCRIPTIONS OF
RATING SCALES AND QUESTIONS !
4
_- _ 3 -
"_ o [71 1 I, ,
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 ,
COMFORT RATING COMFORT RATING
i
4
t
S '" '3 _ a0- o _ :
2 !; ,10- ,
I
J I 0 I I I I
• . 1 _ | $ 4 ,_C #4 R W B
COMPORTRATING _JI[STION:,_
Figure _., RelationShip between cohort rat_ and the associated
Bub_ec_tve indic&t;orB of _tde quality for train A - rear of
Oar.
i
j _ J r_ (
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SYMBOL O Q
LOCATION CENTER TRN A REAR TRN A CENTER TRN B
LATERAL VERTICAL VERTICAL + ,
VIBRATION VIBRATION 2 X LATERAL
VIBRATION
60 60 12C ,
4
m m .
50 - 50 - 100 -
% - . J
,10- 40- 80 -
I
2
Q '
._ 30- 30- 60-
o
< -
mlt "@
U '
10 - _ 10:- 20 -
J ._
_ lid m
I t I 0 n , , 0 n i l0
I 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
I
COMPORTRATiH_ COMFORTRATING COMFORTRATING
(b) 8em.t filter on vertical vlbratlon_ vertical and lateral vibrations vetghte4
with inverse of einulotdal cca_ort CtWVeBof figure 2, Note that ordinate
ioeAe of plot on right i| twice that o1' other two p.l.o_|.
F_ 8.- C_eZuaea.
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HELICOPTER CREW/PASSENGER VIBRATION SENSITIVITY
• . .+
• + • . "_
, , ,
•." By Richard Gabel and Donald A. Reed
: \: THE BOEING COMPANY
Vertol Division
,: ._. Philadelphia, Penna.
• +:. , •
..'. • _ : .+.
.+
_' '++": SUMMARY 3; 0 19+ N7 tO
• "'i ." '' ' "
, Results of a recent test investigation of helicopter crew and
passenger vibration sensitivity are presented. Pilot subjective
ratings are established for discrete frequencies and the impact of
combinations of harmonic frequencies is examined. A passenger
_ long term comfort level and a short term limit are defined for
discrete frequencies and compared with pilot ratings. The resultsshow reasonable agreeme t betwe n p lot and passe er. Subjective
comfort levels obtained for mixed frequency environments clearly
• demonstrate the need for a multi-frequency criterion.
.._ + INTRODUCTION
rural characteristics of both the rotor blades and airframe give
rise to a complex vibration environment. Available discrete fre-
, quency vibration comfort criteria, illustrated by the summary of
.:;i,• " : :.. Figure I from a previous study (Reference I), display a signifi-cant variati n in both terminology and the resulting subjective
:._'.:_+:+-+_:. + comfort levels. The threshold of discomfort was established in
I the Reference I study using the lower envelope of the literature
L "?:_+_::_:_++!+_ data. While the information of Figure 1 has proved useful, flight
[ +_:_ ,+,_+._+; •.+_..: experience with a number of helicopters indicated the need for a
I :_+ ;_ _/Y more refined oriterion
I :++ _ _!:"_+ The multi-harmonic natluco of helioopter vibration presents a
:. •., ......,, , _+.-. further oouplioation. In any given situation, the levels at each
- + of the oomponent rotor harmonise oan be well within acceptable
' ... ' limits and. still ooabino to produce an overall unaoceptable com-
fort level. This feet is well reoognisod, but little if any
• -" quantitative information is available.
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A brief test program was undertaken in an effort to provide
some answers to these questions. Primary objectives were as
follows:
1) Define discrete frequency levels which provide a
comfortable environment for both pilot and passenger
over a 2-3 hour period.
2) Considering practical factors, define an equivalent
I multi-harmonic environment.
TEST OF CREW SUBJECTS
i
"_ Since the _Inte_tion of the program was to obtain data appli-
cable to aircraft, and helicopters in particular, a cushioned
' helicopter crew seat was utilized. A photograph of the test
arrangement ks shown An Figure 2. Vertical excitation of the
seat was obtained by mounting the seat dlrectly on the armature of
a large electrodynamic shaker. A hard foot rest, also mounted on
the shaker, was provided.
Two experimental test pilots experienced An vibration evalua-
tion were used as test subjects. All testing was conducted with
_ the subjects in normal street dress. The test subjects provided '
a qualitative assessment of the imposed vibration environment
•i using a Cooper type numerical rating from 0 to I0 which is used
! for flight test evaluation. Emphasis was placed on establishing ,
...._, the long term comfort level.
I'_i I PILOT VIBRATION RATING SYSTEM ,
I
i ii
.,, _ V
• I i-2 Definitely Perceptible
_:, 3 Long Term Comfort Level
"j
:_ $ Limit Og Acceptability
vi 7 Fatiguing ,
10 Short Tez_a Llalt '.-" _/
i'
................. 1973001285-144
Single Frequency Results
Pilot ratings for discrete or single frequency excitation are
presented in Figure 3. Above 12 Hz/the pilot long term comfort
level lies slightly above the threshold of discomfort developed
from the literature! while below 12 Hz, the long term comfort
level falls appreciably lower. At 4 Hz the pilot long term com-
fort rating is only 40_ of the discomfort threshold value. In-
formation available on a number of crew seat cushions indicates
that the natural frequency of a man on the cushion generally falls
in the range of 3 to 6 Hz. The resulting dynamic amplification of
the seat motion is, therefore, probably responsible in large
measure for the low levels at frequencies below 12 Hz. Nonetheless,
the indicated levels are representative of those required with a
seat cushion designed to meet non-vibratory comfort standards.
Multi-Harmonic Results
Figure 4 presents a sununary of significant mixed frequency
results. A combination of six harmonic frequencies (Test A), with
individual amplitudes corresponding to a constant pilot rating of _
3 (long term_omfort level), was found to double the degree of
discomforts resulting in a pilot rating of 6. When the component !
amplitudes were reduced by 50% (Test B), an improvement of only 16
to 17_ was obtained in the comfort level. From an examination of
the single frequency ratings of Figure 3, neither of these results _
are totally unexpected since the harmonic content of the mixed _
frequency is heavily biased toward the more sensitive low fre- }
quency range. Furthermore, the use of harlonic combinations such
as 3 and 4, 3 and 5, etc.I gave rise to beats which correspond to _ '
lower harmonic frequencies. Test C confirms the merit of the pre- i'
ceding arguments and indicates that both the amplitudes mld har- _ '
monic content had to be reduced to achieve a pilot rating of 3. IThe harmonic conten of T st C is su that the lower beat re- e
quencles correspond to a 3rd and 4th harmonic.
TEST OF PASSENGER SUBJECTS
b
A total of 8 non-pilot test sub, cots took part in this por-
tion of the program. Only two of the subsists had any l_okground
in subjective vibration evaluation. Test conditions and equipment
were the same as those for the pilot evaluation; howeve=, no
attempt was made to usa a numerical rating system. The sub,acts
were asked only to identify a long term comfort level and a short
term limit'.
ri •$
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Long Term Comfort Level
The scatterband of vibration amplitudes identified by the
passenger subjects ae a long term comfort level is shown in Figure
5. Pilot ratings and the threshold of discomfort from the litera-
ture are shown for comparison. The long term comfort level identi-
fied by the pilots is seen to lie within the passenger scatterband,
and the scatterband is roughly centered between the perception
level and the pilot's limit of acceptabillty. It is also observed
\ that the discomfort threshold from the literature falls within the
passenger scatterband above approximately 9 Hz and is very close
_ , to the mean value between 20 and 30 Hr. Below 9 Hz the discomfort
I threshold deviates rapidly from the passenger scatterband. Finally,
i. i the reduction in scatter with decreasing frequency clearly indicates
the increased subjective sensitivity at low frequencies.
Short Term Limit
The passenger identified short term llmlt i8 indicated by
the scatterband of Figure 6. Unfortunately, the equivalent pilot
rating was not defined! however, an estimated value is shown.
Above 15 Hz the equivalent estimated pilot rating lles close to
the mean of the passenger scatterbands while below 15 Hz, the
passenger data is significantly lower. Once again, the reduced
scatter in the low frequency range is indicative of Increased
sensitivity . ' ,
I
t
i' 4. An overall comparison with the llterature appears to indi-
cate that the cushioned crew seat influences the results.
Relative to the established threshold of discomfort, the
.." " trend of the long term comfort level shows amplification
at the low frequencies and isolation of the high frequencies.
REFERENCES
Passenger Vibration Environment Sensitivity. Journal _!
of the American Helicopter Society, Volume 16, No. 3,
July 1971, pp.39-43.
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,: PRECEDNGPAGEBLANENOTF_ED
I '• SOME OF THEMECHANISMSUNDERLYING MOTION SICKNESS1
• _.'
ByAshton Gmybiel
i Naval AerospaceMedical ResearchLaboratory
't
• : _':+it SUMMARY -- "N73 10020
t
i:!__ Motion sicknessis a convenientclinical term to designateone categoryof vestlbulGr
i* [ sideeffectsresultingfromtoo rapid a tramltlon into certain stressfulmotionenvironments.
+i Theprimaryetiological factor is a lossof stability in the vestibularsystemcausedby
t repetitive sensoryinputsthat are abnormalin termsof the central vestibularpatterningencountered. The immediateresuitof this instablllty is the elicitation of vestibularreflex
disturbancesthat mayinclude '_ematiom," visual ii lusions,andnystogmus. Evidenceis
presentedsupportingthe opinionthat motionsicknessis an epiphenomenonsuperimposedon
any respomesin the reflex categorydue to vestibular influencesthat crossa temporaryor
"facultative" linkage to reachnonvestibularsiteswherefirst-order motionsickness
_ symptomshave their immediateorigin. Part of this evidence isbasedon the causalrelation
of reflex vestibulardisturbancesandmotionsickness,including the fact that, in the slow
rotatlon room, directlon-speclficadaptationof both typesof responsesmay be shown.
'1 +
, INTRODUCTION :
It wasnot until the turnof the lastcenturythat it wasgenerally agreedthat the ,.
semoryorgamof the Innerear servedfunctiom other thanhearing. It seemsalmmt _ '
incredible that it ren_ined for Goltz as late m 1870 (ref. 1) to draw the impwtant ,:, t
Inferencefrom Flourem'studies(ref. 2) (in which Flourenscausedlossof eclullil0rlumin _
pigeonsby sectioningthe semicircularcanals)that if dbequiIlbrlum iscausedby i, '
labyrinthine Imiom, the sameslte mustbe Involved with equillbratary function. After *
Gollz, within a periodof $ yearsthe theoretical basisundarlylngstimulationof the
mechonareceptarsin the semi¢ireu|m canals andotolith organs was elaborated. The three
P
lI II ?
I
=Thisresearchwasconductedunderthe sponsorshipof the Office of Life Sciences, National
Aermautl: andSpaceAdministration,Order W13433.
Opinionsor concluslomcontainedIn this report are theceof the autharanddo not neaes-
mrlly refleGt thevle_ or endorsementof the Navy Department.
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":_ pairs of canals (essentially gravity independent) are stimulated by impulseangular acceler-
. atlons, and the two pairs of otollth organsare stimulated by gravity and by impu Ise linear
.... accelerations. This theoretical bas!shas stood fairly well the test of tlme (re_. 3 to 5).
Centuries before GoJtz, vestibular side effects suchas motion sickness and dizziness
were subjects for scientific discourse, but it was James (ref. 6) in 1882 who reasoned that
_ if Goltz' deduction wascorrect, "deaf mutes" with lassof labyrinthine function should
_:\ not experience dizziness. James demonstrated that in many of his subjects, manifestations
'of dizzin_ ._tereq_th_ mfld or absent. Moreover, none of the subiects in this group who
_ had been exposed to rough weather at sea had experienced motion sickness. Thus, it
• _i _ • !' was established that the vestibular systemplays a dual role in the present-day lives of
..... _" i even typically normal women and men. One role is represented by the elegant manner in
_i, :_ which the vestibular system functions under natural terrestrial-stlmu lus conditions and the
• i other, by the ease with which this systemeither provides unwanted information or is
i. i rendered unstable under unnatural stimulus conditions.
During natural activities we are not aware of the functioning of the vestibular system,
and under these conditions it is exceedingly difficult to conduct experiments because the
i Investigator is severely limited in manipulating and measuring the stimuli and in
t Identifying and measuring responses. Consequently, nearly all experiments depend oni
i using an unnatural stimulus that elicits slde effects either under field or laboratory
I conditlc.ns. Field operations have the great advantage of relevancy but drawbacks in
._ terms o."measuring the stimulus conditlom in the conveyance and the responseselicited in
.... i pilot, subject, or passenger. Under laboratory conditions the experimenter usesa device '
. ,ii either to simulate stimulus conditions in a conveyance and then measure the responses
i elicited, or to elicit specific (vestibular) side effects by programmingor otherwise. _:/_iil/_,i I manipulatingstimulusconditlom. Ineithercal , fromananalyslsofthedataobtalned, '
i certain Implicationsmay bedrawnconcerningmechanlm underlyingthe symptomatology.
In the discumlonto followan attemptwill be madeto demonstratethat vestibular ,
_ • sideeffects tendto fall Into two malncategories, reflex vestibulardisturbancesand
-- ._ motionsicknem;andthat direction-specificadaptation of both occursin a slowly rotating '
_ii" room. Thefo©tthat adaptationof reflex vestibular disturbancesmustInvolve the
/:.: _ vestibularsystemsuggeststhesameis true of motionsicknem. Beforeprmentingselected
:!_:_'_ experimentalfindings it Is helpfulto have In minda conceptual frameworkinto which
,_:_.'.... theseflndlngl are supposedto fit.
'_:_:_.'_ • CONCEPTUALFRAMEWORK
f ... *_ Theschemain Figure1 representson attemptto fit import_t elements_oncemad
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Natural StimulusConditions
• BlocksI to IV A showthe Functioningof the vestibularsystemundernaturalstimulus
• _ conditions. Duringnatural activities the responsesto which the vestibularsystem
contributesore characterizedby automatlcity, reliability, andegallty amongmembersof
• ' a speciesor subspecies. In man the vestibularsystemcontributesto perceptionof the
; uprightand, by influencingmotorbehavior, alds in maintenanceof posturalequilibrium
and in stabilization of the retinal image. Duringnatural activities there is little if any
:/: \ manifestationof vestibular "dlsturbance."
- :_ UnnaturalStlmulusConditions
..... Theabnormalaccelerative stlmuIi and their influenceon the peripheralorganswith
: "/" resultingalteration in sensoryinputsare shownby meansof codedlines in BlocksI to III _
:'_ ." Reflexvestibulardisturbancesore revealedmainlythrougheffector mechanismsthat
: normallyarticulate with the vestibularsystem;however, to providefor any additional
polysynaptlcpathwaysthe responsesare shownin BlockIV B. Responsesincludea i
characteristic sensationof tumblingor rotation, illusions,nystagmus,dizziness,and
. neuromuscularincoordlnatlon. In general, reflex vestibularresponserhave the following
in common:(1) short latencles, (2) maximalresponseto the Initial stimulus, (3) response
decline to repeatedstimulation, and (4) no perseveratlonof responsesexcept when
explicable on the basisof physicalrestorationof mechanoreceptorsin the peripheralorgans _
or compensatoryphenomenaIncidental to restoringstability in the vestibularsystem or to
• both. _ .
. . .,
: :i Another categoryof vestibularsideeffectscomprisesan epiphenomenonsuperimpor,ed i
:.; .... on any manifestationof the first categoryandbestknownunderthe generaltermmotion
sickness. Motion sicknessis elicited by certain repetitive accelerative stimuli that not i• ' _:.,. i
_ i _: only disturbthe vestibularsystem(BlocksI to III), but alsnallow vestibular Influencesto
' escapetheir normalboundsandstimulatenonvestlbulorservatlonsystems(BlocksV to VII). I
• i.- To effect this, it Is necessaryto pmtulate: (1) a lassof stability in the vestibularservation i e
':.v.._.... system,(2) a focultative linkage (probablyin the brain stemreticulor formation),and, , '
-_. i : pceslbly, (3) an additional "escapemechanism'*of a humoralnature. First-orderresnonses _ "
:.... In turn act m stimuli eliciting second-orderesponses,andsoon, until, in severen_tlon
slcknms, the entire organismmaybe Involved. Thetypical symptomsof frankmotion
: .._:_:!*_ sicknessare well known, but we have only fragmentaryknowledgeof the sequential
orcledngof first, second,and higherordermponsm.
An analysisof the typical symptomatolegyreveals the followingcharacteristics: I
.;i_ '_._:,_. (1) delay In appeamncaof symptomsafter the onsetof the stressfulstimuli, (2) grodualor
rapid Increasein severityof symptoms,(3) modulationbysecondaryetiological factors,
: :_ !i:'; (4) penoverotlonofter suddencusatim of stimuli, and (5) reslx_sedecline Indicating
• recovery. Furtherabstractionsreveal: (1) great Individual differencesin susceptibilityand
; , in theacquisition onddecayof odoptotion, (2) transferof odoptatloneffects, and
• (3) conditioning.
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• Recoveryfromfrankmotionsicknessduringcontinualexposureto stressis complicated.
First, the nonvestibularsystems(BlockVI) mustbe freed fromvestibularinfluencesasthe
• resultof adaptationtaking place in the vestibular system(BlockIII) and, possibly,else-
- where. Thepoint in time when this occursis difficult or impossiblet_ determinebecause
• it isnot immediatelyreflected by the disappearanceof symptoms.Symptomsperseverate
" '_ (after nonvestlbularsystemshave been freedof vestibular-generatedinfluences)until
restorationtakesplace (spontaneously)throughhomeostaticmechanisms.Thetime of
:,,, engagementanddisengagementbetweenthe vestibular andnonvestibularsystemsis best
determinedwhena subject is exposedto severestressforonly a shortperiod.
"_ ' _ EXPERIMENTALMOTION SICKNESS
..... Devices
A slowrotation room(SRR)in a laboratorysetting (fig. 2) providesan excellent
facility far the studyof experimentalmotionsickness. Thesubject is exposedto stressful
acceleratlom (mainlycross-coupledangularaccelerations)whenhe rotates hisheadout
of the planeof the room,srotation, and the onboardexperimentercan avoid the stress
byavoiding theseheadmovements. The intensity of the stressfulaccelerationscan be
controlledbystandardizingthe headmovementsand varying the angularvelocity of
the room'srotation. We have useda chair (fig. 3) with adjustablepads(front, back,
left, andright), acting as "stops"permitting rotation of the head (andbody) througharcs
' up to 90 degrees. Eightmovements,"over" and '"oack," in the four directionsare
.... : randomized,and topedrecordingsset cadencesthat vary from2 to 6 seconds. The
,, r ' angular velocity of the SRRcan be varied up to 30 rpmclockwiseor counterclockwise.
. . __ Bycontrolling this stressfultypeof stimulus,the experimentermanipulatesthe sensory
: _ input far the purposeof ellclting (or preventingthe elicitatlan) of vestibularsideeffects
" that can be Identified and measured. 0
i . .,f_i
._ ScoringSideEffects ,
i
•':: ' After each discretehoodmovementhesubjectsignals("yes" or "no") whetherhe
detectsa sensationor movement,an apparentvisual movement(oculogyral illusion), or
aten.nayto deflec thepie..in, ichthemove.ntisco.ledout(r.i.8
and9). Theseverityof motionsicknesssymptomsIs given numericalscoresaccordingto
:_!!'i.:_,ii_ the dlognmticcriteria in table 1 (ref. 10). A scoreof 15 pointsrepresentsthe highest I
•* _ level of mild motionsickness. I
": 4 _1' . 4
TheStressProfile
SometypicalstmuprofilesoreshownIn figure4. TheInitial Incremental
adaptationschedule(IAS)Isfollowedeitherby a _e,,stepreturnto zerovelocity
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' _ (fig. 4 a) or by a reverseIAS (fig. 4 c). If dlrection-speciflccentral vestibular
. r repatterning occurs during the initial IAS, the subject is adapted to the rotating environ-
*_ men_'and has lost his adaptation to the stationary environment. Consequently, after
_ return to zero velocity, although head movementsgenerate normal stimuli, the sensory
input encounters an abnormal pattern and vestibular side effects may be elicited.
+ Becausethe stimulus is normal, the so-called challenge is weak compared with the
abnormal stimuluswhen the direction of rotation is reversed, which is termed a strong
challenge. After the initial IAS and return to zero velocity, delays (during which the
, + subject remains with head fxed) may be instituted either before the execution of head
" movementsat zero velocity (fig. 4 b) or before the reverse IAS (fig. 4 d).
.' + +.. r
•. _++
.+ '. . _.
+:y _ Selected Experimental Findings
_?_+ ' Motion sickness. -- Figure 5 summarizesthe measurementsmade in two young,
: .... typica-'_y normal men. On the left it is seen that the subject was symptomfree (zero
scores) during the Initial IAS but experienced mi Id symptomswhen head movements were
executed after a one-step return to zero velocity. Inasmuch as the stimuli, generated at
zero velocity were normal, the ellcitatlon of symptomsimpliesthat the normalsensory
inputs encountered other than a normal, central vestibular patterning, which could have ,_
beenacquiredonly duringthe initial IAS and musthave beendlre,:tlon specific. The !
some reasoning holds for the measurementsmade In the other subject, the difference being
that the severity of symptomselicited on return to zero velocity necessitated an abort, i
. Figure 6 summarizesthe measurementsmade in two tests in a healthy young man. .
In the first test SH was symptom free not only during the initial IAS, but also during the
:. challengeat zerovelocity. The test 6 days later differed In that the direction of rotation
wasreversedimmediotalyafter completionof the Initial IAS. The fact that testingwas
, ::.:i abortedafter the executionof 104 headmovementsat 1 rpmdemom_atesat once the
• + greaterchallenge on reversalcomparedwith that at zerovelocity andthe fact that
direction-specific adaptationhadbeenacquired duringthe Initial IAS. Thegreater 0
' _ challengeafter reversalof direction comparedwith returnto zero velocity isa.+'.....+" •
' i_i_i reasonableexpectation.
' __:': Figure7 showsthememurementsmodein a youngman 22 ),*m of oge. In the
':""ii. first test directlon-_oecifle adaptation effects were demonstratedwhen testing was aborted
:_ .._ daring the challenge on returnto zero velocity. Nine daya later In test2, FRwas
, , .;_.+ •
+.::_ _.: virtually symptomfree whenthe direction of rotation wasreversed. Theabsenceof frank
• ,,:_ motionsicknessis explainedby the 8-hour delay betweenthe initial andreverseIAS.
The fact that the headwasfixed duringt'.e delay impliesthat the dlrectlan-specifi©
" : W_" _'wL_'_ _ _ _ i_ effectsdisappeared,to a large extent at least, spontaneously.
• , +,
+ Simultaneousmeasurementofreflex vestibulardlsturbanceeandmotionsl©knem.--
Figule mrlzes nndl.p-i " ',uccmlvet ts in• of
The Incidence of reflex vestibulardisturbances(RVD) increasedgreatly duringthe
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executionof headmovementsafter the return to zerovelocity (test 1), but despite this
evidence of lassof stability in the vestibularsystemproper, motionsicknesswasvirtually
absent. In the secondtest the incidenceof RVD duringthe initial h6.Swaslowerthan in
the first test, probablyreflecting the retention of adaptation effects. On reversingthe
directionof rotation, the incidenceof RVD rosesharply(at 1 rpm), but the subject
remainedvirtually immuneto motionsickness. Indeed, the unvaryingscoresof 1 point
raisea doubtconcerningtheir validity.
:: \:_ Thefindingsshownin figure 9 wereobtained in a healthy male22 yearsof age. In
test 1 the subjectdid not manifestsymptomsof motion sicknessduring the IAS, although
: :_ the incidenceof RVD washlgh. Duringthe challengeafter return to zero velocity very
I mildsymptomsof motionsicknesswere experiencedalong with a substantialincreasein the
i :_ incidenceof RVD. In test 2 duringthe initial IAS very mild symptomsof motionsickness
1 wereexperienced, andtherewasa rapid incrementalincreasein the incidenceof RVD.
i On reversalof rotation, testing wasabortedafter 40 headmovementsdue to nausea,and
the RVD incidencewas100 percent.
! Figure 10summarizesthe findings in two younghealthysubjectswell abovethe
average in their susceptibility to motionsickness_ased on pasthistory). Thedata in :
_ figure 10 a showthat testing wasaborteddue to frank motionsicknessafter 20 head
", ! movementswereexecutedat 5 rpmduringthe IAS. The low incidenceof RVD is note- "
! worthy, risingonly to 15 percent at terminalvelocity. In figure 10 b testingwas
! discontinuedafter 24 headmovementswere executed at 4 rpmduring the IAS; in this
_ case, the incidenceof RVDroserapidly. ' .
.t _ '
! Comment.-- Thesefindingsindicate that, asa result of the acquisitionof direction-
. specific:adoptatlan effects, an Increasein incidenceof RVD pluseither the Initial
1 appearanceor increuseInseverity of motion sicknesscan occur. It seemsreasonableto• !
! concludethat the Increasedincidenceof RVD musthove beendue to the previousacquisitionof dlrectian-speclfic effects in the vestibularsystem. ThisconclusionIs
supportedby earlier studiesin the SRR,demonstratingthat adaptationof the oculogyral _, ,
.:_i] Illusionandof nystagmus(whichare typical vestibular reflex phenomena)Involvesthe
generationof a compematoryresponseof oppositesign (refs. 11and 12). Although in .
•), generalthere seemsto be a causalrelation betweenthe elicitation of RVDand motion
i::"_:i sicknessresponses,there Is evidence that this relation is imperfect. Somesubiectsmaybe
i highlysusceptibleto motionsickmmandmanifesta low incidenceof RVD, while others
_ manifesta hlgh Incidenceof RVDIn the absenceof motionsickness. It wouldappearthat
'_ either the Incidenceof RVD Is oftena peer Indicationof Instability In the vestibular
•:__._ system(whichIsunlikely), or that there Is somethingIn the natureof a gatingmechemlm, ,
:,:,i regulatingthe pcmageof Influencesacrmsthe brainstemreticular formation.
..' _ _,-
1
i
!
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_,. PREVENTIONOF MOTION SICKNESS
Table2 listssomefactorsof importancein the preventionof motionsickness.
Althoughthe selectionprocessandthe acquisitionandretentionof adaptationeffects
are the bestways to preventmotionsickness,they ore not exploited (exceptfor self-
selection) underordinarycircumstances.
Antimotion sicknessdrugsmaybe extremely effectiv_ (ref. 13), and the side
effects, after singledosesat least, are incomequentlalfor the great majorityof
healthy persons.Someproblemsremainbeforedrugsknownto be effective are placed
on the market, andmuchworkremainsbefore the ;deal drugis identified.
It is difficult to overestimatethe importanceof headfixation in the preventionof
motionsickness(ref. 14). Thissuggeststhat a seatdesignfavoringheadfixation
deservescomideration.
In mostmotionenvironments,susceptibility is reduced if the eyesare coveredor
closed. A goodsubstitutefor reading ismusic. If feasible, a prograt:specifically
designedto center a person_attention elsewherethan on the motion environmentand
symptomsof motionsicknessis worthwhile.
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#Figure 3.- Chair device used in the slow rotation room to assist in /
standardizing the head movements used in generating abnormal (and
normal) stimulation of the v_stibular organs.
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i_'_ BIDE EVALUATION IN AEROSPACE AND SURFACE VEHICLES
by
A. B. Broderson and H. E. von Gierke
• ....._ Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
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_ Air Force Systems Command
• Wright-PattersonAir Force Base, Ohio 4_433
, _; and '
" J.C. Guignard
/ University of Dayton Research Institute
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..._. Ds_vton,Ohio 4_69
The vibration environment in a wide range of aerospace and surface vehicles
is examined, and definitions related to ride evaluation are reviewed. Three
provinces of research and application of ride data are recognized, namely
(i) ride affecting passenger and operator comfort; (2) ride affecting human .
• efficiency; and (3) ride affecting the health and safety of occupants occupa- ,b # •
: tionally or repeatedly exposed. Specific reference is made to the proposed
ISO guide on hwnan exposure to whole-bod_ vibration. The applications as well
:-.:_:'- as the advantages and limitations of this guide for evaluating vehicle ride are '
_. .i!!._i.I discussed. The derivation of the limits is reviewed with regard to the sup-
" porting data and the compromisesnecessary for wide applicability. Special
discussions are included of the frequency and time dependence of these limits
and approaches in progress for adjusting them according to different criteria 0
":._-'."/.: of application. A limitation of the ISO proposal is its restriction to fre-
" /", quencies above 1 Hz (because susceptibility to motion sickness makes the human ,
response below this frequency range highly variable, preventi_ a general con-
._;:,., sensus). Wide acceptance of the proposal by various groups, and adoption as a
_-,._:, ..
; _,:_:,. Military Standard and as a proposed ASCC Agreement demonstrates its general
''."_h_._:.". .. applicability to both air and _ro_nd vehicles. Methods of measuring ride
•", _.- (including the use of riae meters) are briefly discussed. Recommendations are
. -.._-_.!_
._,_.;_:;_.,. made concerning future research in this field.
• ....__ ,_
': : .,:_., INTRODUCTION
.. ,' .
_. All_rano]_rtationvehicles(aerospace,landsurface,andmarine)s_ect
_elr seed?ante to whole-b_ mo_i_ other than those intended. _aeee e_ra-
ne_ a_ione (accelerations_ viVa, ions} ariae _ the ]_Aeion _echa_Ln_
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and the interaction between the vehicle and the medium in which it travels
(e.g., air turbulence; surface unevenness; water waves).
•" Such undesirable vehicle motions have long been a major factor in occupant
•:i acceptance of the mode of transportation. The system designer cannot be con-
tent with vehicles which conform solely to physical standards of functionality,
' reliability, and economy; he must additionally consider human performance capa-
bilities in the vehicle environment, comfort, and acceptability, factors which,
i unfortunately, are often vaguely defined. Equations cannot yet be written for
\ _ human performance nor can formulae adequately define comfort. The tendency has
been to lump _hese entities into the term "ride quality", which has to some
i.i"i_.-i?i extent compounded the imprecision.
.i...i..I The International Organization for Standardlzatlon has proposed a Draft
. International Standard (IS0/DIS 2631) entitled "Guide for the Evaluation of
i Human Exposure to Whole-Body Vibration" (ref. I). Although this guide applies
•= in general terms to human vibration in vehicles as well as in other exposure
situations, it pr_nises to be a significant step forward in defining and evalu-
! atir_ ma_or factors which c_nprise the "ride qual_ty" problem and in providing
a Au_Mform bas_s for0the ,_ollection of data on the ride environment. The put-
! pose of this pape_4s_t_.review these factors, describe the ISO approach, dis-
cuss the applicability of ISO criteria to problems in the ride quality arena,
| and to outline areas where future efforts are planned or needed in both research
and standardization.
i _ DEFINITIONS '
Same al_preciation of the difficulties involved may be gained by considering
: _! some definitions and implications of comnonly used terms such as ride, quality,
_,.ii/!i and evaluation.In this context, the word rid____eis usually used to describe the dynamic e
response motions of a vehicle or its occupant to whatever forcing functions
i _i'_ t move it as intended or excite its structure and cause it to vibrate, Jostle,
• is thus an objective measure of motion; it is not normally used as a relative
• , term which depends upon the vehicle mission or human exposure situation, ',
y:_ although it may erroneo_ly imply something about either. Vehicle ride is
:. . _ simply a "subset" of ride and refer_ specifically to the vehicle's character-
'_ . _ •
"'_'* istics; it is the "ride" that results because of the vehicle's inability to
_. :_ overcame unintended d_namic forcing functions. "Vehicle ride" refers to d_na_ic
._ ,_, responses particular to the vehicle itself, while "ride" also encompasses
•, : _mte characteristics of maneuvering or i_osed by the terrain followed.
/
• is determined by an evaluation process. Quality attributes "goodness" or
i: aeeeptabili_F to the ride with respect to its negative aspects such u dis-
i ccmfo_t_ task iu_erfarence, or anuoyanee_ quality of ride can have meaning cetl_
• _'_ in _ with _ specific vehicle class and the popul_tlon exposed. An
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evaluation iJ necessary to determine quality and this depends upon the persons
_ asked to evaluate, their exposure condition, the instructions given them, and
_ their expectations. Thus evaluation is a relative rating or value Judgment of
_'_ quality based upon a prescribed rating procedure. Difficulty has arisen because
the basis (rating scale; procedure) for evaluation or "quality" evaluated has
been diffe_-entamong various investigators: in some studies subjects evaluated
the "quality" of their ride experience and in others they evaluated the "quality"
" of the vehicle in which the ride was experienced. Usually, the term "ride
quality" is used as a means of relative evaluation of the ride of one vehicle
which may be better or worse than the ride of another vehicle of the same
intended purpose. But, in general, the term "quality" is difficult to define
because manufacturer reputation,vehicle handling, r_ders' fears _id prejudices,
and other factors affect the assessment. Moreover, there are advantages in
restricting evaluation to prescribed bases and procedures. In any case, evalu-
ation of vehicle ride entails establishing a scale for rating the desirable or
undesirable characteristicsof the vehicle ride ranging from comfort, accept-
ability, and desirability to discomfort, disturbance of various performance
functions, and intolerability.
Two examples may be helpful. First, one could say that the ride (total
motion environment) from A to B was very rough, but the 'ride quality" of the
vehicle in which he traveled was good. The "ride" may have simply indicated
that the terrain was rough and hilly and curvy, an enviromnent the vehicle was
not intended fully to overcome. But the "ride quality" of the vehicle roamhave
been very good in that _t met or surpassed expectations for the conditions met.
In the second example, one could say that the "ride quality" of the touring car
he drove from A to B was good but the "ride quality" of an eartbmover traveling
over the same Journey was terrible. This would be an inappropriate statement:
one should not compare the characteristicsof one vehicle in its intended
enviromnent with that of another type of vehicle not intended for the same pur-
pose; for other prejudices may influence the comparison.
Another distinction is important when using the term "quality",namely,
that between "ride quality" and "handling quality". While "ride quality" !.; I
describes the system's capability to reduce dynamic disturbances to the occupant,
'_andling quality" describes the dynamic responsiveness of the system from the l
closed-loop, man-machine viewpoint of the operator. They are diff,:rent entities
but they are intertwined for a pilot or vehicle controller, since operator inlmt
may affect ride. ,
In summary, "evaluation" is a rating cr value _ud_ent using a prescribed,
preferably standardized scale and procedure. "Ride" and "vehicle ride" are
objective mauures of motion and therefore, with proper care, "ride" and
"vehicleride" my be proper_y and useful_ "evaluated". On the other handp
"qusli_" is difficult to evsluat4 since it is _wlged by a multtl_ltct_ of ilA-
defined criteria. To mcm it m_ merel_ be pert of same general concept of
"tramrportatton quallt_" embracing n_ro_ faot_'s in addition to the _'z_,llcs
of ridin_ (e.g., convenience, eel, reentries, or other envlzwcmental agents
mush as noime). Therefca.e"ride qualitT" and "vehicle ride quality" ea.enot
reec_ended terms. _he folloving deflnltiom ate offered as a basis i_an vhleh
to ]_oceed:
177
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i. Ride. An independent, objective measure of the total dynamic motions
experiencedby a vehicle as a result of the vehicle's own power, maneuvers,
and the interactionswith the environment throush which it travels.
2. Vehicle ride. A vehicle characteristicwhich describes the extranecus
or unintended (i.e., excluding intended maneuvers) dynamic motions experienced
in the vehicle•
3. _iSe evaluation. A quantitative evaluation of an experienced ride
\ enviro_ent, including both intended and unintended motions, based solely on
occupant reaction to the dynamic motions present, i.e., without regard for the
: type of vehicle occupied or its intended function, Judged against a prescribed
scale and procedure.
.°
/ t
4. Vehicle ride evaluation. A quantitative evaluation of the "vehicle
ride" (excluding intenaed maneuvers) of a specific vehicle or type of vehicle,
based upon subjective value Judgments and/or objective rating procedures in
relative conq_Lrison with other vehicles of similar intended purpose.
It is the authors' opinion that "vehicle ride evaluation" is quite diffi-
cult to achieve without first establishing a common approach to "ride evaluation".
More progress will be made, and across a wider spectruz of vehicle types, by
• increased attention to the fundsmental requirements of "ride evaluation".
The proposed ISO guide (ref. 1) for the evaluation of human exposure to
whole-body vibration relates various hunan response8 to the dynamic motions and
exposure time experienced. Among other applications, it provides a uniform ' ,
basis for qaautitative ride and vehicle ride evaluation, except at very low
. frequencies (below 1 Hz). The guide makes no _u_nt on the permissibility or
advisability of the occurrence of these responses in specific situations (e.g.,
: _ vehicles). It recognizes that to a considerable extent h_man responses, pri-
, marily behavioral and performance effects, depen_ upon the attitude, motivation,
age, experience, and many other biod_namic and psychological factors which char- '
_ _ acterise the exposure situation (refs. 2 and 3). It names no allowance for such
i : factors, although the feasibility of iacorporating appropriate corrections is , O
1 i now being studied by the originating ISO subcclnittee (180/TC 108/8C_). A8 such
extended from "ride evaluation" to encc_s "vehicle ride evaluation" as well.
'"'i V_IICLIE DYI_MXC mlVlRonm:Ff5 .
i ,ion Is _ fact that d_c envi_xments to _ieh riders m subjected cover
• such a vide spectrum sad include both intended and unintended notions. _nsn i _/
response to each portion o_ the apSe,run t8 different toth in type sad degree. -
8into vehicle ride evaluation t8 dete:li_ largely b_ the htmsn response to
_nwanted or extreaeou Influences, neh u _r_mt_a-a.l vlbratlon8, it Is Iz_
i l_iate to eon_Ider thoae elemnte of eoti_ _hleh, even I_ _eeillato_7, m
, intended. To elaborate, it 18 entirely alq_._prlateto include in veMiele _Ade
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¢_ evaluation those mechanical tisturhances of whatever origin which are extraneous
to the intended vehicle motion (e.g., vehicle structural vibrations or aircraft
_ bending mode oscillations causing abdominal disc_nfort or visual disturbanco.s);
it is inappropriate, however, to consider in the evaluation of vehicle ride the
_._ ccmnanded or "mission-dictated" rigid-vehicle motions, even though they
cause motion sickness or disorientation (e.g., during mission-dictated terrain
following in military aircraft; or during unusually high-speed travel of ground
vehicles over an undulating road or track). The latter are within the purvie_of evaluation but not "vehicle ride" evaluation. If disccBfort d e toi , "ride"
\_ intended or dictated motion is a prohlen_ it is more properly attacked byreconsidering the vehicle's route or flight path, or by evaluating the "ride"
_ itself as necessarily more severe, than by downgrading the "'_hicle ride"evaluation.
'i VEHICL_DYNA_ICS/_ _SFONSES
Low-frequency motions (below 1 Hz) tend to induce notion sickness in sus-
1 ceptible people, while resonant vibrations at higher frequencies affect mainly
' _ the abdominal, thoracic, and spinal structures, neuromuscular function, and the
•I visual system. Unlike motion sickness, bo_ resonance phenomena affect a12
" r_ders, with comparatively little individual variation in the response. The
! frequency dependence cf resonance-related effects is nore sharply enhanced at
} higher intensities throughout the frequency In the light of the known
range.
frequency-dependence _f human response to vibration, it is instructive to review
both the frequency and the intensity ranges of vibration ccu_l_r encountered ' .
by aerospace and surface vehicles. Figure 1 shows the frequency ranges (solid
bars) for several vehicle types and the principal vehicle-component and environ-
mental factors responsible for excitation. Vertical dash lines indicate zcaes
of main biological responses and the scope (1-80 Ha) of the proposed Z80 limits
(ref. 1) of human vibration exposure. Figure 2 shoes representative intensity-
frequency envelopes typical of ride in several vehicle types. With the excep-
tion of the unpublished helicopter data and the F-_C data (ref. _), this illus-
tration is baaed on in_ornati_ in reference 5. Figure _ shoes some subjective
assesments of ride in selected aero_pe_e and surface vehicles. References _,
6, and 7 explain the "pilots' r&ti_ of turbulence", the airliner "ob_ectt_able , .
for passengers" lILit, and the Railw_F Ride Index (RRI), respectively. (Hell- i
copter data are as in fig. 2. ) Figure _ shows the frequeney ranges of ph_aio- i
logical resp_e8 ccmon_ encountared. In this figure, the bars with dash !
exte_tons Indicate uncertain _s (ref. _). llote the wide and indet_ntte
range of hman vibrate_ sensation. Mote also that noet significant effects of
mehanical vibration on nan oee_ at Frequeneles below the a_dlo-i_uen_ range
(_LtStingutshed by eloee-duh vertical lines). _he space-dash lines show the
8cope (1-80 l_) of lwopoetd 180 llnlts, a 8_alfleaat pertionof the ovarall '
and
It san be uen tb_ the vthlelemotle__ _ falls _tal_ _A_ln
the bead 0.1._0 _ _tthia _eh w em _ di_guAah _ m_e8
aueelM_d _ith _eatZ_lar ._ of hum d_t_banee. _e flair bead, 0.1-
1.0 lls_ is assoel&ted as/a_ with noti_ sie_mes_,in susceptible people, _hteh
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occurs d,'_ringmoderate to severe (hlgh-amplitude)motions such as in ships in
heavy seas, in high-speed ground transit systems moving over undulating terrain
or tracks, or in aircraft where large-cell, high-veloclty gusts displace the
whole structure.
Vibrations in the range 1-30 Hz induce important resonance phenomena in
the body and the associated physiological responses are therefore highly
frequency-dependent. Such vibrations arise in ships, small craft, and air-
cushion vehicles becauss of engine vibration and small-wave incidence; in
\ wheeled vehicles tecause of surface irregulariti_.sin roads or tracks; in air-
craft because of turbulent excitation or aeroe'asticvibration modes; and in
helicoptersbecause of rotor blade passage e.uSpitch oscillation•
J
Vibrations at frequencies much above 30 Hz are readily attenuated and
become progressively less important in relation to human body motion and per-
"_ formance. Such vibrations, arising frcB such sources as engines and trt_s-
i missions or fro: the passage of a vehicle over minor surface irregularities,
can cause superficial disc_sfort, annoyance, and fatigue, merging with the
effects of structure-borneinterior noise•
In terms of dynamic range, vehicle vibration covers the entire range of
human vibration sensation, from the threshold of perception around 0.001 g
t (acceleration-amplitude) to the limit of short-term voluntary tolerance around
1 g. (It is of interest to note that this is a range of about 60 dB, which is
substantially narrower than the d_namic range of human hearing. )
BACKGROUND OF THE ISO DRAFT STANDARD
J
I
i fhe field of applied human vibration research is replete with formulae or
i graphs purporting to embody a definitive approsch to evaluation of "ride" ineneral o specific kinds of "v h cle ride quality". Much of this research has
i b_en of an ad hoc nature largely unsupported by investigations of the underlying
physiolou o'_ psycholo6y of +.he h_an response. Tl'_apracticLl criteria for 0
rating vibrations differ widely and have often been restricted to very specific
_-__ ° situationsp so that a host of qualitative term for subjective vibration rating .
hav_ evolved (e.g., "annoying", "unccofortab3e", "disagreeable", "into_erabie",
:,- _ _tc. ) along with adverbs such as "mildly" or "strongly" intended to indicate
minor scal_ adjustments in the rating. The techniques have necessarily, been
sub_ective rather than objective, and the results diffuse and difficult to gen-
eralise. The extent of the interpreter's dilemma Is reflected In maeh imprecise
_r even paradoxical te_ as "atldly intolerable".
As a result of such diffuse approo_bes, the ride engineer has been faced I
:..: with a confUsin_ _ult:plleity of e_iriea!_ derived ratiz_ procedures and _.
exposure l_lts. (Figure _, taken fr_ reference 8, 8_tzes scoe of these
• : by vs_ of illust_ation. Rote the range of vs_tatt_ in level and positio_ but
-I _lea'al |t_Ll_tt_ in £om of the frequency funetic_. _he aultiplicit_ of
i limits neh as these is aw_Mn_d obsolescent by the ad_rp_,io_ of the I_O s_
(ref. I).) _ l_A_ite_ _ to _ gweiiSof _aetice (e.g., pe_tleular
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/i components of train or helicopter vibration). Moreover, the puA.pose(criterion)
and scope of published limits is in many instances left unstated. _
All such available studies have been consideredby IS0 for integration
into a coherent,generalized approach based upon specific criteria, a term
which will be more precisely defined shortly. For example, guidance in the
accelerationregion from roughly 0.2 to 1.0 g is based upon several investi-
gators' results, including those of Dieckmann (ref. 9), and Miwa (ref. i0). A
0.i g (1-20 Hz) limit for long-term exposure in USAF military aircraft had been
proposed by Getline (ref. ll). Other subjective data came from studies by
Dieckmann (ref. 9), Reiher and Meister (ref. 12), Janeway (ref. 13), _nd other
work su_narizedby Goldman and von Gierkc (ref. 2) and cited elsewhere (refs. 2
and 3). The short-time voluntary tolerance data considered by ISO (in formu-
lating exposure limits) are from Magid, Coermann, and Ziegenruecker (ref. 14).
Limits for x- and y-axis (which differ from those for z-axis) vibration were
based on a number of reports, including those of Loach (ref. 19) and of Miwa
(ref. lO) who has established a subjective response scale for whole-body vibra-
tion and cross-matchedvertical and horizontal responses.
Data concerningthe time-dependenceof vibration response came from certain
of the above mentioned studies, as well as from the work of 2perling and Mauzin
of German and French railroads (describedby Loach (ref. 15)); and from various
military aviationsnd commercial airline studies (refs. 2 and 3). Human vibra-
tion tolerance has been found generally to decrease as time increases, at least
in the range from 1 minute to several hours. The same time-dependence is often
assumed for daily, repeated (e.g._ occupational) exposure, although no dose-
response relationshiphas yet been established for potentially hazardous occu-
pational exposure. Such a relationship must clearly be of an objective nature
and, since it is possible that chronic exposure might be physically harmful yet
not _ubjectivelysevere (ref. 16), if and when established, should be incor-
porated into future ride and vehicle ride evaluation criteria.
THE ISO RECOMMENDATIONS e
The ISO proposed standard (ref. i) describes both "criteria" and "limits",
and it is important to appreciLt_the distinction (ref_ 3). In this context:
I. A criterion is a verbal expression of the purpose of control or
limitation of vibration. It _hould_ ideally_ also specify the nature and pro-
portion of the population to be protected as _ell as a statement of how the
motions are to be defined and measured.
2. A limit is a numerical e _resslon of the maximwn amount of vibration l
compatible with-'-'--the defined criterloa. Different l_nits are required by
different criteria of protection s and they necessarily vary with the direction
and mode of vibration ap,p!ication.
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eThree main human criteria are recognized by the ISO document:
(a) Preservation of comfort.
(b) Preservation of working efficiency.
(c) Preser_ation of health or safety.
\ Limits set according to these criteria are applicable only to situatlons
involvingpeople in normal health, i.e., those who are considered fit to carry
,:.,. out normal living routines, including travel, and to undergo the stress of a
typical working day or shift.
: Corresponding to these crlteria, three limits are proposed, namely:
(a) Reduced comfort boundary.
(b) Fatigue-decreasedproficiency boundary.
(c) Exposure limit.
The "fatigue-decreasedproficiency boundary" is illustrated and inter-
criterion conversion factors stated in figures 6 and 7. The guiding principle
of the document is to establish limits which are a simple compromise between
relevant, available data, in the belief that provisional guidance, even though
still debated, is preferable to none at all (red. 17). Some restrictions and I
compr_niseswere necessary to achieve internationalagreement, simplicity, and ,
, operational generality:
q
"1
,:_ i. Limit_oundar_ shape. It was agreed that the limit/boundary shapes ,
. should be identical for all three criteria (reduced comfort; fatigue-decreased
._"J profi,:iency;exposure limit) for simplicity of interpretation of measured data, ,
4 even though the laboratory data upon which the limits are based show a stronger
• frequency-dependenceat higher intensities. This allows a sliding scale of , , s
i_ correction factors and the construction of relatively simple and inexpensive
__._i.,..::,l electronic weighting networks for comparative ride and vibration measurements.
,4 P "
_ The overall limit or boundary shape for z-axis vibration was determined
:._W_ .fromthe ,"_a to be trough-shaped (fig. 6a), with the greatest human sensitivity
:_ :_:i in the 4-8 Hz range (the range of whole-bod_ resonance). The shape for x- and
_._: y-axis vibration accords with the observed _Lxim_ in h_an sensitivity and ,
! _!_ii impedancebelow 2 Hz (reds. 3, i0, 15, and 18). (See fig. 6b.)
_ _!
"_,_/"i The slope of the s-axis boundary from 1-4 Hz is a compromise between data ,
...._  fromseveral reliLble studies. Representative of the spread of the data are I
:._:_j results from Janewa_ (red. 13), who found "to]erance" to decrease as l/f, i.e., .
•_:,_ inverse_v proportionally to frequency, and Dieclmauu (r_f. 9), who found
_ equally low "tolerance" at all frequencies between 1 and 4 Hz. lSO has recem-
mended a CCml_Cmlse slope of 1/_, _ithough no specific data exist to support
this particular slope. There are indications that the tolerance rises with
' t
• ! lowered frequency as found by Janew_, then falls _ain to the. boundea_ found by
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c.
•_ Dieckmann at lower frequencies. The slope above 8 Hz is proportional to fre-
quency, a compromise fit to the data from several studies of the kind illus-
trated in figure _.i |
2. Limit level. The limit for each criterion (e.g., 0.31 g-rms for 8 hours
.... in the z-axis at 4-8 Hz) is a compromise fit to reported laboratory and field
i data, modified in the case of tolerance (exposure limit) by an arbitrary factor-i• of-safety of approximately 2. Some confidence can be gained from the fact that
\ i long-term occupational exposure to these levels of whole-body vibration has not
i been recognized for legal or insurance purposes _ causing any vibration disease
or injury. Work is now in progress in ISO/TC I08/SC4 to develop correction
, _ factors that would permit adjusting the limits upward or downward according to
_ specific criteria for a wide range of applications (e.g., building vibrations;I: or vehicle vibrations affecting crewmen_ operators, or passengers).3. Frequency range. Because of the large variability of human responses
I to motions below i Hz, ISO currentlymakes no recommendationbelow that fre-
! quency and explicitly discountenances extrapolation of the existing recommenda-
, tion into that range. The upper limit of 80 Hz encompasses the range where,
for example, electric motors, gasoline engines, and air handling equipment
i vibrate. Because higher frequencies are of little consequence in relation to
the intensities of vibrations normally encountered, 80 Hz was deemed to be suf-
ficiently high. The actual cut-off and corner frequencies of the limits are
round numbers selected in accordance with the leO preferred frequencies for
I acousticalmeasurements (ref. 19).
" I 4. Exposure time. Based upon experimental data and field experience pre-
' i viously mentioned showing that the human response to vib."ationchanges with the
: :/,| "effective"duration of exposure, the leO recommended limits have been formu-
. iii!il.i_\ii i lated so ae to become more stringent as exposure time increases (figs. 7a
i. and 71)). The time function is again a compromise between the available data.• The document (ref. i) contains _ computational procedure (yielding an effective
total exposure time) for dealing with cases in which the level of vibration
,_I varies substantiallyduring the exposure period.
CONCLUSIONSAND RECO_DATI_S
iI ' For the following easons, it is rec_ nde that the proposed ISO limits_
:' :_r_ _ .I_'_ ' _ 4"_ with appropriate correction factors when puhlished_ be adopted as the human
•_'_._.!"_:_!_ " frequency response function of choice for evaluating ride in both aerospace
•._: _..:_:;_:.., and ground vehicles:
.,_ : " 1. The limits embody the collective thinking of _ international experts
: . _, in human response to whole-body vibration and are an acceptable compromise
•_. : _ " , between existing data. The current status of the document as a numbered Draft
, .... International Standard c_andl the respect of _ nations _d has been or is
to be incorporated into their lawep national standards, or cLza.et regulations.
Moreoverp the guide i8 the first comprehensive attempt to address duration of
exposure, direction of vibration_ and criteria of protection.
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i 2. The limits have been adopted as a MIL Standard (MIL-STD-1472A, 1970) and
a proposed Air Standardization Coordinating Committee (ASCC) Agreement.
•! 3. In many areas where there is disagreement over these limits or criteria,
"::_ clarifying research is being conducted and the active working groups of ISO/TC
• ' 108/SC_ are committed to modifying the standard as new scientific evidence may
_ indicate is appropriate.
i 4. The generality of the ISO limits lends itself to ready incorporation as
•_•_ i_ a frequency-weighting function for continually quantifying human vibration
• i exposure, as for example in "ride meters", instruments which yield a weighted
_••i_SI measurement of vibration environments (ref. 3) and operate in a fashion similar
• in principle to so_id level meters used to measure weighted soun_ levels in
.... : noise environments. Some ride meters have been built, and the approach should
_ permit extensive, standard comparisons of vehicle ride across a wide variety
-:••. of transportation systems. (The draft standard includes certain specifications
_:i concernir_ the recommended characteristics of electronic weighting networks for
: such purposes. )
Continued research will be necessary to increase confidence in these limits
or to extend or modify them to suit specific criteria. The following areas are .
of particular importance:
1. More definitive research in human response to motion in the range of
, 0.i-I Hz must be encouraged, ultimately to ¢ _tablish a 95th percentile boundary
for passenger ride comfort (defined as the limit up to which 95% of the riding
b population are, with high probability, unaffected by motion sickness). . '
2. Additional and better laboratory studies are needed which examine the
- extent to which data from sinusoidal vibration studies apply where multiple
:_i_: axis, multiple frequency, or random inputs exist, as is generally the case in
•i._i_ practice. The hmaan body is biod_vnamlcally non-linear (refs. 2 and 3) and ,
_ therefore the principle of superposition does not necessarily hold. Moreover,
:. it se_ _ plausible, although it has not yet been clearly established, that , #
i,,:•: multi-frequency or multi-axial vibration inputs elicit varying, and perhaps
!,,"_:_..,. additive, adverse responses.
:_ 3. The predictive value of basic "ride" and "vehicle ride" concepts in
..... surface transportation will be enhanced by the develol_nent of a set of
.,i.._._,!,, "standard road spectrum" inputs for operating on the vehicle and human
..;:_._ frequency-response @unctions, in rather the same manner as the aircraft indus- ,
- try utilizes the yon Xgrmgn standard gust profile to operate on airplane and _
...'.',..,',., pilo_ or passenger trensfer functions to determine a single number representing
_ _.i_ the "vehicle ride" e_aluation (refs. 20 and 21). (A new working group of IS0/TC
..,. 108 was set up in 1971 for this purlose. )
..::"'_:__ . /
i _,:'i__ 4. New avenues must be explored to complement the ISO-type frequenc_-
.: _ response function with respect to human performance. For example, promising new
research is progressing in the Air Fcrce (ref. 22) to establish "describing
function" models for aircrew performance in buffeting environments.
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....:] _. Additional data must be collected'uponwhich to base tables of correc-
.: tion factors to adjust recommended levels for a variety of applications, that is,
for subsets of the principal criteria (e.g., for different riding populations;
*i./ for different kinds of task performance with varying error tolerances; or for
the presence of other disturbing factors, such as noise).
.i ....... ' 6. Considerable field and laboratory research is necessary to define
dynamic environments and human responses in all 6 degrees of freedom. Very few
.,:..,,. :: data yet exist to relate rotational vibrations to various types of human
• response, although such vibrations commonly occur in practice.
: ...._ 7. The time-dependenceof vibration response must be more clearSv estab-
lished and the possibility of performance degradation and injury resu-ting
; " " __" " from chronic exposure must be explored, and appropriate data incorporated into
._ .: the proceduresfor evaluating "vehicle ride" on the basis of the ISO
" 'J recommendations.
: 8. Psychophysical techniques should be utilized more extensively in the
collection of laboratory data on human vibration response. The increased use
of psychophysical techniques such as employed by Miwa (ref. i0) and Shoenberger
and Harris (ref. 23) is to be encouraged.
While these developments are under way, the following interim recommenda-
tions are offered:
i. Use of the word "quality" in reports of the evaluation of ride and
vehicle ride should be discouraged.
.;, 2. The ISO limits should be adopted as the frequency-responsefunction of
" : choice in design, in vibration control for the protection of man, and in evalu-
__ ' sting ride where motion frequencies below i Hz are not a significant component
_.. " "- _ of the unintended environment.
3. Regardless of other approaches and methodologies which may be useful s
....,i_.i '_._ in specific programs, ride measurement_ at the point of input to the man should
be made and reported in accordance with the ISO recommended practice. Reports
__._;._..,.i '"_ of future investigations of ride and vehicle ride should additionally include
. -m;_: data weighted according to the ISO frequency-responsefunction. This will
_ii!ii_i_4/,.i|_ _ | permit the standardp quantitative evaluation and comparison of ride environmentsand their interrelationshipsacross a wide _pectrum of vehicle types, Just as
_i,.:i_;.i_,-i}!:I:;I_ the A-scale acoustic frequency weighting permits comparative sound level evalu-
.._:.:_,_ : :
.... ' ...... ations in diverse noise environments.
. ,. ._.. o_ •
..... !'_ ._
._ ./_;_:_ 4. As and when appropriate criteria correction tables are developed for
.iiii:!/ inclusion in the ISO guides these should be adopted and experience with theiruse made known to IS0/TC 108/SC_, either via contact with members of the work,,
/i i_ 8romps or through representation on the corresponding national standard-ization committees (e.g._ Ah_I-S3.39 in the USA. ) In this connection_ con-
structive ec_ent_ and su_eetions concerning the current rec_nendation are
welcome from any source.
I - 18_
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•_. It should be borne in mind that the ISO guidelines are in no way
intended to be immutable dogma. Like all such recommendations,they offer
general guidance only; and the extent of their application to any specific
situation in practice is a matter for the engineer or other user to decide in
the light of his or her professional judgment.
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MARINE VEHICLE RIDE QUALITY ._
by _i_
R. J. Gornstein, W. M. Shultz, & L. D. Stair
Naval Systems Division _•
The Boeing Company _
ioo i
i
A variety of advanced high-speed marine craft has been pro- _':
posed for the transport of people. Specific vehicles have been
tried on a diversity of routes both with success and failure. 1
Claims and counter-claims have been issued. Technical debates "_
have ensued with regard to vehicle performance, reliability,
costs, control, stability, propulsion, noise and air pollution,
etc. The literature contains numerous reports on these subjects.
With notable exceptions, little has been said about one of 1
the most basic of all considerations where the transport of man b
is concerned, the effect of vehicle motions on the fare-paying
passenger. Generally, the problem is misunderstood and all too
often ignored. No universally accepted method has been estab-
lished to define the water conditions expected along a route,
the vehicle motions likely to result, or the reactions of the
passengers to those motions. This paper focuses attention on
these considerations, compares the ride quality of advanced
marine vehicles, and provides a basis for marine vehicle selec-
tion in modern water transport systems.
I
Good harbors and accessible waterways have been vital to the
economic growth and community development of almost every major
city in the world. The water continues to play a critical role
in commerce, but land and air have taken over the transportation
of people. Available, inexpensive to maintain, and underused,
the waterways can be developed for passenger transit with a min-
imum of disruption, inconvenience and cost to the community. Ride
quality and passenger acoeptance are paramount to making it all
happen - the keys to any economically viable form of transport.
INTRODUCTION
A fare-paying passenger, whether traveling by land, sea or
air, expects sere, dependable, convenient and economical service.
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Each mode of transportation has inherent advantages and dis-
advantages which change in scope as time goes on. For example,
the jetliner's speed is offset by terminals located far from the
passenger's final destination. In urban areas, the lower vehicle
cost of cars and busses is offset by the cost of right-of-way and
• _ the problems of con_nunity dislocation and congestion.
For centuries water transport was the major mode within many
• :_i countries, and the only mode of travel between continents. Most
of the world's large cities were located to provide easy access
to water transportation. In recent years water transportation
i_/_:•: has de_lined in me2ative importance because it has not kept pace
:_' with developments and improvements enjoyed by land and air trans-
port systems. Wdter transport systems have remained slow, un-
comfortable and subject to the vagaries of weather.
With the advent of modern technology this need no longer be
true. Advanced marine vehicles have been designed to provide
competitive speeds with a quality ride, and have achieved a broad
passenger acceptance. This has been demonstrated in Russia where
over 1,000 hydrofoil craft are engaged in river travel today.
Technology is in hand to provide the same or better ride quality
at still higher speeds in the open waters of the United States.
Current problems of population growth, traffic congestion
and pollution demand that we again take a hard look at the number
; . of potential benefits water passenger transit has to offer.
Think of what this would mean to the crowded city of today, and
the congested city of tomorrow.
_ Sixty percent of the population of this country lives adja-
: i!/:! cent to water, and nine of our fifteen largest cities are coastal,
., _ all having main waterways that are generally underused and under-
.. developed in relation to other transit rights-of-way. These 0
_ ::,: water freeways are available with a minimum of property condemna-
":";_ tion or eommunlty disruption. Water rlghts-of-way are inexpensive "
. to maintain and flexible in meeting changing conditions. '
_i_:_:i" "" In theory, at least, water passenger transit systems appear ;• . !
-_'!_;_ The key question Is, -- can marine vehicles be made available
{ _ that will meet the demands of comfort, dependability and high _
speed within ecological constraints and be a good neighbor to
other users of the waterways and those living on the shore? If
8o, then can they be economically viable 81n_e there are already
too many transit systems that are losing money at an ever-lncreas- P"
ing rate. (Reported as 1,079 systems that lost a total of $33_
million in 1970.)
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MAN -- THE DETERMINANT
The most critical factor in economic viability for any trans-
portation system is passenger acceptance. No system is worth
much if the people it is intended to serve won't use it. This
concern is especially true for water systems, where it is con-
tended that many past systems were not acceptable to people and
were discontinued for that very reason.
RIDE QUALITY _
Human reaction to motion is primarily subjective, and for
the most part, has defied rigorous formulization and quantifica-
tion. Defining the level of ride quality acceptable to passen-
gers on a day-to-day basis is a weak link in the progression of
marine transportation. Each type of marine vehicle provides a
unique motion environment in a particular sea. Knowledge of the
effects on passenger comfort due to motion spectrality and inten-
sity is necessary to intelligently select candidate vehicles for
operation on specific routes. Improvements in vehicle design ;
aimed at providing a better ride await a clear understanding of
passenger requirements.
Some of the recent work in the field of human reaction re- _
_ search, while not directed specifically at marine applications,
• is revealing in the sense that it offers insight into the prob-
lems of what is important in providing passenger acceptable ride 1
quality. It is the consensus that ship vertical or heave
motions (aptly named) are the primary cause of sea-sickness and _
severe discomfort. (Ref. i) The sea-sickness and comfort bound- I
aries shown in Figure 1 were deriv6d from the data existing in I"
the references. Due to the limited amount of information avail- }
able the boundaries presented should be considered to be tenta- ! 0
tire rather than definitive. People appear to be more sensitive
to a particular level of motion during a period of increasing
motion intensity and less sensitive during a period of de=eas-
ing motion intensity. Motion sickness has been found to be
most predominate (30 tO 50 percent of test subjects bocame Ill)
when oscillation was less than .8 hertz and vertical acoelera-
tion ranged from .i to .17 g's =nw. (Ref. 2 t2_ulT)
ROUGH WATER -- THE CULPRIT
Does the water ever really get rough in places like New J/
York Harbor, San Francisco Bay, PUget £ound, Honolulu, oto? Does
it happen enough of the tJ.me to worry _bout? Is it going to
aff_t the ride of any reasonably Bind _aft in a significant
manner? This £s the next key problem in evaluat:ing mu:ineidyd-
tall,
_99 |
• ' L
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_ VEHICLE BEHAVIOR "
• _ Today's marine designer has a decided edge over those of
....; yesterday. He can predict with confidence the characteristics
//i of the sea in which his vessel will operate. He can likewise
• ii simulate the response of his design to that sea and shape the
vessel response through application of modern control theory.I
i" •_ If_ly he knew what shape he needed to have before the passen-
\I _ germ started to board on the maiden voyage.• i
!i I Marine vehicles come in a wide assortment of sizes, shapes!i and types. It is primarily the type that is of inter t here. ,There e conventional craft, surface effect vehicles and ydro-
i foils. Within each type there are different kinds to further
compound and confuse all but the most knowledgeable observer.
Conventional craft include all normal displacement craft that
depend on the bouyancy of the water for support, and include
catamarans and planing craft which obtain some dynamic lift as
the craft increases speed. Surface effect ships employ cush-
ions of air to provide lift. Hydrofoils depend on dynamic
i foil lift, and are either surface piercing or the fully sub-
I merged type. _ 4
i With only one exception, the fully submerged hydrofoil,
i thes vehicles are surface followers. These surface following }
i vehicles can provide good ride quality in relatively calm condi-
" i i tions. The fully submerged hydrofoil can provide excellent ride
_ quality in rough water environments.
_ Figure 2 presents vertical motion transfer functions which
/,!__ I were developed from data in References ii thru 16. The upper '
_i_i_, two curves are for a 20J-ton, 140-foot long conventional shipi I operating in a head sea at 22 and 35 knots. The middle curves
,i are for a typical 60-ton surface piercing hydrofoil operating
_II in a head sea at 35 knots, and a 175-ton surface effect ship in v
s, merged hydrofoil operating in a head sea at 45 knots.
_ Figure 3 presents acceleration characteristics determined
by combining the conventional ship transfer functions with the
four different wave spectra from Figure 4. As can be seen, a
reduction in speed from 35 to 22 knots does reduce the acceler-
ation levels.
Figure 5 presents vertical acceleration responses obtained
from the 175-ton surface effect ship transfer function of Figure
3, with the wave spectra of Figure 4. One paper on surface
effe_ 8hlp operation in the English Channel (Ref. 17) reports
that over.lO percent of the passengers osrried were seasick
when operating in abservedwave height8 of five feet and higher
at speeds less than 33 knots. The associated vertical acceler-
ations An these wavea were from 0.13 to 1.15 g's rms. No fre-
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_!i quency response data was presented, and therefore this data is
shown as a band on Figure 5.
Figure 6 presents the acceleration characteristics for the
hydrofoil vehicles. The surface piercing hydrofoil at 35 knots
_ii: provides a ride comfort approximately comparable to the 200-ton
conventional ship at 2_ knots. The addition of control systems
to surface piercing hydrofoils (as is currently being undertaken
by some manufacturers) shows promise of as much as 50 percent
reduction in vertical acceleration. The fully submerged hydro-
foil data is based on computer simulations correlated with four
years of opeEating experience with similar hydrofoil vehicles.
RIDE REQUIREMENTS
The most difficult task is to determine sea transportation
ride quality requirements. To define the level of motion that
would be acceptable to any specific group of passengers being
transported over the sea, we would ideally need to know the re-
action of that group to specific motion environments. Obviously,
the ride quality that would be acceptable to a group of pilots
or astronauts might not be acceptable to a group of ladies from
the B'nai B'rith of Topeka, Kansas.
Over the past 50 years a limited number of tests have been
conducted with the goal of determining the effects of motion on
people.
Without exception, the results show a great variability of
human reactions. Many physiological and psychological factors
interact to affect people's comfort from day to day and from
group to group. Some of the factors which need to be specifi-
cally investigated and others for which qualitative information #
is needed are listed belowz
I. Direction of motion with respect to the boC_
2. Wave form or spectrum of the motion
3. Uni- or multi-directional motions
4. Duration of the motion
5. Environmental conditions such as temperature, humidity,
ventilation, odors, noise level, etc. _/
6. A_tivlty of the Indivlduals during the tQs_ such' am
dzinking, zeadlng, writing, etc.
7. Chazac_erlstlos of the test |ubJectssAqe, Sex, height,
welght, prevlous motion experience, etc.
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eIn 1968, the SST Technical Staff undertook a program of
tests and evaluations to develop aircraft passenger ride accept-
ance criteria and to define a ride quality analysis method. Com-
parisons were made between the expected SST ride qualities and
those of current commercial airplanes. The results are presented
in Reference 5. Although these tests were aimed primarily at
: determining passenger acceptance of the SST ride under turbulent
::\i air conditions, some of the results were of interest from the
standpoint of marine transportation, specifically the results of
i tests using narrow band random motions with spectra similar to
•: those observed for marine vehicles operating in waves•
None of the motion experiments was conducted with more than
1 one person at a time. Individuals within a grou_ may react
differently to the test environment when not under exclusive
scrutiny by the observers. A group mutually engaged in some
activity may react contrary to what would be expected based on
individual test reactions•
In general, the individuals in a test population were males t
between 20 and 40 years of age from various backgrounds. The
number of people tested in a typical experiment usually varied g
from 2 to 15. ._j-
t
• CONCLUDING REMARKS
It is hoped that this paper will stimulate researchers to
conduct additional tests of variables, types and numbers of
,:_ passengers in a frequency and g spectrum which encompasses marine
I, _ travel so that future marine designers can improve their systems
_ and expand the roll of marine transportation to the benefit of
I ., future travelers. #
• i
,i,, f ,
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INVESTIGATIONOF TRAVELERACCEPTANCEFACTORSIN
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._ " Public Affairs
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..i.. -/ INTRODUCTIONANDBACKGROIa&_ " " '
'i _ ,. " '_:!,d
The abil ity to mathematically model human reactlon to variables involved
_ : ii''i in transportation systems offers a very desirable tool for the prediction of
_:.;, passenger acceptance of proposed systems and for establ ls_!ng acceptance
_',_ criteria for both the system and hardware designers. To provide useful practi-
cal results the model must accommodate all essential Inputs from all parties
Involved, i.e., the passenger, the general publlc, and the Industries which
will build the equipment and facilities required and offer the services which
result from their use.
Although this paper will be limited to a discussion of some of the tech-
! nique_, activities, and results related to defining certain speciflc inputs
to the model, it Is Important to place them In their proper perspective and
: so a very brief review of the overall approach should be of value.
Figure I shows a general schematic diagram of the problem solution plan
-ii, which has been adopted. The Industry component has been neglected In this
_ii,::: ":: Initial formulation on the grounds that to a first approximation economic
i /i,._i7,11: factors will dominate industrial acceptance and that the appropriate cost
; i : i factors will be defined by %he passenger and public studies. I
"1 The solution plan also assumes that the reactions of the traveling and,._.,,_:j:. non-trav l Ing publ Ic are generally Independent and can be assessed in parallel.
i;*?:•"i Thls Is alSO ObVlOLiStyvalid only tO I first approximation and cross-talk be-! iii I ._: twen the two channels must. efinitely be accounted for In subsequent
"_ * I tatar Ions
.,_..,,, Since this paper is concerned solely wlth passenger acceptance, let us
:-..;,_,.;_ look at this ahannel In more detail Without any attempt to be oxMustlvo,
.,_:,_;,_ the I_neral content of the various Inputs to the passenger model will Include
_._'",.,_ lu_h Itll el the following:
•*':_)?';I_S'_ _ley Research Center under Grant g7-005-181
" #Professo_, Aerospace lngl.eerlt_l
_ _ _'fAI Engl-, Ilstont Professor, Aerosl_a nosrlng
L
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. -,:
:: _ Inputs due to Vehicle
+. motion of all types .... effect of amplitude, velocity,
,-. acceleration, frequency, etc.
. :., cabin environment ...... temperature, humidity, noise,
; seat accommodation
cabin service, aesthetics, ]lmltations, etc.+
_' visual cues
'.;"... ._"
'r. :i_" '' :"" +" _+ ;" _, ++ Inl)'Ut_ _e;lo Systems Characteristics
.r:+.. "'+_
':i.+."i safety convenlence
•i!i.'.i-! re li abill ty comfort
._;_ t line savings aesthetlcs
cost serv ice
Inputs due to Passen,qer Characteristics r
motivation for the trip , i_ii|personal traits that Influence 1ikes and dislikes . ..J
• relative Importance of various system characterlsti_s
" " general attributes of standard of livingt
i.
:..i:i::.:.::-"": Inputs due to Passenger Preconditioning
_ ;':i I Impresslons based on marketing and promotionImpre3slons based on previous trip experiences
..:.L:.: "'1 experiences related to current trip
:_:'_':""'•" temlnal location handl i.ng in temlnal "
_:.*+"".:: ground transportation handl Ing In aircraft on ground
• :'_:._" + -, , , ",
parking
Although the ride qull Ity espel:{s ere nominally ¢ontalnl_l In the category
of vehicle Inputs, it should be clear that the human reaction output will be -
strongly Influenced by the conditions existing In the other Input classes. . ..
This fact has Important Implications in the design of experiments for deter-
mining reaction to such variables as motion, temperature, noise, etc. Because
of this Influence of one Input on another, Inadequate documentation of the
conditions under which large quantities of humanresponle date have been
obtained makes these date of IIttle value to model develolmont.,
• • +,, ; : , * •
AAnother important feature of the model results from the fact that no !
specific system can be evaluated In isolation. When the final decision as to
acceptability is made by the passenger, it will always be In comparison with
the similar types of attributes of alternative systems. This also has a pro-
found Influence on the acquisition and evaluation of data obtained from
passengers or travelers. Thus In effect we are concerned with modal split
demand analysis. For example, the usual presentation of demand models results
In a form typified by: ii
= K $_ TB iDn n n '_
where
D = Demand for travel mode n; i.e. percentage of total
number traveling between two points who use mode n i
$ = Cost i
T _ Time
K - Empirical coefficient
_,B " Elasticities
The key to the ability of such an approach yielding a reliable result
rests with the coefficient K. It is the only term In the formulation which
can account for the many factors of humanacceptance described above. The &
total acceptance moclel!ng concept should result in a muchmore detailed ex-
pression for D of a formn
Dn - f(C, T, S, R. E. $)
where
¢ + Comfort - f (mot ion, noise, temperature, pressure .... )
T+Time - f(conneet time. trip time, delay time .... )
I
S-_Safety -f(machanlcal reliability, accident record.
risks as sensed by passenger .... ) ,,
R ilIty • f(weather, breakdown frequency, space
aval lab I 1Ity .... )
E_Convenlence = f(schedules, locations, routes .... )
$_Cost - f(connect colt, mode cost, an¢ilary costs .... )
where the effect of passenger preconditioning can also be Included.
Two final ¢ommsts are In order concerning the University of Virginia
concept. First, It Is apparent that If the approach Is suc(:essful for STOL or
short-haul air trmnlportation systems, then by proper characterization of the
Inputs to the model, it should be appllcmbla to any type of transportation
system, be It land, seep or air. Secondly, a considerable amount of the
methodology end technlquts perfected for ippll¢ltion In the transportation
field should be sufficiently general to form • firm bile for • quentltltlve
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* ': approach to humanacceptance in a wide variety of problem areas•
q
.... i,- ATTITUDE SURVEYi.
._ ' In order to define the Inputs to the passenger acceptance model It is
first necessary to assess the relative Importance of the various aspects of
_-:"_.:i\ .: the transportation system as they relate to the satisfaction of the passenger
- or potentia'l passenger. It was hoped that the general areas Included would
i_.; ,-_ii order themselves in some hierarchy of values which would be relatively ln-
J" " :, ":" .... _ varlant across subjects, allowing a predictive model of the prospective
i_i_ :_L_I passenger to be developed. This possibility did Indeed emerge from the study.
• i;' ! Although a considerable body of I lterature exists concerning travel
'_, .. habits of passengers, it Is not properly oriented for the current studies.
: ,•.i.;_i In the case of inter-urban air transportation It is mostly demographic in
nature (see reference I)wlth very little data on attltudes. Factors affecting
modal choice In urban transportation have recelved serious study (see
reference 2), but the situation here Is quite different from the inter-urban
. case. Consequently, It was felt desirable to obtain Information relatlng to ,
the Inputs defined earlier by direct contact with the particular user group
likely to be most concerned with short-haul or STOL air transportation.
j,ir
Basically, two questionnaires were utilized for this study - one a ground-
based questionnaire probing attitudes, the other a fl Ight questionnaire which
in addition to surveying attitudes was concerned with subjective reaction to r
the flight envlronn_mt. This will be discussed below. Table I shows some of '
. _: _! the demographic features for the subjects responding to each of these
. ' questionnaires. Although the ground-based version was administered to a sub- ,
_! _-i_! ject group of predominataly professionals, a wide variety of occupations from
_' "__'"'_ secretary to airline pilot was represented In the flight administered version. ,
" q ' "_'' _ / ''_r _ The data for the general public were taken from reference I
_._:.i__,,-' Li TABLE I "
i ': •i
_ Percent Travel ing for
"'"_:_' Resnonse Grouo BusIness Personal _ i- ,-" ':, _i"!
......,,.._.:........._ General Public (High Density Harket) 74 2) )
_ :. :!_ WAG round-Basel Questionne I re 79 21 -
_',_:_!_i._._;_ General Publ h: (Low Oens;ty Harket) _0 )Jb 26
_'.*i'. _'_i WA FI Ight (luestlonnalre 22 12 66*
*Pall SubJects
I
• !_ __
97300 285-2 2
Percent Whose Age
Response Group 25 25-34 _ _ 55
General Publlc (High Density Market) 14 20 27 22 17
UVA Ground-Based Questionnaire II 19 28 27 15
General Publ ic (Low Density Market) 28 18 22 18 14
UVA Flight Questionnaire 28 26 16 23 7
It Is apparent from • study of Table I that the respondents to the ground- ibased questionnaire very closely approximated the typical profile which emerges
from studies of the general public in a high density market. Similarly,
dlscountlng the perturbation Imposed by the necessity to use a high percentage
of paid subjects In the flight questionnaire program, there is • marked
similarity between this group and the general public Involved in a low density
market.
The factors detemlning satisfaction with air travel are shown in figure
2. It Is Important to note that the rank order of the variables remained
essentially unchanged when broken down by ground based or fl ight administration
as shown. In addition they remained relatively Invarlent for most other sub-
divisions (e.g. male versus female) with the noted exception of the effect on i
the ranking of cost with purpose of trip. When the major trip purpose was jl
personal (i.e. personally funded) cost became third In the rank order.
In addition to investigating the overall aspects of passenger satisfaction,
the Importance of the aircraft environmental variables on passenger comfort
and the most likely In-flight activities (for short-haul flights) were studied.
The results are shown In figures ) and 4. Subjecting the data to • factor
analysis leeds to some Interesting conclusions (see reference 3).
FACTORANALYSIS 0
Follow-up Interviews were conducted during whl¢h several psychological , ,
tests were conducted, end In In-depth analysis of these along with the
questionnaire date was carried out. The results Indicated that the variables
alsoGleted with treveler°s degree of satisfaction with his air travel experl-
enee elm be dlstlwilulshed on the balls of four principal dimensions:
Dimension I - A safety dimension
This Includes rellabll Ity. i_
DimenSion 2 - A oost-beneflt dimension
It Is interesting to note that coat alone Is not the
prim quantity Involved here; r.onvonlence md tim
sawing mat .be.considered In trade-off with cost.
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',i Dimension 3 -A '*luxury*' dimension
This dimension includes a mix of comfort, convenience,
on board services, and aesthetics,
, Dimension 4 - An in-fllght activity dimension
This characterizes the passenger's preference for how
.'_ he will spend his time in flight and is strongly influenced
:i: \ by comfort.}
Thus the customary variables associated with travel are not unique to a given
7:: <t dimension, but generally appear more than once and often In a different
context.
•" _( Based upon this analysis it is proposed that a demand model of passenger
i i usage should be a function of the four basic dimensions, not just the economic
.T, and tlme vcrlables usually considered.
MODELING
Although the ultimate goal of the modeling effort is to determine • b
relationship which quentizes the passenger acceptance of the system (dmnand
model), a first step of which is described above, the present modeling work
_ is focused on a subvariable in the problem. As seen from figures 2 and ), )
• the comfort of the passenger is as Important a variable as the convenience,
' time, end cost of the system; and the ride quality (motion) is an important :
; ::: parameter along with temperature, seat comfort, noise, lighting, pressure i 'chang s, and presence of smoke In deteminlng comf rt. Th.s an ex erimental
.. program was undertaken to provlde data for • first generation model of comfort. )"
h' : This program c_slsted of a series of flights by • selected subject group on • (
• regularly scheduled commercial alri Ine with associated equipment to measure '
• both the environmental variables and the subjective response of a group of (, I
r
....... subjects.
..... A total of 100 fl Ight segments were flown aboard three different aircraft
._.:_., --YS-II, F-227, B-7)7-- for a variety of turbulence conditions and o_.;. a
: _:;_: variety of terrain (both flat and mountainous). There were either one or two
" subjects per fl Ight segment and a minimum of six fl Ight segments were obtained
_.;-., for each of nine subjects. The response of the subjects was scheduled by time
=" and Involved a subjective evaluation of comfort every two or four minutes -
_/:t_ during flight in response to the motion environment.
'_" in addition to the six motion variables ¢onslstlN of three linear accel- j/
"i:i:iiii eratlons and three angular accelerations, the temperature and noise level
, _.* were monitored. The motion variables tare recorded on NASAprovided equipment
sham in figure S consisting of angular a_eleromters, and a recording system.
.. The measuring equllxmnt _s pieced oN,the cabin floor directly In front of the
: IubJecttl seat location. The motion data Was recorded on • standard Fit tape
.... recorder and later reduced for anel_11s using a standard tlem series analysis
a16
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program (see reference 4). The temperature and noise level were manually
recorded. A typical trace of the recorded motion data in shown in figure 6.
The comfort response Is based on a five-point scale from I - very comfortable _
to 5 o very uncomfortable.
Two models have been developed based on these data and a third proposed.
At present they are a function of only the motion variables since the other :
comfort parameters were either substantially constant or not measurable for _
the aircraft used. The first model is an extension of the work done by Van
Oeusen (see reference 5). The comfort, C, of the passenger is related to the _
PJ4Saccelerations and thelr cross correlations by ti
6 - vj 6 6 UlJ
- + ajaj + [ r -C C° L 13tj bij ;_J=l J=l i=J+l
where t
z i :
;J :VT /aj'(t) dt i II
0 , _
ere MS accelerations In the vertical, transverse, longitudinal, pitch, roll,
and yaw directions end
btj ='_ _ fat (t) aj(t) dt I _ J
0
are the cross correlations of each variable with ell others. The aj's and I
BLj'I era weighting factors and the vj's and pLj's are scaling exponents. A .'
physical Interpretation of the model is to consider the a's and B's as
sensitivities of the humansubject to the different directions of acceleration '
end the scaling exponents el representative of the nonlinearity of the human
sensor. For the date obtained to date this equation has the foe: _
C • 1.8 11.5;vert' + 5.01trims. + 1.0;iong" + .15;pitt h + '_roll + 1"9;yw
i i ii !1 lie I
*This model Is based on a preliminary data evaluation and In the more general
cue can be expected to be nonl Ineer and _ntain cross correlation term. The
mount of data evaluated to date restricted the number of detamlnsd
coefficients. Thus the nodal presented Is one which contalnsi '0hty •'linear
form of the cmfort Nuatlon. (_, : _
x, ...i
• .. I*'
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where the linear accelerations h_ve the units of "g's" and the angular
' accelerations, rad/sec z. This model was obtained using a composite of a
least squares fit of the data end isocorrelation curves of the variables. A
measure of the goodness of fit is Indicated by the number of points whose pre-
dicted comfort rating differs from the actual by more than one, which for this
model is approximately 10 percent.
, In order to Interpret this model it is necessary to note the following.
:, First, since all the field data were taken during normal flight conditions,
there was no control over the accelerations. Thus the process of going to the
limit of a single degree of freedom is not appropriate except perhaps for the
:: most dominant term. Second, the range of values for each of the accelerations
:_ varied considerably and is shown In Table II.
TABLE I I
A¢ceI erat Ion Ran,Re. Re,d ian
Vertical 0 _ .lO "g's" .06 "g's"
Transverse 0 + .IL_ -gls- .013 hgts" .
Longitudinal 0 _.14 "g's" .012 "g's" j
Pitch 0 _ 1.6 red/sic 2 .07 rmd/sec I
t
• Roll 0 -_ 1.6 rad/sec z .20 red/sac z
' t
Yaw 0 _ I. 0 rad/sec m .04 red/sac 2 i'
i
:;
' _ With these In mind, it can be seen that the vertical acceleration Is the
; predominant factor with transverse end yw acoeleretlons also relatively
_" _ important. It can be exlmcted that the Inclusion of cross correlations will
I allow for a more precise evaluation of the role each variable plmys. It Is , t
• "i recommendedthat • value of 3.5 for C be the acceptable 1halt for molt
, "",,,."_ ¢_merclal fl Ight appl lent Ions. , , "
i The second modal - patterned after Rustenberg (see reference 6), has the
!!:i
P
,
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Wwhere
Ytl are weight I ng factors ._
the frequency /
_t(f) the power spectrum In each of the six i
accelerat ion variables !
6__1 -_ % the frequency range j!
Tj the dependence on frequency In the _ 'frequency range i
The 6's and _'s ere assumed as In Rustenberg_s development to be g|ven
by a "human response function". Here we assume the fol lowing form pmtterned
after the response curves given In reference 7.
0_____2.0 cpa T- 0
2 < ! 55.0 c_ _- .6
20 • _ _ - -X
In the present model the "human response function" Is considered constant for l,
e_:h direction; this will be relaxed for future models end the reletlonshlp !!
establ ished from the date.
The 'q)eet fit" of the date for this model Is given by
•where the subscripts _,T,L,]_,it,y reprexnt the vertll:el, transverse, longltud-
IMI, pltoh, roll, and yw dlre_tl(mS, respectively. Here It Is qleln seen that
the vartloal a_.eleratl(m Is the demlmmt one. The numberof points
_ I _ r t_ _tuel ra_fo_t responseby more than one Is 11 percent.
The third _mdel postulated takes into account beth of the ubove eppro_hes. ,
It relates the ¢_mfort to the IlllS values of NNIoratlon In discrete oateve
bends.
*As before the mmmt of date d!otated the use of Only • IImltodnmber of
tOrllB.
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• : 6 N -¢i,_f 6 6 X ...hi, j ,_f
• + [ [ %.,,,f"i,A + [ [
,' C - CO t-1 _f-1 i-1 J-i+l _f-1
, v
; where as before the g's and A's are weighting factors, _'s and n's non-
I inearltles, a the R_S value for each degree of freed_n i, and 5 the correla-
tion coefficient for each pair of directions are subdivided ,nto octave bands,
ii_ Af. Insufficient data Rave been obtained to date to evaluate this model.
!
• .," i
• I At the present tim continuing efforts are underway in both traveler
I attitude analysis and data accumulation for modal development. In the formeroral, the procedures and techniques used In the study of the group of academic
professionals reported in reference 3 are being extended to a larger and morediverse group. This includes government and Industrial personnel having
•l training and Job functions ranging from science and engineering through sales
I and management. These Individuals can normally be expected to travel frequent-• ly in the conduct of their business. Also to be sampled at the sine locations
• I are employees whose Job assignments do not usually Involve travel. The survey "
• i Is taking place in the Richmond, Hampton Roads, and Northern Virginia areas. ;t I
i As previously, all participants complete • basic questionnaire and then a
restricted number of follow-up interviews ore conducted with volunteerq
cind Idates.
i
I The results of the Ittltude enalyll, cited earl ler clearly indicate the
,;i t Importance of broadening the date bole for model development. Also the ringes 'of motion encountered in our first program were limited by the selection of , .
:_,I lircraft aid flight profiles available. Finally, It was not possible to obtain .
any responses from the paying passengers and Civil Aeronautics Board regula-
1. i tlons caused undesirable restrictions on the number of test subJe_t_ , * I
,viilabI...
• *:; Taking ill of these factors Into consideration I decision wol made to '
irringemnt is lilly suited to our needs. Vlth their cooperation we he_
Initiated I test program with Ransom Alrllncs, which olmrates In Allegheny
,:i_ CommuterService between Phi ledelphilPTrenton and Phlledelphla-4_oshlngton, end " •
•q.' with Atlantic City Airlines qioratlng • slmlllr service connecting New York , ,..
_._'_; and Philadelphia *;th Atlantic City and Cope Hay. The aircraft used Include
"*_--:! the Volper Beech itS, Hard 262, and de Ikwll land Tuln Otter. The routes are ' " i
L _'_ ._ , such that there Is definite cmqmtltlon with other air end/or ground nodes ; _.
p:_*i (rill, bus, oar). ,.:1
J One mr of the University of Virginia research ti flies on selected
1 flights, as a re_lor_ paying _r (to laura • pleas on high deeslty _.
•! flights'). "lllmncver INel Is willl_le, Iddltlmlll research temn ire fly
_'i without _rge. These SlX_iol experimental subjects produce quantitative
• 2
.,. . _ " _ * _ ;;_ __
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response data keyed to re¢or-Jed measurement of the aircraft motion, temperature, i
and noise. At the same time the tam members distribute questionnaires to all ,*_
passengers prior to take-off and collect them upon deplaning. The opinion of '_
the pilot as to ride quality is also obtained. This program represents an .:
Important step In the development of passenger models In that it is the first
time t_at it has been possible to correlate quantitative measurements of flight
parameters directly with the response of regular commercial passengers, i
!CONCLUSIONS .:
i •
The initial steps have been taken in the development of a mathematical
modal to predict and evaluate humanacceptance of _ransport•tlon systems. The
Inputs and results to date are appropriate to a short-haul service, either STOL !
or otherwise and serving either a high density or a low density market.
The desires and preferences of a _yplcal traveling group of business and
persons have been surveyed. Safety, reliability, time savings, iprofess lanai an
r._fort, convenience and cost were determined to be the most Important attrl- JR
butes of a transportatlon system. 4In addition, a program of data acquisition from experimental test subjectson regularly scheduled short-haul airline flights was undertaken. Since the
questionnaire survey also indic•ted that motion, temperature, and noise war•
Important components of comfort0 these variables were measured and correlated
wlLh the subject quantitative rotiog of the ride comfort.
Three mathematical models were presented with the data used to determine
preliminary forms of • comfort equation for two of them. They Indt,¢ate that
vertical motion is the predominant factor affecting satisfaction with the ride,
with yaw and transverse motion also Important. A guideline for acceptability
has also been established. As more of the data is reduced, It will be possible
to introduce more sophistication into the models and also look fr.r cross I
correlations between the variables.
Additional flight experiments are planned which will Introduce factors
related to ¢_vonlence, tim savings, and cost Into the model. Also for the
first tim reassures of satisfaction will be obtained from the regular passenger
in flight.
o
It Is Interesting to note thor s general analysis of the rosul_s of the
ground-bNod survey of typical passengers shows that the verld;les related to
air transportation group very nicely Into four Ijor "dlinslon.-", These are
safety, _st-benaflt, luxury, lund In-flight act!vlty dimensions.
The subject 9-oup for these surveys Is being expended widely, and if the
validity of this concept holds, It should serve is a highly useful tool for the
clsvelolmmt of nuxlels, expNIolly the design of wqaerimnts, to provide datafor the oodsls.
1973U01285-219
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RIDE-QUALITY RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AT i!
NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER "_
_._ By Andrew B. Connor, Hugh P. Bergeron, and W. Elliott Schoonover, Jr.
NASA Langley Research Center
• O0 g
-IC;\T.i INTRODUCTION _ _ "_ " 1
Z : This paper will briefly outline ride-quality research presently underway !at the NASA Langley Research Center. The objective of this research is to
;/i,i.'i/ establish a definition of vehicle design criteria based on passenger accept-
: _"?ii_.. ability. More specifically.,criteria are sought which describe those vehicle J
........: . performance characteristicswhich will insure passenger comfort. Emphasis on ,!
"' : passenger comfort is somewhat new in that the bulk of ride-quality research i
• _'_i in the past centered cn improvement of crew performance.
i
., Figure i illustrates how Langley personnel in the disciplines of vehicle
. environmental d_a_Lcs, structural dynamics (rigid body and elastic), and
" electromechanical measurement techniques combine their talents in deflning
the passenger environments of various types of vehicles. At the same time
(and in the case of field testing, in the same tests) human factors experts
quantil_ psssen6er subjective response to these environments. Fin_Lngs in
_ these two areas exe then integrated to establish the characteristics of those
' , :., environments found to be most acceptable to passengers, that is, to define
, , _... [ ride-quslity design criteria.
I
Ride-quality rasearmh imtivit_yat Li_ey ccIplements similar efforts at
; Lm:..i: the NASA Flight Research Center. Through comparison of ride-que_ity flight
,, ._.;../ data obtained at the two centers using aircraft with different passenger env_-
_: : ' >J ro_nents and further correlation with data obtained aboard Langley _round-based
simulators, a broad, yet in-depth, investigation of the various factors affect-
•..... _: In_ passe_ler comfort is possible. Lan@le_'s ride-quality research is also
L./._,iL.","_ _I coordinated with and t_z_Luently conducted in conjunction with research sponsored
" ' .... i 1_ the Department of Transportation through the Federal Aviation Administration,
the Federal l_Llw_y Administration, and the Office of Research, Development
._._-_,-.:.. and Demo_etration. In addition, contact is malnte_Lned with the USAF Aerospace
_ "",-'-- Hodtcal Lsboratoz_ at _rt_ht-Pstterson Air Force Baae and the Hava_ Aeroa_I_e
._:_?._ .. Medlee.lXnstttu_e in P_nmaeola, Florida. Lan_ey sponsors significant re-[
_t_::,i_,_: _ ' _ t" _.i I_ related to ride 4usZlt¥ thresh contracts or @rants with universities
. ,n. la orato,i...
: --.• .11 , :'. :, . ,,. .
..:!LS :" ": " . :
',:.., , _ I/alt._of ineII_bI_I_,. Imam,or l?ommilm4__mklu.'7',m o_mme_.voand are
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ki
is an area in which essentially no generally agreed-upon definitions of
i passer_er/crew acceptability exist.
J
The engineering approach to ride quality is to achieve passenger-acceptable
i levels of motion, vibration, and noise at the minimum cost in terms of vehicle
weight, complexity, and investment. In other words, one should not bur more
treatment than he needs. There is no need to invest in heavy, complicated,
• costly vibration-suppression devices to insure a perfectly smooth ride if the
passenger finds _h_t _n occasional gentle motion is tolerable. For all vehicles,
_ _, equil:nent Weight c_ts'" in_o_p_yload revenue, complexity increases maintenance
expense, and these with increased investment cost add up to higher fares for
.'++. the passenger. The question, then, is where tJ draw appropriate acceptability
•, ' 'T
: ::.... ride-quality boundaries.
:i'i FIELD TESTING
!
Ride-quality research began at Langley about 5 years qo with a request
from the Department of Transportation for passenger compartment vibration
surveys on the Metroliner train operated between New York City and Washington,
D.C. Similar passenger environment surveys have since been made aboard a
variety of vehicles, so that Langley has nov compiled within its data bank 1
motion surveys of more than S0 different vehicles. As shorn in figure 2, these
vehicles include aircraft, high- and low-speed surface _raft, and several
research and development craft which have yet to be proved economical passenger-
• carrying vehicles. These data not only document conditions as they exist ,
' within each vehicle but also can provide input signals to motion simulators
_ within the labor•torT where human response to those conditions can be tnvesti-
: g_ted through carefully controlled and repeatable tests. Also shown in the
_, :__ cente_ of figure 2 is one of the portable instruaentation systems developed ,1
_ at La_ey for measuring and recording passenger environ:ents. References 1
_" _ :_:r_ tO 8 describe much of the Lan_ey in-house research pertaining to ride quality " ,
._.._, conducted during the last several years.
• :, _I
_ _i Under an NASAIrant, the University of Virginia has flovn • n_mber of test
/ ',_1 subJeqts in pairs aboard regularly scheduled coamrctal airline flights. Both :
.. i the stx-degree-of-freed_ motions of the aircraft and the subjective reactions '
_i_::_.,, are recorded on tape. The University is now analysing these data to deterxine
_ ":i_J what correlation, if s_, exists between passenpr so•fort and various tFpes
,._ and dqrees of vehicle action. In fur•we flight tea•lag, such passenger
• ".._.i_• envir.o,manta1 variables as onbtn pressure, tea_aratmw, sad noise Xevel vtll
r '_;' _ _" " ' _SO oe recorded.
_r" 4'_ _ _:. __ .
i _i.?_ 01d IMmlnion University, under _A contrast, is investigstin_ the depend- '
•;'_.J ene_ of sub, so•lye reaction to pusenger envJroaaents on sub_eet characteristics, _ _
:'_:::', such as II)4_, Se_, o_eu_Itlon, It@. )Jl _ II 30 test Ittb_e_tl reerulted _ i j/
_i:I the e_mnit_r aeeor_Lin_ to test reSult•ants are seated aboard • e_merelal bus
! and 4riven over • _rese_lbed eo_e st prescribed siberia. _ae sJ:-desree-ef-
_ ,i-I _'m_Ion action of the bus tad periodic _eaetlam teon all 1_e tee• subOee_s
] _leas. _e Xw eo4_ _ a ee_eJAl bus Is • test vehleAe _wllts the
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: i: testing of a very large subject population.
. Under contract to NASA, _rinceton University is stud:ring human response to
_/ vehicle motion through flight tests aboard a variable-stabilitylight airplane
' capable of carefully controlled motions about five degrees of freedom. (Side-
...:. force generators were not available.) In these flight tests two test pilots,
alternately serving ss passenger subject, rated the comfort of the ride as the
airplane was flown through preprogramed and repeatable maneuvers. These tests
::\ _ are conrplete, and a form_ report on the results is plann ".
_ Tentative plans at Langley call for a sequence of flight tests with eight
i" _ passe_er test subjects simultaneously aboard a larger variable-stability air-
_) plane to obtain data which can be correlated with those obtained from testsYlth around-based motion simulators. Subjects who are tested in simulators
will also fly aboard the v&riable-stability airplane and will experience the
{ ,,., rustic=in inst,=e., twosetsof subjectivereactio=• then b_ co_ared for a statistically significant number of test subjects. Theq objective is to "validate" th results and procedures of ground testing. The
flight tests vt1_ also amplif) ground-based test results in that sustained
notions which are impossible to achieve on the ground can be produced in the
air. _.
Another flight test program of sisnificance to Langley deals with ride-
quality factors specifically associated with helicopters. These factors will
be identified and studied as part of a program to develop technology for de-
, signing helicopter airliners acceptable to passengers as well as to airline
operators. As illustrated by the left side of fibre B, which shove the proBra_
. in flow-di_ foz=, a helicopter will be modified by addition of an Lir-cond_-
. i-_i_!! fished pass,er coei_'taent and of acoustic, vibration, and motion reduction:. eatures sufficient to provide a pusen_er-a ceptable ride in sm oth air ataoderate speeds and in straight and level flight or in gentle mmeuvers. Flilht
, _ experiments will then be I_le to stu_ subjective reaction to the environmental
a _ i_ factors (e.g., noise, vibration, notion, etea_ acceleration, and/or visual
" cues) which could be expected to accclq_u_y real-world operations where high I
._ _-:" cruising speeds and hi_h-perforlnce tez_nal-area amneuver8 are experienced.
"'._.;_;:" Cc_ison studies with Iround-based simulators will be carried out where .'
-_,, considered appropriate.
• ".-'._..:_, .
_ _:_ 'Abe U.8. Java]. Aeroepue Medical Institute (]IAMX), under IL4_Acontract,
• i_':_ has extensively researched the under_yin_ causes of notion sickness (refs. 9,
,'_,_'_" lO, and 11) ]LqMXalso contrives to Langle_v ride-quality research by
"e_librstinK" each of our test sub, sets with repel to his individual suscep-
...,,_"_.,.__ _tbilit]r to notion sickness. This based ini_reation is vez7 l_ortant in
-,_:,:"_ the _ntez_tatios of dita "scatter" comon to results of tests _nvolvi_
.= ,- B_ ueiz_ a total-sy_tm approach, a nw portable envlromental neuuring
_: _._ 8Fetes opt_s_l with roKard to sins, weight, reliabillt_, an4 si_plicit_ of
operation is beiag 4_sil_e4 _ _ eo_treet. The r/its will be mall
" ;. enotih tO fit under a wt-so-bil e_mt_ airliae seat, lllht and soapier
.... _ to be eeA_le¢ _ (me nan, end easentieA_y f_olp_oo_ in epe_tlon to
pezult rut by esseatis)A¢ untlsAne_ subjects ebosen _ the 8enerel public.
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LABORATORYTESTING
The number of passenger rlde-quality environment variables mentioned
earlier can best be analyzed and interrelated by appropriate ground-based
•. testing where greater control of test conditions is possible. The cost per
_ hour of simulator testing is significantly less than that of flight testing.
_ Ride-quality testing requires a simulation which covers the complete range
:\ i of test variables and which, at the same time, maintains the realism of theactual environment. It is practically impossible to construct any one sinm-
. later to perform this task. However, several simulators do exist at Lan_ey ,
,. which can be used to examine specific regions of the motion environment under
__..i.. carefully controlled conditions.
_' • * As shown in figure _, the Langley simulators have three areas of motion
: capability. Low-frequency large-a_plitude motion can be produced by the real-
time dynamics simulator (RDS), medium-frequency mediun-amplitude motion can be
produced by the visual-motion si_ntlator (VMS), and high-frequency lov-a_litude
motion can be produced by the passenger ride-quality apparatus (PRQA). Figures
5, 6, and ? present the motion envelope for each of the three simulators in
i terms of acceleration plotted e_ainst frequency for _ simulator loading. :The limiting velocities and displacements,are also shown.
human subjective reactions to motion stiz_lt spanning a range of frequency and
acceleration levels. Particular attention will be devoted to thGee types of _,
motion shown through field testing to be significant to ride c_ort. Te.sting ,,
will initially center upon the effects of 8ing_e-de_ree-of-freed_ motion, then
expand into multiple-degree-of-freed_ notion, and final_ simulate actt_l
• vehicle _tion_ u measured and recorded in the field. The vide range of .
and under controlled conditions the types of _otion _hich are moat 8i_nifice_t
s. to pusenger comfort and, for each motion or c_binatlon of _otioM, the i
-_J boundary between cc_ort and disco_ort. With this approach, overall pusen- , I
ii_i!-i_| get evaluation of ride comfort _ill be made predict&ble u & _Auction of
. quantified human reaction_ to the individtwA notion co_onente of the pe_ee_erenvironment. The statistical pusez_er ride c mfort model th_ _erived can
then be applied to a_ proposed tran_portatto_ vehicle to detemine the de_ree
of ride moothtn_ neceesar_ to eattof_, _lth re_-d to e_fort, an adequate
percente_e of its pueenKeru.
RII "X¢II AIlDA,IM,X flG8
W-- -
more efficient analysis techniques i8 being written in-house for this purpose.
Through a study contract, Langley is exa_ning the possible application of
acoustic analytical techniques to the reduction of ride-quality data and to
the formalation of ride-quality criteria. This approach is being investigated
because of the 8imAlarity between the phenomena involved; that is, both areas
of research concern human response to time-depen_ent vibratory physical stimuli.
It i8 possible that useful ride comfort indices analogous to the effective
perceived noise level (EPNdB) of acoustics can be derived.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
t
Vehicle ride quality, although a relatively young research discipline, is
cc_andi_ co_ider&ble and increasing attention at the Langley Research Center.
With overall coordination by the V/STOL Aircraft Program Office, specialists in
the ftelde of vehicle environnental _vna_icss structural dyna_tos, and h_an
factors are together investigating vhat constitutes a comfortable ride in a
variety of vehicles. This research is conducted both in-house and through
contracts and 6rants and both in the field (often in a co-_ercial environment)
and in the laboratory under closely controlled conditions. The ultinate goal
is ride-quality criteria in a form useful to the vehicle designer. " ]
!
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Figure 3.- Civil transport helicopters ride-control _-mtechnology development plan. _
q
Number Degrees Translation(oneaxis) Rotation(oneaxis) Possible lFrequencyFacility of of " adverse j '
range subjects freedom Dlsp., Vel., Accol.L Disp., Vel., Accel., passenger
cm cm/sac cm/sacZ rad red/see rad/sec2 reaction e
Real-time
dynamics Low 2 6 f.2286 +]83 _O.M 21r +1.0 +1.0 Motion
simulator sickness
Visual-motion Medium 4 6 _91 _61 _._ _.38 _26 _0.87stmuMor
Passenger 0 '
rkkHluallty High 4 to 6 3 _ _61 ±1.21 *0.! i0,77 i6.;5 Vibratory
_l)amus pain
Figure _.- Langley motion, simulation capability.
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, (a) Laboratory installation.
i
I 238 Figure 5.- Langley real-time dynamics simulator (RDS).
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(b) Linear motion capability for maximum cable loading of 22.24 kN.
Dtspl&cement_ velocity, and &cceleratlon limits identified in
parentheses.
F'tlL'_a'e_.- Continued.
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(e) Angular motion capability fo_ maximum cable loading of 22.2_ PJf. i "
Displacement,veloeit¥_ and acceleration limits identified in J/"
parentheses, p_1"."
Figure _.- Concluded.
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, -' (a) Delonstratlon model.
Figure 7.- Langley paxeenger ride-quality apparatus (PRQA).
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NASA RIDE-QUALITY PROGRAMAT THE ._:; '
FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER _,,
By Shu W. Gee and Thomas D. Wolf i
NASA Flight Research Center
N73-10025 .....INTRODUCTION
s
A major NASA program is the development of technology leading to the design of
short-tskeoff-and-landi_ (STOL) aircraft for use in high-density short-haul airline
operations. Since the primary objective of STOL aircraft operation is moving people,
their well-heh_ and comfort must be considered in the early stages of design. Howevor,
at present, the technology for ride quality design suffers from lack of criteria, lack of I
ground and flight test experimental data, and lack of basic information. These deficien- i
oiss exist becausealroralt des/&_ers have concentrated primarily on solving the tech-
nical problems associated with the performance and economics of their designs and less
on pansem_er riding comfort. The Justification for this emphasis was the stage length of
conventional Jet airline operations, in which most flight is at altitudes above atmospheric
htrbulesee. With BTOL and short-haul commuter aircraft, the stqe length consists of
flight at lower altitudes, longer exposure to the vehicle accelerations uacciated with
turlmlesee, maneuvering flight, and steep departures and approaches. These flight con- rt
ditions, coupled with the lower wing loading of 8TOL aircraft, have caused increaaing
concern about passenger ride quality.
Both industry and government 8_oncies have studied human reaction to vehicle
nccelerations. The results shown in fi6ure 1 represent some of the work that has been
d0_ to identify the threshold of obJeetiom_e accelerations. Like most of the other
work. rids study was mauls with • hlshly sophistioatsd simulator, and the data are
llmf_. _,by the cepabllit_s of the simulator. Accelerations encountered in flight extend
bey_d the rmq_ of a_ existi_ simulators thus human response to _tronMdy low fre-
quesey acceleration mast be studied _ flll_ht. It is at these low frequeseios that motion e
8/oknsu may occur. To moot t/_ need for flight test data and data in the low fre_esey
rn_e 0_low 0.2 horts), • flight tNt _ on pas_ rids _udlt_ is bei_ davol-
oped at the NASA Flight Research Center.
PROGRAMOBJECTIVES
t
Tin i_ary _otl_ off,- _ is to _mlate fl/Shttsnt dm onalrora_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _m _d ___ _ _ __N ' An r"
_Jooffve is to comics _ data and to formolats data into rids _
orttor_ To moet finn obJeotlves tho existin8 mmdmm dm_ muat be verifisd is
ueal msht. 8nden e_,Un8 tNt dm expuded_o_,dudavor71orf_p,m_7 mSht
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ITEST EQUIPMENT
• . The NASA Flight Research Center's variable-stabfllty, general-purpose airborne
• ".+, + simulator (GPAS) airplane (fig. 2) will be used as the test vehicle. It is a modified
Lockheed JetStar, which is a medlum-slzed, four-engine Jet transport. The unique
• +" capabilities of the GPAS are well suited to ride quality research. Recently lntC,_l_d
: side force pngra_rs a_d_e_t llft control systems permit controlled motions about one
+\ i alrcz_.ft azili _ hoi_ ,other axis steady. Programed model following and tape
. playlztck can be performed through the onboard simulation equipment. Flight tests will
+ I be limited to frequencies below 5 hertz to stay within the structural limits of the airplane. ,
._ , _.
+ "_. I Two stant4ard Je_ p_eengor seats writ be used for ride quality evaluation, one
". " _.,. t at the center of gravity of the alrplmm and the other Just behind the roar bulkhead of the
" .] pilot's compartmo_, Tim latter loont/on will also contain/ostrumontation for biosnedi-
• i eel monltoring.
, ++_,, The data acquisition system ou t_ GPAI8is a polmD-code modulation system capable
of multtplexini[ 140 ehammls of data for telemetry or for onbonrd tape rocord/_. Ride
qual/ty and atrcroft information will be recorded on this symm. A separate amalog tape
system will be used to record the biomedical informatton. The same time code psera-
•. tor supplies time LMormat/on to both tape system to permit tim correlation of data. : j
TEST PROCEDURE }
• Q
First, subject pusen_rs will be selected from at pool of Flil_ Research Center
+' volunteers. A eentrol panel for selec_j and roeordl_ one of three ratin_ will be inca-
.... " ted Mar each puamnlpDrseat. Tim rating scale will be explained in detail to each pu-+.,_, :. seaqp_r. As the ton is conducted, the subJoete will ovaduate the ride, and tbelr rst/mp '
• . •+_._+ will be roonrd_d. At ti_ cooolulon of each _ test, th_ will fill out • quost/onnalro.
•.i + Tbe sick for_ IPmorator ud dlroct I_ clzd_rol systems will be oz+Itod to indoce
motion about tlm dmilrod alrorafL axes. _y, • froqwnoy wfll be Nlooted imd the o
+ :'_ " +_ aoonloratlonwflllminoruNdonldltlm_rstinl/sobtai_d. Tlwt_tw/lltlmnbe
, +",+,,_ + stopped. P,Ntporindswfllboprevldod_testruns.
i/.+. ?I_ loUowbl dds will la _corded dn_q o_oh test: pea_m_r ride quiltty rdinl, :
•+_'_++"+'"<r.+." lhroo,._lo _ ad,_ IPlU_ loont/on, a/z'ors,lt, l,tt/tudo and ll,ll_de rolu,
s/ropood, altlludlo,rats of el/rob, oslmlatempmPsl_, -,, ovomkms.rl_, tl_ oode,
+::: .'++- bRx'l rats, and blood Immmus. _ of lV-lstoatoroid norot/on will bo tslma bshn_ '
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aem_rstton spectra power or root mean square (RMS) acceleration versus hertz for ,_
_ each ride quality ratio. Then flight test results will be compared with exist/_ ride
qual/ty data. Biomedical data will be processed with eadstinl computer prosl"ams. The _
results wfl/be analyzed for pouflde eorrelat/on with ride qua/ity ratinp.
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